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INTRODUCTION
The Literary Review was resuscitated by Whither College's chapter of the national
English honorary, Sigma Tau Delta, in 1986. Its purpose is to publish the best student
writing submitted, whether fiction, non-fiction or poetry; all contributors are students
here at Whittier College, as are all of the editors.

The Review is a manifestation of the belief that academic excellence should be rewarded,
and that rewarding that excellence positively impacts the intellectual life here at the
College. The educational process is, at its core, a sharing process: a time when ideas,
learning, and knowledge may be exchanged in an environment which is specifically
designed for this interaction, and which rewards effort and encourages intellectual growth.

This publication is a forum for student expression, but the expressions of contributors do
not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors, the faculty advisor, the members of the
Publications Board, the Associated Students of Whittier College, or any other College
entity, department, or organization.

A special thanks to Sigma Tau Delta's faculty advisor, Dr. Anne Kiley, the progenitor of
this and other fine literary exercises (including an annual "putrid poetry preading").
Without Dr. Kiley's support, this Review would not have been published.

Materials were transcribed, edited, and typeset at Whither College's "Writing Center" on
Macintosh Plus personal computers, and printed with an Apple LaserWriter; poetry is set
in 10-pt. Geneva, fiction and non-fiction works in 10-pt. Times.
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Zen
by Gerard Forster
You have learned to follow
The Path when you are able
To place the water bottle in
The Sparkletts dispenser, without
Spilling a drop, and without caring
Enough to see if the carpet is
Damp
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The Pathetic Delusions of Mrs. J. Pauline McMurdy
by Lisa Cannon
Around twelve you start to get hungry. At least I do. It might be a law of nature
or something. Even as a child I remember telling time by the big hand and the little hand
both pointing straight up, and my tummy rumbling for peanut butter and jelly with
Doritos. It was just a fact. In grade school they made us eat at eleven-thirty. I think it was
a reform school or something, because normal educational systems are not that sadistic. I
bet the faculty ate at twelve.
This kind of disciplining of the stomach carries over to the work force, I have
discovered. Whereas, in everyday life, the advent of noon signifies lunch hour, at my
place of employment, due to criminal lack of skilled personnel, the dining times are
staggered twelve and two-thirty. Which means, if you are unlucky (and, of course, I am),
you will end up eating lunch at dinner time. Actually, as I later discovered, fortune has
nothing to do with it.
I work at El Store, a kind of discount clothing place with pretensions at being
high class. I started working in the shoe department but was quickly promoted to cashier
when they discovered that I could count backwards from a hundred dollars and fold a silk
blouse at the same time. Anyway, I was in the midst of a sale not too long ago, when I
heard a low distant rumbling. Sort of like a diesel truck shifting gears on the nearby
freeway. Then it hit me again, louder this time. Sort of like stereo feedback vibrating the
floorboards. The overly-pregnant lady I was helping looked at me askance; I realized that
the noise was my stomach begging for food. One look up at the amazingly lethargic
clock confirmed my suspicions-- it was noon.
Unfortunately, the fates, or in ordinary vernacular, the Service Desk Girls, had
scheduled my break at two o'clock. They were typical trendy bitches: born-blonde hair
color, fringed spangled cowboy boots (the latest in-today, out-tomorrow look), black
spandex skirts and noses that are ever-pointed skyward. On this particular Saturday, the
crew was headed-up by the new manager, Mrs. J. Pauline McMurdy.
Traveling back to grade school again.., try to picture your most frightening
substitute teacher. The one with the unnaturally brown hair-- that bottled auburn look that
clashes with a face the shade of oatmeal. Monstrous glasses, polyester dress of a
drug-induced pattern, sagging hose, clumping shoes that were probably cast-off from a
woman who had one leg shorter than the other. This was Mrs. McMurdy. She would have
frightened me if the sight of her didn't automatically induce laughter. I had never actually
spoken to her, though one day she was standing a skin-crawling three inches away when I
was on register, muttering how I took "too much gosh-darned time."
"If it wasn't for time, we'd all be doing everything at once," I said. She glared at
me blankly through those binoculars she wore on her face and had never said a word to me
after that.
On this particular Saturday, my stomach was making indecent groans while I
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stood fastidiously at my register, contemplating lunch. The preparation of the meal caused
some extremely pleasant memories in itself. I had assembled it that morning, still
rubbing sleep-seeds out of my eyes while my boyfriend cooked me breakfast. What bliss,
I had thought, to be wearing his blue velour robe in his kitchen, while he made me toast,
perfectly suntanned, eggs sunnyside enough to make roosters crow and bacon that is
uncooked to perfection. Every once in a while he would sneak up behind me while I was
unaware and bite my ears, claiming hunger drove him to it. Starving myself, I nibbled
back. Finally I got down to making my lunch.
Brown paper bags are the only possible vehicles for lunches, may I say. No fancy
stuff. My sandwich was salami and swiss, my apple was green and the Doritos were
nacho cheese. I wanted to eat it right then. Even the bread was fresh and soft. Life was in
balance. My boyfriend was cracking eggs with one hand, and I assured him that I liked
shells in my eggs-- makes them crunchier.
Finally, one of the Service Desk Girls brought me out of my hunger-induced
reverie and told me to go on break. It was two-fifteen. I was fainting. This girl had a
particular dislike for me-- that's why she kept me on so long. It might be because I once
asked her if I could recommend a good obstetrician; she looked about four months along.
Turns out she wasn't pregnant, just fat. Oops. So she sent me on lunch and made an
obvious glance at her watch, so she would know if I stayed past my allotted time.
Hell, what do I care? I thought as I bolted through the grey doors marked
Authorized Personnel Only and clocked Out. I remembered that my boyfriend had sneaked
something into my brown sack before I left, telling me not to peek until lunch. Reeses?
M&M's? No, thought I, that would be asking too much.
I opened my locker and retrieved my Hemingway novel, noticing that the only
other people in the lunchroom were Paco the stockboy and Mrs. McMurdy. Oh well, I
thought, at least the old bat won't try to talk to me while I'm reading and Paco speaks
English like I speak Spanish. He was reading La Opinion. Mrs. McMurdy was just
staring into space. I stormed the refrigerator.
"Aieee!" I cried after a minute of frenzied search.
"Que?" inquired Paco.
"My lunch!" I was having difficulty breathing. "It's gone...." I looked narrowly at
the innocent-eyed Spanish American. "Did you clean out the refrigerator again, Paco?" I
asked. One thing about this boy-- he was too conscientious about his job. He was
supposed to remove all of the unclaimed lunches from the employee icebox before they
started forming personalities. Sometimes he got a little overzealous, his standards of
edibility being somewhat higher than those of other El Store workers.
"No, no, no me. Freddy?" His brown eyes were wide with terror.
It was a possibility, though a slim one. Freddy, the other stockboy, only did work
when prodded with a sharp stick, and Mrs. McMurdy was afraid of him. So were a lot of
people. I found him lounging on a couple of crates, cleaning his nails with a Swiss army
knife. I wondered if he wore make-up.
"Did you clean-out the fridge today?" I asked him.
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"What, are you kidding?" he snorted. "Paco does that. How come?"
I filled him in on the case of the missing lunch. He pleaded ignorance. I believed
him. This was serious. I would have to report the theft to the manager. What she would
do about it, Ihad no idea.
Mrs. McMurdy was sinking her dentures into a chocolate-covered Twinkie when I
re-entered the breakroom. "Somebody stole my lunch!" I anounced, checking the
refrigerator one more time in case it had mysteriously reappeared. "It had my name on it,
so it won't be hard to identify...." My jaw dropped the rest of the sentence.
An empty Diet Coke can. A telltale Dorito in a crumpled baggie. The
unmistakable odor of delicatessen salami and swiss cheese. My heart sank as I watched the
last bite of Twinkie disappear into the old crone's cavernous gullet. And the brown bag in
front of her had my name scrawled in my boyfriend's careless block-printing.
"Carumba," said Paco.
The world was suddenly swimming in shades of grey, a nebulous ocean of sudden,
surreal terror. Treading water in my daze, I realized that somebody was apologizing. It was
Mrs. McMurdy. She was smiling vacuously and offering me a brown sack. In a ray of
hope I resurfaced.
"Take mine," she was saying.
I cringed, the unmistakable stench of egg salad hitting me like a left-hook from
hell. "That's okay," I said as politely as I could through a wave of revulsion.
"Oh, but I feel so bad. Let me give you some money so you can go get
something." Ten bucks oughta cover it, I thought, brightening even though there were no
Jewish delis in the area.
She handed me two dollars, patted me on the back with her claw, and went into
her office. Paco looked-up at me and we stared at each other in outraged disbelief.
"What a nut," he said. It was the first English I'd heard from him. It was my turn
to stare. He grinned and then laughed. I laughed too. My stomach started to hurt because
it was empty and I was laughing so hard. I sat down.
"Hungry?" Paco inquired. I nodded. He opened up his beat-up Kinney shoe box,
revealing eight homemade tacos, ajar ofjalepenos and two Orange Crushes.
"You like Hemingway too?" asked Paco. I nodded, biting into a grease-heavy
tortilla, dribbling orange roadways down my chin.
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The Pillsbury Papers
by Stacey Robertson
The Pillsbury papers were purchased by Whittier College from the library of
Frederick Meek as a supplementary collection to the John Greenleaf Whittier Collection.
Meek had obtained the Pillsbury papers as an addition to his abolitionist collection. There
are approximately 400 letters and documents, including Nellie Pillsbury's school lessons,
business transactions, and official legal documents. The papers are dated from 1848 to the
early 1900's.
The Pillsbury papers are the personal and private letters of an intimate and unusual
family. The Pillsburys wrote these lettters with no intention of having them examined by
strangers. These letters were written with the intention of sharing with one another,
recalling a particular day's events, complaining of hard times, describing the activities of
the neighbors and close relatives, or perhaps just describing emotions and feelings or
asking for advice. These are the honest and open letters of a 19th century family often
separated by great distance and striving to remain close to one another.
The reader will find himself becoming intimately involved with the people writing
the letters as he would characters in a well-written novel. Their experiences will become
his. He will travel with Parker Pillsbury from the coal mines of Rhode Island to the
rolling hills of Ireland. He will travel up the Mississippi with George and Fannie and tour
19th century St. Paul, Minnesota. He will feel Sarah's emotional upheaval as she
attempts to reassure herself of her husband's faithfulness while defending her trust in him.
These letters provide the reader with an open window into the lives of a 19th century
family. They are important because they provide a first-hand description of the life of an
important abolitionist as well as a fascinating picture of a very unique and dedicated
family.
The immediate Pillsbury family and focus of the letters include father and husband
Parker Pillsbury, his wife Sarah Sargent Pillsbury, and their daughter Helen "Nellie"
Buffum Pillsbury. Sarah was born the daughter of Dr. John L. Sargent and Sally Wilkins
Sargent of Concord, New Hampshire. She married Parker Pillsbury on January 1, 1840.
They had their only child, Nellie, in June, 1843. The family lived in Concord, New
Hampshire throughout the decade of the 1850's. Parker was a lecture agent for the New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, and American Anti-Slavery Societies and thus spent much of
his time traveling. Sarah and daughter Nellie occasionally traveled to visit relatives, but
usually remained at home in Concord.
Parker Pillsbury (1809-1898) was born in Hamilton, Massachusetts, the son of a
blacksmith and farmer. He spent his young life working on a farm. At age twenty he
drove an express wagon between Lynn, Massachusetts, and Boston. He soon returned to
his parents' farm in Henniker, Massachusetts at the request of his father in order to assist
with the running of their farm. In 1835 he entered the Gilmanton Theological Seminary
and graduated in 1838. He practiced as a minister at the Congregational Church in
Loudon, New Hampshire. He was forced to leave his position as well as the ministry
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because of his radical opinions concerning social reform (more specifically, his
denunciation of slavery). He became a close associate of William Lloyd Garrison in 1840
and began his career as a lecture agent for the abolitionist cause.1
Pillsbury became temporary editor of the Herald of Freedom in 1849, but soon
returned to his lecturing duties for the anti-slavery socieites. A man whom Garrison
described as "one of the ablest and truest advocates ever raised up to plead the cause of the
slave," he traveled through the developing states of Ohio, Illinois, and Indiana as well as
throughout the Northeast, lecturing and holding meetings in search of support for the
abolitionist cause.2 Such agents each "received a slim salary from the Anti-Slavery
Society, at most $400 per year, and supplemented it with abolition lectures."3
Parker Pillsbury began his career as an anti-slavery agent in close association with
fellow abolitionists Stephen Foster and Abbey Kelley (who later became Foster's wife).
Throughout the 1840's Pillsbury, Foster, and Kelley shocked churches across the north
with what was known as "Come-Outerism." They interrupted church services with
uninvited lectures on the evils of slavery, hoping to convince the people to renounce their
association with churches which tolerated the institution. Pillsbury and Foster became
infamous for their disruptive practices (even among fellow abolitionists) and were often
referred to as "anti-slavery's arch agitators."4 In "visiting" a Baptist church Parker was
once "simply shoved into a closet and held prisoner until the end of the service."5 Despite
this and other such violent treatment, Pillsbury, Foster, and Kelley were persistent in
their activities throughout the 1840's. Come-outerism was partially successful because
"the Presbyterians and Methodists soon took a firmer stand against slavery, and other
denominations would follow."6
During the 1850's Parker was less zealous in his lecture practices and soon limited
himself to lecture halls. He also spent two years traveling through Europe, both in hopes
of furthering support for abolition and of regaining his failing health.
Throughout his travels, both in the states of Ohio and Indiana as well as in
Europe, Parker managed to maintain a strong connection with his family through an
endless stream of long and detailed letters. His letters to his wife Sarah were full of
information about his travels and experiences as well as his personal condition. He kept
her apprised of the success of his lectures and the condition of the anti-slavery movement
wherever he might have been. He detailed his interaction with fellow abolitionists and
expected her to do the same. He spoke often of friends he had encountered and constantly
asked of the health and welfare of relatives and friends that Sarah was in contact with. He
gave her advice about health and safety for herself and Nellie and counseled her in the
maintenance of their home. His letters were not condescending or overpowering, nor were
they especially emotional or endearing. He projected the image of an extremely logical
and intelligent man as he maintained a respectful and gentle manner with his wife. His
letters suggested that he respected Sarah and wished to maintain both an emotional and an
intellectual interaction with her.
Sarah's letters to her husband were also full of information concerning the
anti-slavery cause. Because a variety of abolitionists stayed at the Pillsbury home while
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they were lecturing in Concord, Sarah often gave long and detailed descriptions of her
conversations with these people as well as her impressions. She displayed a great concern
for the cause and constantly expressed knowledge of recent happenings in the movement
along with her interpretation and opinion. However, Sarah's letters, unlike Parker's,
emphasized her strong emotions, especially her deep and passionate love for Parker. While
he was traveling through Euprope for two years, Sarah disclosed in each of her letters a
detailed account of her longing and loneliness while he was away. Sarah showed herself
vulnerable and jealous in some letters. In others, she pitied herself and exaggerated her
physical complaints. Sarah also provided Parker with a source of information concerning
all the local gossip of Concord as well as the latest information concerning all their
relatives and friends. Her letters were a potpourri of emotion and information.
The relationship between Sarah Pillsbury and her husband Parker Pillsbury was
both similar to and different from the "typical" husband-wife relationship of 19th century
America. Perhaps because Parker was a radical in his occupation and his beliefs, his
marriage was, in some ways, quite radical also. He was a firm believer in women's rights
and supported a variety of political and social reforms which asserted the equality of
women. His radical theories concerning women transferred to his family in a variety of
areas. He encouraged his wife to educate both herself and her daughter to the highest
degree possible (while he was not there to help them himself) in the "business of life,"
that is learning, understanding, and sharing knowledge; "something that does more lasting
good to ourselves and others, than play or sport....'' He decried the irresponsible mass of
women who were simply decent cooks and housekeepers and unable to speak on any
important issue of the time.
Sarah Pillsbury was not, however, completely independent of her husband. Her
letters reveal that she was thoroughly dependent on Parker for emotional revival and
support. Her letters are often passionate outpourings of the emotional turmoil she
experienced while he was away: "My affectionate nature many times sighs for the object
of its holiest, deepest, and purest development-- You must allow yourself to submit
heroically to its tender manifestations when you return."8 However, these same letters
reveal a proud and efficient woman who, while her husband was away, performed an
extremely large variety of tasks which were not normally within the woman's sphere of
duties. Sarah explained in a letter to Parker, "I am the only woman in town who conducts
so many kinds of business"; she added that gentlemen familiar with her activities "wish
there were more women like me."9 While Parker was in Europe for two years, she
consistently kept him apprised of the political happenings in the United States as well as
the progress of the abolitionist movement. She also accepted the responsiblity of
allowing a couple to board in her home and carried Out the obligations of managing a
household, business, and family. Sarah even allowed her daughter, with whom she had an
extremely close and emotional relationship, to visit relatives for six weeks while Parker
was in Europe, leaving her without any support at all from her immediate family.
Though Sarah was an unusually strong and independent woman for her time, the
Pillsbury family differed from the typical 19th century family in that Parker provided the
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moral support. Women during this century were generally considered morally superior to
men, and were charged with maintaining a respectable level of morality within the family.
It was Parker, however, who played the role of "moral guardian" for his family. His
mixture of passionate righteousness and religious background provided the basis with
which he educated his wife and daughter on a variety of subjects, including appropriate
moral standards, proper behavior, suitable dress, vanity, and health. The Pillsburys did not
consider the woman the "moral guardian" of the family, for most women, they believed,
were under-educated and over-concerned with the material aspects of life. Parker
emphasized the importance of his wife and daughter's adopting a sensible, honest,
educated, and concerned attitude toward life. Sarah adopted the attitude of a student when
learning the appropirate values and attitudes which Parker espoused. Although it was
apparent that she was familiar with certain moral and behavioral standards which Parker
encouraged, she wrote to him of her compliance with these standards as though she
expected praise.
The relationship of Parker and Sarah Pillsbury certainly was not typical of 19th
century marriages in most respects. Partnership was a key aspect to the success of their
relationship, along with mutual trust, and honesty. Sarah, though a vibrant and
aggresssive woman, tended to complain of her physical ailments quite often and expressed
jealousy in a denying manner, yet she trusted her husband while he was away for long
periods of time despite untrue insinuations by acquiantances concerning Parker's
faithfulness and piety. She was sympathetic to Parker's "causes" and patient while he was
away. Despite his all-encompassing commitment to the abolitionist cause and a variety of
other reform issues, Parker found time to comfort, encourage, and educate his wife, and
maintain a successful marriage in the process. Their common commitment to abolition
and other social reform was a strong bond which added to the stability of their marriage.
The area of child-rearing was undergoing a transformation during the 19th century.
For the first time child-rearing books were being widely published and had a great
influence on the practices of the time. Most of the child-rearing publications emphasized
the need for the authority of parents to be "established early in a child's life and firmly
maintained throughout the years of growth."10 Also, because of rapidly improving health
care, the child mortality rate was decreasing and parents were no longer as afraid to
become close to their children for fear of losing them to disease or accident. "Once the
likelihood of a particular child's surviving to adulthood had been improved.., parents could
afford to invest emotion and affection in their children."'1 This improved health care for
children, as well as for mothers, had a significant effect on the relationship of child to
parent.
Child-rearing, though traditionally the mother's domain, was becoming an
important task for the father also. Despite many fathers being often absent from home,
they would usually provide advice to the mother, much of it concerning health care. 12
The mother, however, was still the primary parent involved in raising children. She
continued to be a role model for daughters, influencing them in all areas of life. The father
tended to make recommendations which were left to the mother to carry out.
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Nellie Pillsbury was blessed with a very productive and loving relationship with
both of her parents. Her father, though often absent, provided Nellie with a most unusual
basis from which to approach life. She was given a thorough education, both in school
and at home, and was continually given "lessons" through her father's letters. He requested
that she learn geography by studying his travels across the United States and Europe. He
asked that she draw maps of their home in order to have a sense of direction. She was
encouraged to read as much as possible and always think about what she had read. "There
is no better exercise for the mind, nor any more pleasing to one who has a taste for study,
than to criticise the books and writings with which we come in contact.- 13 In each of his
letters, Parker vividly described the living conditions of the local people as well as the
geographical distinctions of the area in which he was staying. In one letter, he described
the living conditions of a family, detailing their lonely one-room log cabin and the
endless list of chores the young daughter had to complete. In another, he explained to
Nellie the horrible living conditions of miners in Rhode Island. Each of his letters had a
moral-- a lesson.
Parker expected his daughter to take life very seriously and refrain from too much
"fun and play." He wrote that "it strikes me you are rather more fond of going up to
grandmother's to frolic with Charley than you need to be... you must remember the
business of life is work and study." 14 Parker, though, was also understanding of her need
for amusement and often asked Nellie if his letters were "too much like school."
Nellie, in return, appeared to have great affection and respect for her father, though
she retained a sense of humor as well as a sense of security. In one letter, Nellie critically
corrected Parker for the mispelling of two words and kindly stated, "I believe this is all
the criticism I have on that letter... I guess you will do better next time."15 She
consistently answered her father's actions of relatives and descriptions of her and her
mother's activities.
Nellie's relationship with her mother was more typical of the time period. She
looked to her mother for a role model in developing her sense of womanhood and piety.
Because Nellie was often ill and unable to attend school, her mother also became her
educator (while Parker was away). When Nellie was visiting relatives for six weeks, Sarah
wrote her letters almost daily with great assurance of her love, her encouragement for
Nellie to enjoy her visit, health and nutrition advice as well as details of her daily
activities. In allowing Nellie to make a long-term visit, Sarah was making a great
sacrifice, for she was without both husband and daughter. The struggle she experienced in
forcing herself to think of Nellie and not herself is obvious in her letters. Sarah, like
most mothers, was more than willing to sacrifice for her daughter.
The child/parent relationship in the Pillsbury family was one quite unusual for
19th century America. There was a mutual respect between child and parents, an
encouragement for growth from the parents, and a willingness to be educated by the child.
Nellie received a most passionate description of the hardships of other human's
experiences from her father. He taught her the importance of compassion, generosity and
selflessness, as well as provided her with a set of moral standards which most of society
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did not understand or believe. One historian stated, "only in the most unusual
circumstance could a girl grow up with the education and energy that would allow her to
develop beyond narrowly circumscribed limits."16 Nellie was not only "allowed" to
develop beyond her society's preordained path for young women, but was encouraged to
distinguish herself as a most exceptional and unique woman and human being.
Because of their close and influential relationship to the Pillsbury family, a few
close relatives should be briefly described. Frances Ann Sargent, a consistent and dedicated
correspondent, was Sarah's sister. She lived with her widowed mother, Sally Sargent, and
brother Charles Sargent in Concord, New Hampshire before marrying George Blanchard in
December, 1849. George and "Fannie" Blanchard remained in Concord for a few years and
then moved to Springfield, Ohio in 1853. George Blanchard (1824-1897) was a railroad
clerk while in Ohio, and by 1856 was a shipping clerk in Dunleith, Illinois.17 George
and Fannie remained in close touch with the Pilisburys throughout the 1850s. Their
letters reveal a family struggling in the "West" to make a living and create a home.
Sarah's mother and brother were also intimate associates of the Pillsbury family.
Charles Sargent was probably in his 20s during the decade, though no biographical
information is available. He was a partner in a small store ("Sargent and Bullock's") in
Concord until he sold out in 1855 and moved to a nearby town, Epping, to work as a
cashier in a bank. His mother moved with him to Epping. Both Charles and
"Grandmother" Sargent were well-loved and respected relatives.
All of these close relatives were important in effecting the development of Parker,
Sarah and Nellie Pillsbury and crucial in influencing and advising them in all aspects of
life. The immediate Pillsbury family, though small in number, was a family with much
concern and love not only for their relatives and friends but for the rest of humanity as
well. The bonds they developed among themselves were vital in aiding them to remain
aware of their bond with that humanity. Parker Pillsbury was extremely reliant on his
wife for emotional and intellectual interaction; without it, he might not have felt the
same dedication to the rest of his society. His daughter was to him a daughter of
humanity, and he often spoke of imagining her in bonds as the black children of his
country and explained how this made him a more dedicated and sensitive abolitionist and
human being. They were a family struggling to adapt their society to their ideals, as well
as to maintain a sense of worth and ability; through all, they maintained a normal home,
they experience death, disease, and struggled to make ends meet as all other families did in
their society and do in ours.
Two typical letters from the collection are printed for the first time here:
Letter Five
Sunday, February 3, 1850
George Blanchard to Sarah Pillsbury
My dear sister Sarah,
Now don't go to thinking that I've been practising a whole fortnight, in trying to
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write "my dear sister Sarah." I haven't done any such thing. But my most obedient pen
wrote it right off, without a bit of stammering or stuttering. Indeed, it was the first
thought that popped into my head to write to you, that I should be writing to my new
sister. I hope every young man thinks as much of that word "sister" as I do. I know very
well, that not every one has had the same reason for almost worshipping the name, as I
have had. I know it isn't every one that has had such a bundle of sunbeams, as our own
darling [F]Annie has always been to us, to shine every day around and about them. But
I'm so foolish and vain, as to think that very much has depended upon ourselves, and that
we might have made our adopted relationship, a thousand times less pleasant, if we had
chosen. What a pity that brothers and sisters are not more brotherly and sisterly. Isn't it?
About two minutes ago, Fanny and I were sitting on the sofa over there-- all
alone-- hearing the wind blow, and the blinds rattle out of doors. Once in a while we
could hear somebody hurrying by. We hoped they were going home. I should pity one
going away from home on such a stormy night as this. Whew! How it blows! The wind
spirits must be all out on a frolic tonight. They're playing all sorts of antics. One sits by
the cave spout singing psalm tunes-- as solemncholy as the most staid church man could
wish. And some of them are singing jigs, aye, and dancing them too, or I won't trust my
ears again. One of them came down the chimney just now, and rattled away at the stove
door to come in. But of course we didn't let him. He didn't seem to care much about his
refusal for he went off whistling. Dear me how it blows!
Well, as I was saying, about two minutes ago, Fanny and I were sitting over on
the sofa there-- all alone-- hearing the wind blow, and-- talking. What a blessed night
Sunday night is for talking. I don't blame these young men for going to see their
lady-love Sunday nights. (I don't exactly take any of that, for you know I never wont
"regular built" on Sunday nights). Sunday is a blessed day, and Sunday night is a blessed
day too. What can be prettier than the "gloamin"-- don't you like that Scotch word?-- of a
Sunday [word obscured]. It does seem too bad to bring in lamps. The talk all has to
change then. We know-- do we not? Some of the nearest and dearest subjects, that we
can't talk about by day or lamp light.
Well, perhaps I said that about two minutes ago, Fanny and I were sitting over on
the sofa there talking. There isn't anything strange in that, is there? I think a great deal of
talking. I don't mean this mere flow of words that only hide the scarcity of ideas. But real
talking I like. Emerson you know, says that real conversation can't be, but between two.
Almost every body knows that they enjoy the most, and feel the most profited thereby,
when two do truly and really interchange thoughts. It does one much good to talk
seriously, and in earnest. We learn to have more definite ideas of matters and things, by
trying to define and express our thoughts. We shall wonder at the world of wealth we have
within us. We really don't know how bright we are till we talk in earnest, and do it often
too. (Pray don't think that I've been talking over much.)
Let me see, it was about two minutes ago that Fanny and I were sitting over there
on the sofa. We had been talking. We had stopped about two minutes. For a wonder
wasn't it, that we kept still two long minutes. It might possibly have been nearly three
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minutes. I wouldn't say certain. At any rate, I am quite sure that it was between two and
three minutes, when I asked Fanny what she was thinking about. Just as if I had a right
to know! But I did want to know. I wasn't jealous. I should have slept quietly if I had
never known. And yet she looked so steadily for the above mentioned space of time, that I
was a little curious to know what she could be thinking of. Was it to be wondered at that
I was a little-- just a little curious? We have been married you know-- it can't be that
you've forgotten yet-- nearly five weeks. Yes, I was-- curious-- just a little curious. Ah,
how mother Eve's blood runs through all our veins. The best of us have been just a little
curious at some period of our lives. You have, haven't you?
Well, as Fanny and I were sitting over on the sofa there about two minutes ago-between two and three minutes-- and we had stopped tilking-- and she had been look I
promise?-- have I not a right to be anxious if my wife (ahem) it didn't choke me much-well, as I was saying (I like to have lost my place, and got a little confused. Some folks
do sometimes you know) if my wife looks steadily for the space of between two and three
minutes, without saying anything, have I not a right to look anxious? Mr. President and
gentlemen I shall contend in the affirmation of that question. No, your pardon; I mean my
dear sister Sarah I think I have. Well then call it that I was both curious and anxious to
know what she was thinking about. She hesitated a moment, and then said that "she was
thinking of writing to Sarah," and wanted to know when I was going to write, as I had
promised to. I told her that I should try and write next week, if I had time.
Yours affectionately, George.
P.S. I forgot to say that we, and our friends are all well.
Letter Twelve
August 24, 1850, Westfield Medina County, Ohio
Parker Pillsbury to Nellie Pillsbury
My dear little, dear Helen-You had the promise of my next letter, and it is time to begin to write it-- It is a
long way home here to Concord, and it will be more than a week probably before you
will get it, but I presume you will be glad of it when it reaches you-- and it affords me
great pleasure to write it-- to write to my loving little daughter.
Just now, I am in a fort of the country where a very few years ago, no body lived-on my way to this town, I came through a section of country several miles long, where
four years ago, there was not a single house-- All was a thick, dark wood-- You never saw
such high trees-- and it is all woods now except here and there a little spot-- and on each
of these little spots, is a small log house in which a family lives, and I want to tell you a
little about how they live.
A few days ago, I was at one of these houses, and stayed two nights-- And I have
been in many others, and can tell you something about them-- In most towns where we
lecture there are many good houses, and the country seems like Concord and the rest of
New Hampshire.
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This house where I stayed the two nights, was small, though clean and
comfortable-- I had everything that was nice and good to eat, but had to sleep in the same
room with the rest of the family-- My corner of the room was separated by the clothes
bars standing up with a blanket thrown on them-- I had to wash on a bench, and shave and
dress with out a looking glass-But I must tell you of some other things that I have seen and heard, about these
newly settled places.
Once there were no houses in Concord and Boston too was a howling wilderness,
tall, dark woods, full of wild animals and wild Indians-- in some parts of Ohio it is just
so now except the Indians-- In other places, and I have seen some of these, there are no
houses but rude log cabins-- these have generally only one room, one window, a great
rough rock chimney, no cellar, and sometimes not only no carpet, but no floor, except
the ground. Then there are no bridges over the water, and no roads that you can hardly
travel-- and sometimes there are no mills to grind meal and flour for 25 miles-- and the
children have no school houses nor schools-- And there are no mail roads, stages nor post
offices, to send or receive letters-- and sometimes a family will have no neighbors that
they could go and call on, and get back the same day-And there these families will live with the wild beasts howling round their cabins
all night, and sometimes showing themselves in the day time too-- and some times there
will not be much to eat. The first settlers seldom saw or now see tea, coffee or sugar-(except in some places, they make a little maple sugar), no pies, nor flap jacks,
gingerbread, nor cake of any kind-- and they have hardly any books, pictures or playthings
for the children-- or any place for the children to go except to wander off into the woods,
and then they sometimes get lost, or are in danger of being torn to pieces by wild beasts-and there is no doctor near, if anybody is ever so sick, or gets ever so badly hurt. And
there are no stores, no tailor's shops, no dress makers, no shoe makers, nor furniture
shops-- and many people that I have seen in these cabins, have no furniture....
But what made me feel the worst was, to see how destitute were the children. I
have seen their mothers cry as they looked at their little girls and boys and thought how
dull and lonely were their lives-- and how hard and homely was their fare. They were
poorly dressed, and had no school. They had no Uncle Charley to joke and frolic with, no
Aunt Francis to visit, no grandmother to wait upon and to love. They had no nice little
bedroom all carpeted and furnished for their use-- They had no elegant dolls and beautiful
little bedsteads and bureaus and tea sets for their dolls. They had no work table and work
boxes and bags and baskets and scissors, and thimbles, and wax, and silk and worsted and
perforated paper-- They had no little library, with pictures and books of different kinds,
and paper and pencils-- They didn't show me any nice white and De lame, and silk dresses,
and velvet cloaks and hoods and bonnets, and no pretty clean closet, in which to keep
them. Nor did they have any pretty hoops and balls and little flat irons, and other little
kitchen, or out door playthings. I have seen poor mothers here, whose little girls had
none or nearly none of these things-- and many times they would weep at looking on the
sad faces their little ones seemed to wear-- The children looked as if they wished they had
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some picture books, or playthings, or somebody to see, or somewhere to go, or
somebody or something to amuse them-- and though they had bright eyes, and could run
and hop like little squirrels, they were not always kept very clean, nor combed nor
wholesome, and oftentimes are not very healthy-- I have seen some of them covered with
the most terrible [word obscured] that ever could be-- You can have no idea of it-- I was in
one house where one of the children had one or two fingers rotted off and gone, the other
children had become an idiot, I saw a little boy four years old whose chin from his neck
clear into his mouth was completely peeled of the skin as ever you saw an apple. And he
could not have been washed in the past two days-- It is not generally so-- but still this
fearful scrofalous human makes sad work with many-- The mothers much oftener than the
fathers seemed grieved at the condition of their families. They love these poor little folk,
but they have not many combs and brushes nor time to use them-- So they toil on,
getting for them something homely to eat, something coarse and plain to wear, and going
without almost everything else.
These are some of the privations that must be encountered by those who go forth
to clear up and settle the new states and places-- It is not always quite so bad-- Indeed, I
hope now a days there are but few families quite so destitute as I have described-- and yet
the people tell me I cannot describe it; nor begin to know how bad it is to settle a new
place, unless I experience it myself. Neither you nor mother ever saw anything like it
where you have lived or journeyed-- I could tell you more, but will not, except to say a
word about a little boy I saw last week-- He was not more than four or five years old, and
black eyed and pretty, if you could only see through the dirt and rags that covered him. I
had run into an awful dirty smoky, drunken tavern to get out of a shower-- by the way,
the most terrible shower I ever saw in all my life-- We never have anything like it in our
part of the country, and the newspapers say they scarcely ever have such in Ohio-- The
hail, wind, thunder and lightning were all frightful, and the rain was more than twice as
much as I ever saw at once-- This little boy was there with his father-- almost everybody
was drinking from the bar, and this boy's father was drunk-- more so than any of the rest.
So many people scared the poor boy and the shower frightened him more yet, so that he
began to cry. I expected his father would scold at him, maybe hurt him. But he didn't-drunk as he was, he treated him very tenderly indeed-- I was glad to see it-- but the poor
little fellow was an object of great pity-- He had an old dirty shirt and trousers and
nothing else in the world but an old straw hat-- He probably lived in one of those log
cabins I have described-- He had a mother and sisters, two or three-- but he had I fear but a
sad home; no books, no playthings probably; and no father but a miserable drunkard.
Now my darling little daughter, seeing so many such children, always makes me
think of a little girl whose name I guess I won't tell you, but will tell you a little about
her, so that you may think who it is-- In my pocket book is a little tooth and it came out
of her little mouth-- and with it is a beautiful little book mark I often look at, on which
that dear little girl has wrought very nicely with silk a border and the endearing word-Father.
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Recipe for a College Conformist
by Gerard Forster
1 Tsp. - Styling Mousse
1 pair - $50 faded Levis (ripped at knee),
can substitute with fashionable
knee length shorts (men), or a
choice of boxer shorts, or stirrup
pants (women).
1 credit card - Preferably Dad's Gold card
1 surfing shirt - Ability to surf not mandatory
1)
Mix well in white middle class suburbia
2)Let sit for 18 years to allow maximum socialization
3)Bake in front of television for 3 hours a day
- serves no one -
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La Tertulla
by Ramon Anowsmith
AdoI: Las Cervezas
"A la mitad del camino cortO limones redondos, y los fue tirando al agua hasta que la puso
de oro.' 1
Yo soy RamOn Arrowsmith y vengo a Andalucia durante la bellisima primavera
de 1936. Puedo ver todas las fibres y frutas y la vida sabrosa y sencilla de los gitanos en
esta tierra del sur de Espana. He comido esos limones y visto los estanques con sus
reflecciones de oro. He olido el perfume arabe de los jardines del Alhambra. Ando por la
ciudad y puedo sentir su ambiente claro y sencillo, pero además muy viejo y rico de
olores, colores, y sabores, debido a la herencia de los moros que vivIan aqul desde 792
hasta 1492 cuando los Reyes CatOlicas en su movimiento de limpiar la sangre de la raza
Espaflola les echaron y asI destruyeron una subcultura muy bella de Espafia. Hace mucho
calor en esta region de Espafla, y la califacciOn no viene solamente de la luz del sol, sino
también de las pasiones y emociones de las vidas e interacciones de la gente Andalüz.
Aunque estoy gozando todos los sentidos táctiles tan maravillosos de esta provincia,
puedo sentir un ambiente negro en la situaciOn political y social; todo no es tan beflo
como parece. Puedo sentir tensiones creciendo mientras los partidos politicos y sociales
hacen maniobras para posiciones de poder en el pals. Cada persona tiene que escoger un
bando. Mientras yo vivla en los Estados Unidos y trabajaba para un periOdico, escribla
articulos aburridos sobre la vida social de los ricos de la ciudad y como siempre hay el qué
dirán. Ellos siempre pensaban que sus vidas eran tan valuosos y cada problema, aunque
sea muy pequeflo, era un crisis de proporciones gigánticos. Yo estoy aqul porque siento
una necesidad de hacer algo en el mundo para defender el derecho que todos tienen de hacer
y pensar y tener el gobierno que quieren. Pienso que aqul en Espana hay un
presentimiento de un suceso muy grande y quiero hacer algo (puede ser no más que
participar y recordar mis experiencias). Se que hay mucho ms en el universo y que hay
mayores problemas en el mundo que las vidas sociales de la gente rica.
Acabo de liegar a Granada y tomar un cuarto en una fonda. Es un edeficio muy
viejo, de dos pisos. Es blanqueado y hay unos geránios rojos en cada caja baja las
ventanas del segundo piso. Las calles de aquella parte de la ciudad son muy anchas y son
de guijarro que posible fue enladrillado durante el tiempo de los moros porque es de un
color rojo-terra-cotta muy similar a muchos de los ladrillos de los centros moros de la
ciudad (El Alhambra, por ejemplo). Los dueflos de la fonda me han dicho que puedo
encontrar la comida, bebida y discusiOn mas sabrosa de cualquier cafe de Granada en el
Cafe Alameda.
Ahora estoy en el Cafe Alameda, un sitio muy popular con los Granadinos donde
comen, beben y discuten cualquier cosa. He oIdo que hay un grupito que viene y platica
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en una tertulia cada noche que se llama "el Rinconcillo" porque hay un hueco en La parte
posterior del cafe. El cafe es muy limpio con mesas de nogal muy oscuras, y un
ambiente misterioso y en el cual el tiempo pasa como quiere, a veces muy rápido, otras
veces, lentamente. Los olores también son misteriosos-- me parece que son la suma de
afios y años de cafe, cigarillos, comida, cerveza nogal, y vino. Saludé al dueflo cuando
entré; hay solamente él y el mozo, un joven guapo y alto con ojos muy fuertes e
inteligentes.
Es la tarde y pido una cafla. El mozo la trae y me dice, "Hace mucho calor para
este mes, pero lo merece en cuanto a la agitacion que ha hecho los 'rojos' con sus
mentiras y huelgas. Debemos salvarnos de estos radicales," con un acento muy Andaluz-muy rápido, y siempre corta la ültima silaba, o parte, de cada palabra. Le doy las gracias.
Vuelvo a mi cuaderno en el que estoy escribiendo estos pensamientos. Escribo en espanol
porque siento que vale mucho más en cuanto al poder de expresar las ideas claves que
encuentro en ml tiempo aquI. Tambien pienso que puedo recordar el sentido mejor cuando
regrese a los Estados Unidos. Aill puedo traducirlo, pero cuando estoy aqul, voy a hacer y
escribir como los Espanoles.
Yo no sabIa aquella tarde tanto que iba a aprender de los espafloles al fin de la
noche. Puedo recordar bien a los hermanos Dublequa-- Moisés y Paco. Eran hermanos,
pero alli es donde terminan los similaridades. Aunque eran cerca de edad, Moisés era bajo y
acababa de terminar sus estudios en el seminario de San Luis. Era muy inteligente y vivia
creyendo en la verdad de la Iglesia Catolica y Romana y en el poder que Ia habla dado a la
monarquIa espanola. Su hermano, Paco, era alto y delgado, y era activoen un sindicato de
trabajadores de la granjas de los terratenientes de los campos de Andalucia y habIa
expresado sentidos muy anarquistas y comunistas. A él le gustaba hablar de la RevoluciOn
pendiente de los trabajadores contra los terratenientes y su explotación sin compasión de
los trabajadores. Para él, existla un evangelio social: pensaba que todos somos iguales y
cada persona contribuye segiin su habiidad y recibe segün su necesidad. Los hermanos se
odiaban y amaban a la misma vez. Siempre peleaban, pero todavIa se reunieron para
discutir.
Tambien puedo recordar la bellIsima voz de Federico, el poetajoven de las afueras
de la ciudad que leia su poesIa tan claramente y con tanta expresión. Nunca puedo olvidar
aquella voz tan obscura, cálida, turbia, e inolvidable.Z Una vez me habló de sus
sentimientos de ser poeta: "... no es comün que acercamos a la vida de una manera tan
simple y sencilla: viendo y oyendo. Es una cosa facil, j,que no...? Tengo un montón de
recuerdos juventiles en los cuales uedo ofr la gente hablando. Esto es memorla poética, y
tengo fé en ella implicitamente." Y yo sé que el tenfa este sentido y lo expresó por La
belleza de su poesIa. El pensaba de un modo surreal-- a él le importaban las sensaciones
torcidas y reales que todos tenemos. El comunicó por este medio que está lleno de
sImbolos paradójicos, pero además comunican sentidos fuertes.
Nos encontrábamos aquella tarde en un rincón de la Cafe Alameda, bebiendo
cervezas y hablando del tiempo.
Paco moviO y dijo, "Hace mucho calor."
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Federico respondió, con su manera siempre póetica: "Es el ambiente de nuestra
tierra de Andalucla con toda su emocidn y pasión-- ahora, en el calor de los gritos y la
sangre es cuando sentimos el dolor de Espana."
Estábamos sentados juntos en el rincón, y podlamos ver el patio tan sereno con
su fuente y unas rosas de sangre y una azucena. OIamos el ruido pequeflo y continuoso del
caIdo del agua al pie de la fuente. Era como parte de uno de los poemas de Federico-- rico
de sentido y pureza en su momento.4 Estábamos en la calma antes de la tormenta. Y yo
inicié las primeras gotas de nuestra tormentita de aquella noche que era un dIa precioso en
frente del terror que iba a venir.
Tome un trago de mi cerveza y dije, "Me han dicho que sufrimos por la agitacion
de los 'rojos.'"
Paco me tiró: "No, es la constricción impuesta por la Iglesia y los que quieren
regresar al tiempo de opresión e ignorancia cuando sufrIamos por la monarqIa. Los rojos y
los anarquistas, y toda la genie inteligente, tratan solamente de levantar los estandartes del
trabajo y la vida intelectual para todos los espafioles."
"Estás equivocado," le respondió su hermano Moisés. "Hemos limpiado la
sangre; ahora debemos limpiar la vida intelectual de los espafloles. Podemos ver que todas
estas ideas vinieron de afuera y son nuevas. Empezó con la primera Repi:iblica y continuó
con la perdida horrible de 1898; estabamos salvado por Primo de Rivera y lo demás de la
Restauración, pero no era perfecto; y ahora sufrimos de nuevo por este gobiemo débil y
sucio: la segunda Repüblica. La Santa Madre Iglesia Católica y Romana puede salvarnos.
Los jóvenes deben trabajar por los falangistas!"
"Y quienes son estes falangistas?" pregunté.
En aquel momento, el mozo vino con unas cervezas para mojar a nuestra
conversación. El oyó esta pregunta y respondiO, "La Falange es el movimiento de ideas y
gente que va a salvarnos y a nuestra Espana del paralisIs en que la encontramos. Voy a
darte la definición rIgida del fascismo, que es la filosofIa de que saltd la Falange: hay un
enfasIs en la nación (raza y estado) como centro y regulador de toda la historla y vida, y en
la autoridad indisputable del 'Caudillo,' o jefe, detrás quien la gente deben formar una
unidad irrompible."5
"Como sabes esto?"
Torque yo soy falangista. Creo en el derecho de tener sangre pura y gobiemo
fuerte que hace lo que la nación necesita y debe hacer para el futuro bien de la raza.
Creemos en la soberanfa suprema de la nación como absoluto. Todo de la nación va por lo
más bien de la nación, y si debemos hacer algunos sacrificios, asI es la vida. Hay que
coordinar todos los pensamientos y acitividades intelectuales y politicales contra el
individualismo modemo y el escepticismo cientifico que son los enemigos que atacan lo
más fuertemente a nuestra nación tan bella. Hay que regresar al tiempo bello de la riqueza
y fuerte cultura de los Reyes Católicos; ellos deterniinan nuestro destino. Era el tiempo de
sangre pura y doininación del mundo por la determinación de toda la genie y recursos de la
nación-- iAsf llega Espana a su estado esencial! Debemos vivir por las palabras: 'creer,
obedecer, combatir,'"0 dijo el mozo con el brazo derecho levantado, "lo fuerte siempre
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triunfará sobre lo débil."
'Jose Antonio Primo de Rivera [eljefe de la Falange] es an hombre de polItica
que solamente sabe y escriba sobre cosas y soluciones imposibles!. itl es el hijo mimado
de un dictador cruel y es un hijo de papal. lNo respeta el sentido y esencia real de Espana y
los espanoles!. iNo podemos encontrar la solución de nuestra crisis en filosofIas raciales
desde afuera que usan otros dictadores que opresan y matan a los de abajo-- los que
solamente trabajan y no tienen bastante tierra y dinero para tener importancia en las
mentes de los opresores (aunque ellos de abajo en muchas veces miman la esencia de la
raza mucho mejor que los fascistas que les opresan)!" dijo Paco en un voz muy serio,
mientras que miraba derecho. HabIa usado palabras fuertes, y yo podia sentir que era muy
serio su sentido.
El mozo tenIa las mejillas rojas y sus ojos eran abiertos y le miraba a Paco con
ira. "No hablas de mi Jefe asI. LCómo sabes esto? iNo sabes nada! Eres un radical que
propones que cambiemos todo. iSi tengas su querencia-- y no vas a tener nada-regresáramos a la Edad Media! LQuieres que perdamos todos los tesoros nacionales que
hemos crecido y cuidado desde el siglo de oro y el tiempo de La Reina Santa-- Isabel la
Católica?"
"No, td como casi todos de vosotros-- los falangistas excesivas-- no sabes la
realidad verdadera. Vuestros jefes os Henan de mentiras e informaciOn falsa. No queremos
perder las bellas artes de Espana, solamente el arte bombosa de los monarquistas-- ellos
usan el arte para la propaganda y esto no es arte, es sacrilegio!" Ya Paco estaba al pie, con
sus puflos cerrados.
Paco y el mozo esataban cara a cara, listos a pelear y nosotros levantamos para
colgarles y prevenir el choque, mientras que los dos gritaba "déjanos, déjanos! Podemos
ponernos de acuerdo" (por fuerza). Yo send en mi alma (y ahora sé que estaba segura) por
esta erupción y por otras que habIa visto que aquella serIa la realidad de las calles de
Espana dentro de unas meses. Los dos y sus companeros iban a lievar un reino de terror
en las calles de Espana con sus manteles en las cuales envolvieron sus enemigos
(usualmente gente normal) y les pegaron y los patearon. Pero, en aquel momento, yo no
sabIa todo esto, solamente podia presentir el tenor que venIa.
Ado II: La Comida
If by the grace of God I become famous, half of that fame will belong to Granada,
which formed me and made me what I am: a poet from birth and unable to help it (F. G.
Lorca).7
"Necesitamos una solución surreal."
Los dos se calmaron, y despues de poco tiempo, el mozo vino con nuestra cena.
TenIamos una comida sabrosIsima, y no hablábamos hasta elfin, sigiuendo el costumbre
espanol. Era un plato de caribe preparado con cebollas y pimientas verdes y habia
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garbanzos en una salsa de vino tinto. Bebimos vino en copas y aquel vino tenIa el sabor
del cuero del odre. La comida era preparado muy bien, la came del caribe cala de los
huesos, y la salsa era deliciosa. Limpié mi plato y parte de la olla con el pan; bebI otra
copa de vino, y comencé a hablar.8
Sabiendo que tenIamos un artista en nuestra reunion, yo querla decir algo para ver
como respondiera Lorca. Yo estaba pensando mucho en aquel tiempo en la responsabilidad
del autor a sus lectores: 'Pienso que el autor tiene una obligaciOn a los lectores. Hay que
escribir prosa derecha y sencilia sobre seres humanos. Para escribir bien, hay que conocer
el sujeto y saber como expresarse por las palabras-- necesitamos una vida para aprender los
dos."
Federico respondiO con su idea sobre el papel del autor en cuanto a los lectores y a
su responsabilidad social: 'Pienso que debemos usar el arte para educar al pueblo. Aunque
yo no estoy de acuerdo con lo que educa los fascistas, ellos, desde un punto de vista
ideolOgica, tienen razOn en su filosofIa de usar el arte como propaganda. Pero, tambien no
estoy de acuerdo con lo que enseflan. Lo que hacen no es arte. Si, tiene las cosas técnicas
correctas, pero el arte para ml es de captar la esencia pura y sencilla del objecto y
cominicarla al lector. Digo, en este momento grave, ci artista debe reir y ilorar con la
gente. Necesitamos dejar las fibres, bajarnos en el barro y ayudar a los que están buscando
a los fibres. Necesito comunicar con los otros. Esto es porque soy poeta y dramaturgo.9
Quiero comunicar con la gente y, como parte de esta comunicación, sé que yo, como
intelectual, debo tomar lado en esta situaciOn. Pero, no hay lados, solamente hay la
realidad-- lo que estoy pasando-- y yo voy a tomar ci lado de esta realidad. Comunico por
el poder de las palabras y sImbolos de los suefios. Vivimos en el mundo de los sueflos,
pensamos en este mundo, y solamente podemos comunicar perfectamente por este medio,
pues necesitamos valuar esta dimensiOn de los sueflos y rectificar ci problema que nos
enfrenta dentro de este mundo de los sueños. ZQu6 valor tiene estas problemas pequeflas de
métcdo cuando podemos sonar de todas las cosas más bellas del universo?"
El mozo vino para Ilevar nuestras platas despues de la cena, y nos dio su idea
sobre el arte y el pals. Dijo, "El arte como todas las partes de la cultura debe servir lo bien
del pals. Necesitamos tener una naciOn pura, y la cultura de la naciOn será ci éxito que
tiene en ci mundo. Pues, el arte no es propaganda, sino arte patriOtica-- arte que va a
ilevar el pals a alturas ms altas de gloria."
Federico estaba oyendo y dijo que debemos hacer algo en cuanto a la injusticia del
mundo. "Pienso que usan mucha de esta propaganda como instrumento de confusiOn y
explotación y como parte de un movimiento de conquista militar. Mientras que todavia
tenemos injusticia econOmica en este mundo, el mundo no puede pcnsar con claridad. Lo
veo asi: dos hombres estan andando al lado del rio; uno rico, ci otro es pobre. El rico tiene
pansa Rena, mientras ci otro sufre por su hambre. El rico dice: 'jQue barco bonito allá en
ci agua! iMira a aquella azucena al lado del rio!' Y ci pobre ilora: 'tengo hambre, no
puedo ver, tengo tanta hambre!' Por supuesto. Cuando ilega ci dia en que eradicamos ci
hambre del mundo, tendremos ci explosiOn spiritual más grande de historia. Nunca
podemos imaginar la felicidad que tendremos cuando liega ci Gran RevoiuciOn." El rela,
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terminó su cerveza, y continuó, "Estoy hablanclo como si fuera un socialista verdadera,
,Que no?' o.
"Hablas la verdad, debemos levantarnos contra esta opresión que nos impide de
realizar las alturas de la belleza de la existencia humana. Pero, antes que podemos ver con
toda claridad, hay mucha pelea, pienso. Debemos matar a todos estos terratenietes que
usan los trabajadores como máquinas," respondió Paco.
"Usas palabras tan fuertes, j,por qué quieres matar?" le pregunté.
"Uso palabras fuertes porque es una situación muy grave en que aquellos
terratenientes, descendientes de nobles de aquel tiempo de opresión fuerte, han explotado a
ml familia, a nil padre, y su padre y su padre-- solamente hemos podido vivir por lo
suficiente, nada más. Ellos nos han dado lo menos suficiente que podemos vivir y
continuar trabajando. Debemos hacer una cambia fuerte," continuó Paco.
Acto ifi: El Cognac
LQue importa eso, Paco? El que se muere, rico o pobre, siempre está solo aunque vayan
los demás a verb. La vida es asi y Dios que la ha hecho sabe por qu6.11
El mozo acaba de terminar limpiando nuesira mesa y trayO un cognac para todos.
Note que el cura, Moisés no habla dicho algo hace tiempo. Federico, Paco, el mozo, y yo
hablamos hablado mucho, pero j,Qué pensaba el cura?
"LQue es el papel de la Iglesia en el conflicto en que nos encontramosT' le
pregunté a Moisés.
"Bueno, primero, Dios ha dado al rey el poder de reinar. Nadie más que él tiene el
poder de reinar bien. Piies, la Iglesia está en el lado de los que quieren la monarquIa.
Empezando con el tiempo de los Reyes Católicos, la Iglesia ha sido importante en la vida
espaflola, y debe ser asI. Debemos tener fe leal a nuestro Dios y su Hijo Jesus Cristo. De
ebbs ganamos el poder de vivir, y es de ebbs donde encontramos la escencia pura
espanola. Segundo, la fabange ha sido el grupo nuevo que ha sido lo ms fiel a las ideas
que tiene la Iglesia. Somos CatOlicos, y debemos continuar asI. No hay vida sin la Iglesia
y la mano que guIa de Nuestra Padre. Además, bajo este gobierno nuevo, no podemos
tener misa porque es tin gobierno secular que va a ilevarnos al inflerno. Nos perseguimos
y quema a nuestros conventos. ZQue tipo de gobierno bien no tiene respeto para la
religion?" nos dijo Moisds, y despues, bevantO su vasito de cognac, dijo "Viva Espafla!, y
Viva la Santa Madre Iglesia CatOlica y Romana!" y lo tirO adentro.
Su hermano Paco le respondiO, "No sabes la verdad, hombre. La Repüblica
solamente quiere tin pals secular que puede ver la realidad del mundo, libre de oscuridad de
creencias misticas. Solarnente quiere combatir el elitismo de los clericos-- tenemos el
anti-clericalismo. La RepOblica quiere hacerles a todos iguales y los curas que siempre
hacen lo que quieren baja la "autoridad" de la Iglesia hacen una situación que debemos
camb jar para el bienestar del pals."
"HabIas como herético; ml hermano! jCOmo puedes decir esto de la Iglesia? La fe
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es la vida; la vida es la fe. No hay diferencia y ni la una ni la otra puede existir sin la
existencia de los dos. No podemos comunicar Paco. LQue podemos hacer? Si tendremos
guerra, tendremos guerra, y espero-- no, sé-- que los que apoyan a la Iglesia ganarn. La
vida es asI y Dios que la ha hecho sabe por qué. No podemos cambiar nuestro destino
detenninido por Nuestra Padre," respondió Moisés con ira.
"Si tenemos guerra, la gente van a ganar. Necesitamos hacer algunos sacrificios,
pero despues podemos hacerles a toda la gente igual-- igualidad de oportunidad y derechos
para todos. Se que hay una distinción social muy sencilla-- los que usan corbatas y los que
no usan corbatas. Es un sImbolo, el uniforme de la clase media.12 Y este uniforme
comienza un serie de diferencias superficiales entre la gente. iDebemos combatir estas
diferencias! Hay que tirar abajo los que opresan y profitan por las vidas de otros.
Tendremos esta revolución y la guerra a la misma vez! Pero, deben Uds. entender que no
estamos luchando para la repdblica democrata. Estamos luchando para el tritinfo de la
revolución agraria. La revolución y la guerra son inseparables. Todo lo contrario es
contra-revolución reformista."13 y Paco terminó su pronuncia con su vasito de cognac
levantado y dijo: "Viva Espafla! y iViva la revolución agraria: pan y tierra!" y él tiró su
cognac, mirando a la cara de su hermano con odia.
Cómo escribI antes, el tiempo tenIa su propia mente y corria como queria en el
aquel cafe, y llegábamos a una hora tarde. Todas las silas de las otras mesas del cafe era
levantadas y el mozo nos esperaba. Federico se excusó, diciendo sus gracias para una
discusión ilvida, y fue para leer algo de uno de sus dramas a un amigo Intimo. Los
hermanos salieron juntos pero andaban en direcciones opuestos depues de salir del cafe. Yo
regreso a mi cuaderno para un momentito, y sentla un gran fátiga. Yo sabIa que los
espafloles, y yo, ibámos a entrar en un tiempo de terror-- algo debIa pasar. Las emociones
estaban hicidndose más polarizados.
RecordI un poema por John Donne que expresaba muy bien el sentido que yo tenIa
aquella noche en cuanto a que yo pensaba seria la tragedia
No man is an Island, intire of it selfe; every man is a peece of the
Continent, a part of the Maine: if a Clod bee washed away by the Sea,
Europe is the lesse, as well as if a Promontorie were, as well as if a Mannor
of thy friends or of thine owne were; any mans death diminishes me,
because I am involved in Mankinde: And therefore never send to know for
whom the bell tolls; it tolls for thee.14

Es la verdad, todos nosotros, todos los seres humanos sufren por esta frustración
que sentIa los espanoles y que los llevó a aquel tiempo de terror en que entraban. Es una
lástima que no pudieramos seguir las palabras de Federico: "Vivimos en el mundo de los
sueflos, solamente podemos comunicar por elos, pues necesitamos valuar esto y rectificar
aquel problema dentro de este mundo de los sueflos." Pero, todos nosotros no vimos el
mundo de la misma manera que Federico.
(--Escrito el 15 de Mayo, 1936)
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Climbing
by Pete Gowell
All winter long it had remained hidden in a sea of clouds. With the arrival of
summer the inclement weather that enveloped the mountain had subsided. Once again it
loomed on the horizon enticing climbers to conquer its slopes. It was an incredible sight
to behold, with massive glaciers that clung to its sides like great tongues of ice. The
green tint of Hans' goggles hid the beauty of the alp in all its color. The blinding snow
shone a brilliant white in the glistening sun as he stopped to rest and removed the
goggles from his eyes. Looking up he could see the crevasses, seracs and cornices on the
higher slopes. However, his attention was focused upon the summit. It had occupied his
thoughts for several days and now even reaching the Base Camp, much less the summit,
was beginning to be a struggle, both physically and mentally.
Hans was inexperienced at climbing and so it was natural that he should feel
frustrated, even overwhelmed, by the mountain's enormousness. From a distance it was
deceptive. It wasn't until he had been on the first slope that he gained any appreciation for
its size. The route up the glacier seemed endless and that was only to the Base Camp.
From there the party would ascend another 6,000 feet. He would have to be patient and
pace himself if he was to ever keep up with the other members of the party.
The other climbers, unlike Hans, were experienced. They were not thinking so
much of reaching the top, but of the dangerous obstacles which lay ahead. In the heat of
the day crevasses that previously had been buried would suddenly open up; snow bridges
that had earlier remained sturdy collapsed without warning. The difficulty of the climb
was in finding a route through the treacherous course of open crevices. The leader of the
party had instructed Hans to be alert in case someone should fall and more importantly to
keep a firm grip on his ice axe at all times.
After setting out from the inn early that morning and arriving at the Base Camp in
the late afternoon, Hans and his companions were more than happy to have reached the
first day's destination. The journey had been steep with the sun blazing down on the
party. However, there had been little glacial movement and no signs of crevasses on the
lower slopes, raising the hopes of the party that their attempt might be successful. Hans
became accustomed to his ice axe. The feel of its point piercing the snow with each step
he took gave him a renewed sense of security.
From the time they arrived at the Base Camp to the evening of the next day, the
climbers prepared for their attempt at the summit. During this interlude Hans practiced
with the others the technical maneuvers needed to successfully negotiate the upper slopes.
The night before the climb he lay awake in his tent, his images of reaching the
mountain's crest interrupted by waves of anxiety. Sleep was impossible. Try as he might
there was always that feeling of insecurity. It was as if he were falling.
Hans awoke in the early hours of the morning to the sounds of his companions
preparing for the climb. The cool, early-morning air sent a shiver down his spine as he
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crawled from his tent. From the tiny precipice of rock that formed the Base Camp, he
could see the lights of the village below. The sky above was filled with stars. As he ate
his breakfast he hesitated. There was no turning back now. The party was about to leave.
Quickly, he dressed, gathered his gear and joined the others as they started off for the
summit.
The sun that morning first appeared as a small red sliver on the horizon of a
distant cloud bank. The view was breathtaking. Dotted amongst the low—lying clouds,
Hans could see the tops of the surrounding mountains. The peaks that before had towered
above him now seemed insignificant. So far the route up had been steep with a few small
crevasses to cross. The party's progress was slow but steady. The chilly night air had
hardened the surface of the slope, but now the rising sun began to melt the snow. Hans'
steps were becoming increasingly more difficult. The crampons strapped to the bottom of
his boots no longer clung to the once icy surface. The weight of his pack was heavier.
He was dizzy. His lungs could not get enough oxygen, and his breaths were becoming
shorter and more rapid. The sun once again was burning bright. Hans' concentration had
dwindled. He no longer paid careful attention to his footsteps as he felt his legs getting
heavier and heavier.
The others noticed Hans' exhausted condition and so, together, the party stopped to
refresh themselves. Hans felt lightheaded and decided the altitude would take some getting
used to. However, the heat was another thing. It was sapping his strength. The others had
told him beforehand he would probably get altitude sickness. They told him to eat and
drink, especially since he was dehydrated. Hans ignored their advice. He was too nauseous
to do anything except to continue moving and forget about his condition. Disoriented, he
loosened the rope from his harness so he might walk about and left his ice axe behind.
The fall came unexpectedly as Hans slipped and lost his balance. A sudden panic
overcame him as he realized he was without his ice axe. His cry for help was cut short by
the sudden impact with the slope as it knocked the wind out of him. Without the ice axe
he was helpless. It was as if Death were pulling at his jacket, dragging him down to
certain destruction. Desperately, he tried to stop himself with his gloved hands, but it was
no use. The terror of plummeting down the steep slope lasted for what seemed minutes as
he was unable to arrest his rapid descent. Regaining his breath he called Out to his
companions, but to no avail. There was no one to help him now.
The others stood in horror as they watched their friend fall to his death. It had
happened so quickly. Some stood in shock, others in despair as they watched, helplessly,
Hans' body gather speed, his cries for help fading into the white abyss. Rapidly, the body
slipped out of sight and into oblivion. The stunned climbers were silent. All that
remained was the backpack and ice axe embedded in the snow several yards away. The
party gathered Hans' belongings and started down, making what would be an agonizing
descent.
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Untitled I
by Stephen Dow
What happened to all the words,
They've come and gone?
I've run out of words....
And I'm so sorry.
My expressions are that of
Grief and anger yet depression.
Leave me emotions now for it's
Time to grow,
Yet in growth I have desired death.
So die.
Peace will come.
Perhaps.

Untitled II
by Stephen Dow
Poignant Awareness:
Come with me now, friend, to the
Streets and allies of gathering
Waste;
Walk with me among the aisles of
Satirical glowing faces;
Become of these as one might light
A fire- with caution.
Don't be fooled by false empirical
Skyscrapers of misfortune;
For if you do, death will exceed its
Normality.
The faces alone are of futile awareness
and the minds bear false witness to morals.
To hell with them, my friend.
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The Division of Household Labor in Dual-Earner Couples
by Nina D'Anna
Married women have participated in the labor force throughout history, with
various levels of status and participation in different time periods. In pre-industrialized
America, much of the family income was generated with work done at home, and wives
contributed significantly to family earnings. However, the period of industrialization
moved the work center from the home to the market, and during this period working
women were gradually phased out of the mainstream through societal pressures such as
"the cult of true womanhood."1 It became much more likely for wives to stay at home
and attend to household and child care needs while their husbands worked in the labor
force.
World War I and the Depression brought some increases in female labor force
participation and female entry into male-dominated fields, yet in both cases these changes
were not long lasting. After World War 1, societal values persuaded women to exit the
labor force to make room for returning soldiers, and during the Depression married women
left the work force as soon as it was economically feasible for their husbands to support
them and their families again. The entry of women during World War II, however, had a
more lasting impact on the composition of the American labor force. During the war,
women demonstrated the ability to be competent mothers while simultaneously working
full-time in the labor force, and although a great deal of social pressure was imposed on
women to return to their homemaking roles, enough women remained in the work force
to render their contribution significant.
During the 1950s, a phenomenon not unlike the cult of true womanhood of the
19th century took hold of the American consciousness: Betty Friedan labeled it "the
feminine mystique."2 For women, success was purported to lie in the ability to be a good
mother and homemaker on a full-time basis. For men, success was embodied in the
ability to earn enough money so that one's wife would never "have to work." Notions
such as these are still quite prevalent. But regardless of this social ideal, greater numbers
of women gradually entered the work force throughout the '50s and '60s, and this process
has continued at an even faster rate in the '70s and '80s. Currently, "only six percent of
American families correspond to the traditional model of two parents, with husband as
full-time employee in the labor force and wife as full-time homemaker,"3 and, in 1984,
"53.7% of American women were in the labor force.4
Although statistics indicate that women, including married women and women
with small children, make up a significant portion of the labor force, societal values and
expectations still favor the traditional division of labor which is reality for only a small
number of American families. This lag between societal expectations and reality creates
several difficulties for dual-earner families, not the least of which is the division of
household labor in these marriages.
Specific issues this paper will address include historical divisions of household
tasks, discussion of the current distribution of household labor between spouses, and
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perceptions of equity or inequity in dual-earner couples. Also, I will explore various
explanations for the current division, among them the influence of gender roles and
societal expectations, the perceptions and expectations of spouses both before and during
the marriage, and the income levels, job status and working conditions of both partners.
Further, I will explore various possibilities for establishing any equity which doesn't as
yet exist, both society-wide and in individual relationships, as gleaned from surveys,
personal interviews and research. In conclusion, I will summarize the division of
household labor as it has progressed historically to the present general distribution of
tasks, and I will point out any trend which may persist over the next generation, as
suggested by those persons I have surveyed and interviewed, and by the conclusions of
various published research on this subject.
In the traditional family of husband-breadwinner and wife-homemaker, the husband
is expected to retain full financial responsibility for the family while the wife shoulders
all the household and child care tasks. Boys and girls are socialized from a young age to
strive to fit these roles when they reach adulthood. Men often take very seriously the
notion that they should "support" their families, and women usually feel that how they
run their households reflects on them personally.
During the 1970s, much research was done into the impact of dual-earning couples
on society, and, particularly, on the American family. Conclusions such as "in pursuing
careers without traditional auxiliary partners, both spouses in the dual-career family share
some of the problems of the single male, plus the problem of child care and domestic
work overload,"5 encouraged society to frown on dual-careerism, to perpetuate the
stereotype of the ideal family, and to encourage the assumption of traditional gender roles
by men and women. But regardless of social ideals, reality today is that married women
are working. Traditional role assumptions may work well for one-earner families, but
they create a variety of problems for dual-earner couples.
Household tasks have always been known as "women's work," and although
married women are entering the working world in greater numbers each year, their
husbands are not picking up the household tasks at a corresponding rate. One study found
that men have increased the time they spend on such chores by only about six percent
during the past twenty years.6 Other findings indicate that over the period 1965-75, men
increased their daily participation in housework by only one minute. This study concluded
that "clearly, men did little.., to offset the household pressures created by women's
increased participation in the labor force.' 7
Another important societal factor which causes conflict in dual-earner couples is
the notion that although the husband may no longer be the sole breadwinner, he remains
the primary breadwinner, and thus he may expect the traditional division of tasks to be
maintained in his non-traditional home. This factor generally only becomes a problem in
families where the woman has been a homemaker at one time in the relationship, and
decides to enter (or re-enter) the work force.
Women are working, and they are marrying and having families as well. But its
already been mentioned that husbands are not spending a great deal more time on
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household tasks than they have in the past. At this point it is appropriate to discuss just
what does happen to the household tasks which are delegated to housewives in the
traditional family model. Do all these chores get done in dual-career homes? Most
evidence suggests that in dual-career households less total time is spent on these tasks
than in one-career households. "In housekeeping standards, we find that (dual-career)
couples often try at first to give.., the same attention to these tasks as in a traditional
home with a full-time housewife. But over time most lower their standards."8 Reducing
the amount of hours spent on housework means making adjustments in exactly what
work gets done in dual-career homes. Some couples perform certain tasks less frequently,
assign more tasks to children, or hire outside help. Women who work don't do the
volunteer work their non-employed counterparts do, and they usually spend less time
chauffeuring their children to and from various activities. All dual-earner couples must
manage their time very carefully in order to complete the necessary chores in their
minimum amounts of time.
"Overall, women in dual-earner families have lower levels of domestic
responsibility than women not in the labor force."9 However, this is a far cry from
saying that household chores are shared equally by spouses. By and large, women in
dual-career couples spend much more time on domestic chores than their spouses do.
Many women are thus saddled with the double burden of taking care of a home and
competing in the job market, and this "role overload" is likely to have a negative effect
on their well-being. Studies indicate that women in dual-career marriages have less leisure
time than their husbands do, and also less time to focus on their careers.
If this is the case, why is it so? There are a number of possible reasons why task
distribution remains so unequal, even after thirty years of a constantly increasing female
participation rate in the labor force. First and probably foremost among these is individual
and societal attachment to traditional gender roles in marriage. It is important to point out
that both men and women suffer from these gender role attachments. A Los Angeles
Times survey which asked, "As a general rule, when both spouses work full time, who
should be responsible for cleaning the house?" received the following responses:10

Women
Men
Both

Male Resoondents
18%
1%
78%

Female Respondents
25%
1%
72%

Twenty-five percent of women surveyed believed housework is solely the woman's
responsibility! (Note that this is higher even than the percentage of men who feel this
way.) Research indicates that women tend to be more closely tied to their roles in the
home, whereas "men tend to approach children and family in a more detached,
nonemotional manner."11 My interviews bear this out as well. One women questioned
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about the subject said, "Somehow I feel responsible for the house. If the house is a mess,
I take it personally. I take that as my domain, even though rationally I don't think it is...
I will do more of the day-to-day, pick-things-up-and-put-them-in-their-place kind of thing
than he does."12 One man said his wife has told him that "other people assume that the
house is her responsibility, so when she comes into the house she is surrounded by
things that the world assumes she's supposed to do, even if she and I have agreed that she
doesn't have to do them.... Because of traditional role distinctions, it's easier for me to put
13
off something that I have to do at home than it is for
Because women as well as men often subconsciously believe maintaining the
home is "women's work" (regardless of their conscious feelings on the subject), women
tend to experience more anxiety when they see work that needs to be done than men do.
One woman said, "People who come into the house are going to look at the house, and, I
assume, see it as a reflection of me. I don't think he has that ingrained feeling that I
do."14 A male interviewee asserted, "When company comes over, it really bothers (my
wife) if the house needs dusting... it doesn't bother me that much." 15
A woman may rationally decide with her husband on a certain chore distribution
and performance schedule, and he may follow this schedule religiously. Yet the wife will
still tend to do more work around the house than her husband does; where he will
probably do exactly what he has agreed to with a clear conscience, his wife may do what
she agrees to do-- plus the additional work that she sees between scheduled cleanings. Said
one interviewee, "that's where the resentment comes in. I think you have to be careful of
that-- you may be making assumptions. I feel more responsbible for the house, so I'll
spend more time cleaning it, then I'll resent him for not doing it. Well, I've sort of put
that on myself-- he hasn't put that on me." 16
My interviewees were in agreement that women usually take a more personal
interest in the daily running of the household, while men are likely to "walk right past a
pile of junk" without feeling the slightest urge to clean it up if, in their minds, it is not
housecleaning time. (Of course, it should be noted that this reflects personal standards of
neatness as well as gender roles-- some men really are "Felix Ungers" around the house.)
On a related note, one man I spoke with said (regarding his working mother): "Her
idea of recreation was to turn on the television and iron while watching television." And
regarding his own dual-career marriage: "My style is that I need a chance to tune out, and
I'm not going to do much of anything until I've had that time. I'll wake up slowly
Saturday morning, and I'll read the sports page... [my wife] gets up in the morning and
starts doing laundry, and she'll just work right through Saturday."!7 Another man said,
"I'll come home at 5:00 and I may take a half hour break. I'll just sit in front of the TV
and drink a beer or what not, where she'll come home and pick up little piles that I've left
or she's left, or just try and tidy up the house." 18
This illustrates how men have been able to maintain their weekly number of
leisure hours, even when their wives work. Men can compartmentalize housework: assign
it a specific time and place in their schedules, and not worry about it beyond those limits.
Women usually can't do this, and they may have difficulty accepting their spouses'
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different attitudes: "If he goes someplace and I clean the house, I have to remember that
that's my choice... I could go do something fun, too. But if I clean house all day and he
comes home, I can't fairly say to him, "I cleaned house all day-- where were you?!?"
Something which was brought up in all of my interviews and is probably worthy
of further research is that men have a similar problem compartmentalizing traditionally
male tasks such as home repairs and yard work: "If something's not working around the
house.., he takes that as a typically male thing that he should be doing, so he feels bad-- I
don't. We both assume roles,"20 asserted one women. A man told me, "It's clear in our
contract, if the washing machine breaks, it's my responsibility.., when the plumbing
goes, I'm the one with the wrenches, even though sometimes I get to the point where I'm
throwing wrenches around...."21 Of course, since traditionally male tasks such as these
are not performed on a very regular schedule, the inability to compartmentalize, to
separate traditional responsibilities Out of potential leisure time, is more of a problem for
working wives than for their husbands. "She's more apt to get herself to do the things
that need to be done week by week, day after day,"22 said one man, and "the things [my
wife] does are very unsporadic; basically, what I do are the sporadic things."23
In addition to gender roles, several other factors have been noted as contributing to
household task distribution, including income level and job status of both partners. Data
in this area is far from conclusive, however. While some researchers claim that as the
wife's income rose the husband's participation in meal preparation and cleaning tasks also
increased,24 others say that "blue collar spouses are more likely than those in the middleand upper-middle classes to contribute equal... resources to the relationship,,'et they are
less likely to have joint conjugal roles.., husbands do few domestic chores,"25 Working
conditions aren't always good predictors of task distribution, either. Much more research
is needed, across income levels, to ascertain any real relationships between these factors-income, status and working conditions-- and the sharing of household tasks.
Just as traditional gender roles are the most likely predictors of an unequal
distribution of household tasks, "non-traditional gender roles, particularly of the husband,
are the strongest predictors of a joint housekeeping role."26 "Husbands who tend to agree
that interchangeable rather than specialized roles are preferred norms for spousal behavior
accept more responsibility for tasks associated with child care, meal preparation and
cleaning,"27 Acceptance of dual-housekeeping roles such as this is much more likely if
the husband knows his wife will work before he marries her. Both men I interviewed fall
into this category, and they both asserted their belief that "two people who live in a house
together should share the work," but added that they have to make a conscious effort to
remember this-- that it's not instinctive. According to most research, husbands like these
come about as close to "sharing" household tasks as it gets.
However, although actual equity may not exist in dual-career couples, perceived
equity is an entirely different issue. "Findings demonstrate a clear tendency for marriage
partners to be more likely to perceive equity rather than inequity in the performance of
their roles."28 My survey bears this out, as well. Five of the eight women respondents
wrote something in the comments section like "from the chart it looks like I do all the
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work, but really it's pretty equal. My husband does other things." Reasons for this
perceived equity are varied. Some studies suggest that wives are so happy if their
husbands are doing anything at all around the house that they tend to overestimate the
male contribution. Also, many researchers indicate that men almost always overestimate
their own contributions to housework, or, to put it another way, "they [men] have a
different value about what is fair,"29 and this can lead to many conflicts. One man I
interviewed explained this quite well. He said, "If I accept it's my responsibility to wash
the kitchen floor, then you have to let me do it according to my own standards. You can't
ask me to wash the kitchen floor the way you would do it, and it just may not get washed
as often as [my wife] would like."30 Perhaps the most heartening reason for perceived
equity is that "in long-term intimate relationships, less emphasis is placed on give and
take and the calculation of services and favors.., there is an awareness that favors and
services average out over the relationship."31 "We both kind of accommodate each other a
little more as time goes on."32
It is marriages in which spouses see their relationship as teamwork or a
partnership that have the highest degrees of perceived and/or actual equity. These marriage
partners are likely to work towards an equitable division of household labor throughout
their relationships, and will generally negotiate this distribution of labor when
circumstances change for one of both spouses. They achieve these goals in many ways.
Some people I questioned commented that their task distributions "just fell into place"
when they came to know which chores their spouses hated or didn't mind doing. Others
reported that maintaining fairness is a continuous process of negotiating: "Every once in a
while... when our situation has changed some, my wife has said to me (and she's not the
one who's had to do it), 'I'm not satisfied with the way this arrangement is operating,' and
we'll make a new contract."33 Almost all those surveyed indicated that their task
distribution has changed over time. One man I interviewed discussed the importance of
flexibility, and said, "my wife used to clean the bathrooms, but she's pregnant now, so I
don't let her do anything... with chemicals. So she now does a lot of the laundry. I just
carry it out for her and she does it."34 Another man indicated that his ability to share the
tasks has improved over time. "I'm getting better out of necessity... because she doesn't
have time to cover for me."35
In many instances, women asserted that they have made an effort to put less
pressure on themselves around the house, although that's often a difficult task. Women
struggling to "detach" themselves from their households often report pressure from
society, rather than their husbands, as their primary stumbling block: "I know he's
responsible for cleaning the bathrooms, and he knows that, but guests don't know that."
These women say they have to make a special effort to relax at night after work (the way
their husbands do naturally). "After work he's able to sit down and ignore the clutter,
whereas when I sit down it starts calling my name... it's harder for me tout the work
off... but sometimes I try to wait until a time when we can do it together."3b
Even many traditional-minded men and women acknowledge the inadequacies of a
traditional task distribution in a dual-career situation; some women (and men, too) in
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these circumstances indicated that they had some hired help for those tasks which wives
couldn't (and husbands apparently wouldn't) do. Extremely career-oriented women also
tended to mention this solution, especially if they were married to career-oriented men.
Perhaps women who wish to focus their energies on their careers see the same benefits
that men have always seen in having someone else assume household responsibilities on
a full-time basis.
To summarize, as has historically been the case for all women, it is generally true
that women in dual-earner marriages perform a larger portion of the household tasks than
their husbands do. However, this is far from saying that American husbands are all
chauvinistic ogres who constantly weasal out of their share of the chores. Women tend to
have higher standards of housekeeping than their husbands do, and they are generally less
able to separate their personal identities from the appearance of their homes, or "take a
break" if they see work that needs to be done. In fact, women generally perceive more
household tasks as "necessary" than men do. "Sometimes my wife will make a list of
everything that has to be done around the house, and I'm always amazed at how long the
list is."37 Nonetheless, some studies estimate that "less than half (of working/married
women) maintain sole responsibility for child care, washing dishes, and cleaning
house,"38 and about one third of men in another study "were trying to share housework
equally, although not necessarily succeeding."39
Many predict that this number is increasing, and that as more and more men grow
up in households with working mothers, the distribution of labor will come closer to
equal. But, as this is very important, most couples now perceive a great deal of equity in
their marriages as a whole, and in the case of division of labor, perceptions may be
almost as important as realities. Most of the subjects I surveyed and/or interviewed stated
that they recognize the importance of this issue, and are at least striving for some degree
of fairness in their personal task breakdowns. Perhaps as greater numbers of people face
this issue in their own families, society as a whole will go through an attitude shift
regarding housework. Maybe the next generation of little girls will be less socialized to
believe that "keeping the house" is solely their responsibility, and little boys will grow
up to be more "attached" to home and home responsibilities than their fathers have been.
Before this analysis gets too syrupy sweet, I must add that many problems still
exist, and couples must communicate and compromise constantly in order to reach
agreements which are satisfactory to both partners. Perfect equity may never be achieved,
but society may alleviate some of the pressures on dual-career spouses by accepting the
reality of women in the workplace, and making such options as flex-time and job-sharing
available to a greater number of women (and men) who want to participate in both a
career and the home. Although change has been slow in coming, it does seem to be
gradually taking hold.
Perhaps equity has been so long in coming because attitudes have had to change
before any actual shifts in division of labor could occur. Regardless, although equality is
far from here, most young working couples are working together to achieve it, and older
couples, too, are relaxing many of their traditional views and expectations. Division of
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household tasks is a problem to some degree in virtually all dual-earner couples, yet we
can for the most part conclude that working out these differences is a common goal for
couples, and may even bring some of them closer together. "In spite of stresses and
strains in dual-job families, the marriage satisfaction of these couples tends to be at least
as high as satisfaction among couples in more traditional families."40
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Nothing, But Too Much
by M. D. McCullough
like water rings
i endless
like boundless mind
am
soul,
undefined yet actual
as birth, am life,
i die.
like light
i lead
as night, to
rest
i live and breathe emotion
the honor is
as honor does
de light, de mand devotion.
The physical requests of all,
The spirit, out of touch.
To realize and know that all
is nothing, but
Too Much.
like water rings
i endless
like boundless mind
am
like light
i lead
as night, to
rest....
The physical requests of all....
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the honor is
as honor does....
de light, de mand de votion....
To realize and know that all....
like rage within
a waterfall....
I take my bows
and give my all,
My creed to never quit or fall,
To realize and know that all
is
nothing,
but
Too
Much.
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The Joy of Reconciliation in the Song of Songs
by Elizabeth Rendon
He banished the man, and in front of the garden of Eden he posted Cherubs,
and the flame of a flashing sword, to guard the way of the tree of life. (Gn.
3:24)1
In this way the story of creation concludes; bleakly and somewhat depressingly.
The ending is all the more disheartening when one considers how promising the story
begins, with God breathing some of his own life into man, thus sharing part of himself.
As if rebuffing this act, however, God's creation turns on him, and is thus denied the
additional gift of immortality. Moreover, Yaweh must use guards to make certain man
doesn't receive this blessing. Together, then, man and woman alienate themselves and all
mankind from God-- they sin. As they are not completely destroyed by God, however,
there exists a faint possibility of redemption. The man and woman who unite in "Song of
Songs" fulfill this potential. They reverse the sins committed by Adam and Eve, thus
reversing the curses made on mankind, and bringing about the ultimate reconcilliation
between man and God. The positive and beautiful tone in which this is achieved proves a
far cry from the sense of dread and doom that pervades Genesis 3.
In the story of creation, Adam and Eve are not banished from Eden simply because
Eve lusts for and eats the apple, but because she ignores God's order. By instead heeding
the advice of the serpent, Eve not only snubs God's gift of life, but also denies His
sovereignty. Here lies the sin, and man's exile from God begins. When Adam blames Eve
for what has happened, man is also alienated from man. In addition, man is exiled from
nature when he is expelled from the garden. Lust is therefore not intrinsically sinful, but
evil only when it splits man from nature, fellow man, and God.
The Song of Songs supports this claim by illustrating how beautiful and pure
love between a man and a woman can be, using, in fact, the image of an apple tree:
As an apple tree among the trees of the orchard,
So is my Beloved among the men.
In his longed for shade I am seated,
and his fruit is sweet to my taste. (Sg. 2:3)
Nothing in the diction suggests that the bride's longing is dirty or wrong. Instead,
it is deemed natural and "sweet." The groom also describes his bride, and his love for her,
as very natural:
She is a garden enclosed,
a sealed fountain...
Fountain that makes the gardens fertile,
well of living water,
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streams flowing

down from Lebanon. (Sg. 4:12-15)

The bride is enclosed, like Eden before the serpent entered: innocent ("sealed"),
fertile, with the promise of eternal life ("well of living water"). The groom, on the other
hand, has eyes of "doves.., bathed in milk," cheeks like "beds of spices," and lips that are
"lilies" (Sg. 5:12-13). The writer delights in the love and longing of the couple, and thus
describes them in pure and natural terms: she is a garden, and he is a bed of spices. Nature
and men are thus united; one sin is redeemed.
In addition, Eve's curse is reversed once the bride redeems her for one of her sins.
As was stated earlier, when Eve acts upon the words of the snake, she denies the
sovereignty of God and is subsequently cursed. To revoke the curse, then, the bride must
recognize the authority of the groom (who represents God):
Daughters of Zion,
see
King Solomon,
wearing the diadem with which his mother
crowned him
on his wedding day,
on the day of his hearts joy. (Sg. 3:11)
come and

Only, however, after the bride acknowledges that which Eve denied-- the sovereignty of
Yaweh-- is the sin forgiven, and the curse revoked. This curse said the Eve's "yearning
shall be for your husband/yet he will lord it over you" (Gen. 3:16). By the end of the
Song of Songs, it is the bride who boasts: "I am my beloved's/and his desire is for me
(Sg. 7:11)." Man, therefore, as represented by the bride, is redeemed, the curse of
alienation then erased. God is closer to a reconciliation with his people.
The alienation theme of Genesis is therefore a sharp contrast to the celebrated
joining of man and woman in Song of Songs. Moreover, this union represents all those
between man and man, man and nature, and man and God. While the union between man
and woman is recognized as pure and natural, it is also the cause of purity. For instance,
in the first poem of the Song of Songs the bride describes herself before the courtship as
black and swarthy. Once the bride and groom are married, however, they are described in
pure terms: eyes like doves, teeth like "a flock of shorn ewes/ as they come up from
washing," and, on the whole, "without a blemish" (Sg. 4:1-7). Once the couple is
separated in poem four, though, the bride is again described as having myrrh running
down her fingers. Upon reconciliation in poem five, the bride is once more "like a flock
of sheep as they come up from the washing" (Sg. 6:6). Thus it is clear that when the man
and the woman are joined they are made clean. After being purified, they are worthy of the
ultimate reconciliation to come between man and God. The alienation theme is reversed,
with Genesis 3 ending in the banishment of man and Song of Songs ending in
reconciliation, and the ultimate redemption it paves the way for.
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This road to the new city (redemption) seems cleared of all obstacles, namely the
cherubs of Eden and the guards of the city, so long as the man and woman are together.
For example, the bride is able to walk right past the watchmen of the city prior to her
marriage. After being separated from her husband, though, the woman is stopped and
beaten by the guards. The bride cannot pass while alienated from the groom. Likewise,
one cannot reach the tree of life while exiled from God, but when there is union and
harmony, the cherubs are removed.
This day of deliverance when the path is cleared is implied in the second poem of
Song of Songs:
I hear my Beloved,
See how he comes
leaping on the mountains,
bounding over the hills.
My beloved is like a gazelle,
like a young stag. (Sg. 2:8-9)

The coming of the gazelle is the coming of God, ready to unite with his people. It is the
groom (God), in fact, who rejoices:
winter is past,
the rains are over and gone,
The flowers appear on the earth.
The season of glad songs has come. (Sg. 2:11-13)

The time of suffering for the sins of Adam and Eve is over and the day of reconciliation is
here. Spring, the season of rebirth, promises new life. The gift once denied man is
returned through redemption. The imagery also suggests a return to the garden-- back to
nature, back to innocence, and, ultimately, back to God.
While the theme of alienation begins in Genesis 3 with the image of an apple
tree, it is reversed in the conclusion of Song of Songs with the same image:
I awakened under the apple tree,
there where your mother conceived you,
there where she who gave birth to you
conceived you. (Sg. 8-5)

Here in the Song of Songs, a poem that bubbles with life and enthusiasm, the apple tree
is associated with life, reversing this time the gloomy tone of Genesis 3, where it is
associated with death. In this passage also lies the final reconciliation between the two
lovers to end the poem, thus the final reconciliation between man and God. Here both the
literal and allegorical levels of the Song of Songs meet, and are themselves finally
reconciled in the last sentence of the poem:
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For love is strong as death,
jealousy relentless as Sheol.
The flash of it is a flash of fire,
a flame of Yaweh himself,
Love no flood can quench,
no torrents can drown. (Sg. 8:6-7)

Love is a flash of fire. With Yaweh himself as a flame, love is therefore a flash of
Yaweh. To love someone is to love Yaweh. To unite yourself with one you love is to
unite yourself with God-- potentiality only somberly implied in Genesis 3, but joyfully
fulfilled in the Song of Songs.

Endnotes
1. Alexander Jones, ed., The Jerusalem Bible (New York, 1966), p. 8. All
subsequent citations are from this edition and are cited in the text.
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Contest of the Century
by C.J. Dyer
Greg poured himself a Mount Gay rum and tonic and walked out into the lanai.
The sun was going to set in a couple of minutes. Sitting in one of the over-stuffed
lounge chairs, he let this dream-come-true roll around in his mind.
All the nasty reality had been wiped away. This was how it was to be: eternally
part of some tropical resort poster. He felt strange and disoriented, but incredibly happy.
Closing his eyes, he tried to make this place take hold as home.

Greg was once again sitting in his badly dinged, twice-nearly-repossessed Corvette
in the midst of one of Los Angeles' infamous traffic snarls. Traffic was progressing at
break-neck speeds of five miles per hour: This was part of his daily routine and he
despised it. But, from the looks of things, this wouldn't be a problem much longer.
Yes, he was looking forward to the company going belly-up. No more traffic, no
more little cubicle with piped-in air-- no more money. But work or no work, he never had
any money. At least there was one constant in all this change.
The radio was blaring out a tinny version of the Top40 hits. It was the usual
schedule: three songs, three commercials, three minutes of DJs doing B-rated comedy
crap, three minutes of news and traffic reports. Greg saw a similarity between his life and
morning radio-- monotonous, and no one really gave a shit about the quality.
Inching your way twenty-two miles to work each day allowed you to become
familiar with most of the cars on the crowded 405 freeway. Greg knew each by his
bumper sticker or personalized license plate. Mr. "Everybody has to believe in something,
I believe I'll have another beer" came on at Woodruff and rolled along with him until the
Harbor freeway. Miss 'waitresses serve it hot" came on at Century Boulevard. "Spoiled"
always looked like she hated the world. There is justice, he thought.
Greg pulled into the next lane and pulled ahead. Jesus! Where did all these people
come from? He could see he wasn't going anywhere for a while and let his mind out for a
walk, leaving one ear behind for the radio.
"All you have to do is come into any one of our conveniently located restaurants
throughout the Southland and purchase a Mickey D's Mondo Burger. That's a quarter
pound of lean meat, our world-renowned Secret Sauce, lettuce, onions, pickles, on a
sesame seed bun. If your wrapper reads, 'Another Mickey D's Winner,' you win the
contest of the century!
"No more worries for our winners, no siree. We'll spirit you away to a tropical
island paradise, give you a bungalow, feed you and keep you supplied with all your
fantasies forever!
"Come in and try your luck today, wherever you see the Mickey D's Contest of
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the Century banner flying. You could be a winner today."
Greg was suddenly very interested in his radio. It just so happened that he was a
contest fiend. He bought lottery tickets, took useless magazines from Publishers
Clearing House, played supermarket bingo, and even bought books on how to win
contests. He decided it was time to start eating all his meals at Mickey D's.
He began putting all his hopes into winning the contest. Sure, he could see
himself lounging around in the tropics with a long cool something in his hand,
scantily-clad wahines on each arm. Lighting his fine Havana cigars from hundred dollar-no, make that thousand dollar bills, dining on lobster and caviar....
Damn! Trajected back into reality and almost through the windshield of his car.
Shit! Another dirt-ball wanting to play the cut-in-and-brake game. "Asshole!" Greg yelled
Out of his partially-cracked window. He silently thanked God for auto-pilot. So much for
his lovely dreams of grandeur on his island paradise; this was the Rat Race, the ones with
the real rats in it... not even a prayer for honorable mention.
During his lunch half hour, Greg went to Mickey D's. He picked up a card
explaining the odds, and, of course, the now much-coveted Mondo Burger. He felt himself
getting a little excited in anticipation of winning, but he knew the odds were against that.
He would have to eat at many different locations three times a day to even increase his
chances to reality level.
Greg had always liked Mickey D's, he thought, as he ate his lunch. He felt good
when he left the restaurant, which was more than he could say for most of his favorite
food haunts. Maybe it was laced with something highly addicting. He could picture the
headlines: "Mickey D's Shut Down for Selling Doped-Up Burgers." Laughing out loud,
Greg hoped he would win before the bust went down.
During the next three weeks, hundreds of people seemed to win. Every morning
on his way to work, Greg heard the names of new winners announced on the radio. Jesus!
It didn't seem fair. He really needed to win. Candi had just divorced him, taking
everything, his car payments were behind again, rent was due and his job was over. He
couldn't afford to live here anymore.
He couldn't afford to live anywhere. He was sick and tired of his merely-makingends-meet lifestyle. He wanted more, much more. But this contest thing seemed to be the
only way to get it.
He was tired and wanted to quit. His body longed for something green and leafy.
His face had broken out almost beyond recognition. How far did a guy have to go to cinch
this thing?
Greg could only afford to eat at Mickey D's for one more week. His job ended
Friday. No more money until he won a contest. Contests would become his new way of
earning a living. He would devote his life to them. The dreary picture of eating Alpo and
fighting his buddies over trashcan contents came into his head. He forced it away. There
was hope. The freeways seemed less crowded to him. Maybe it was because so many
people had won.
The last day of work hit Greg hard. He felt spent. The crew decided to hit a few
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bars after work. Heavy drinking and blowing off a lot of steam was just what Greg had
decided he needed. Seven o'clock found him well into his fourth Long Island Iced Tea.
They had started near the office and had gone downhill from there. The
conversation was morose and the ambiance worse. Comniiserating with his pals, Greg
started to climb on to his soap box. "Contests," he slurred to his pals, who could
apparently no longer see him.
"Working for a living is bullshit! Look at all these people who win millions of
undeserved dollars. They don't deserve it! They don't do shit! Just enter. It's their form of
work. It's worth it, though. All it takes is one time. One ticket, one wrapper. Working is
shit. Look where we are today!" Greg's buddies nodded, but they didn't know why. It was
a typical drunkalogue and nodding was the appropriate response. As long as the drinks
kept coming, they would nod.
Somehow, it was decided that they should all move on to the next bar. Greg swore
he'd meet them just as soon as he got some food. Emerging from the bar, he found his
restaurant. It was there, in all its ominous omnipresence. All lit up, not unlike himself,
Greg mused.
Weaving through the doors, Greg was hit by the wretched brightness. He knew
this had to be Mickey D's. After muddling his way to the counter, he gave the waitress
his order by rote: a Mondo Burger, large fries and chocolate shake. He never considered
changing it at all.
Waiting for the waitress to bring his food, he looked at his life. He couldn't afford
to lose anymore. He owed everyone. Candi wanted her alimony, the bank wanted the car.
Forget insurance. That had lapsed a long time back. Already he'd spent his severance pay
on back bills. If he wasn't so drunk he'd have been hysterical. Booze ain't all bad, he
thought.
Fighting an urge to pass out, he noticed the waitress there with his food. He
murmered a mumbled "thank you" as he tried to focus on her with bleary eyes. She
looked worried.
He ate his food very slowly and deliberately. He didn't want anyone to know just
how potted he was. After each bite, he washed it down with a drink of his shake,
picturing the food and shake absorbing all the alcohol. After he finished, he decided he
was ready for action again. Steering his body like a bumper car toward the door, he tried
to remember where it was supposed to go. He was almost Out of the parking lot when the
waitress caught up to him.
"Sir, sir! You won, you won!" she squealed.
"I what? Is there an echo out here? What are you saying?" Greg felt like vomiting,
but falling down turned out to be the better option. It seemed much more polite. It also
brought him back to what was left of his senses. He'd won. He'd actually, really fucking
won! .
When do I leave? Where's my money? How do I leave?"
The waitress told him to go to headquarters the next morning and "For Goodness'
Sake! Hold On To That Wrapper!"
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"No problem there, sweetie!" Greg sang.

Feeling the plane touch down on the island, Greg entered the mental state of his
new euphoric life. He wasn't going to miss that old ex-life, with the old ex-wife, the old
ex-debts, the old ex-job. This was his big chance. He couldn't wait to start.
Stepping out of the plane, Grag looked around. So this is what paradise looked
like. Looked okay! He inhaled deeply and filled his lungs with the rich new smells, like
ripened fruit. He walked down the stairs and over to a man who had been motioning to
him. The guy looked like he belonged on the Indian side of a Hollywood western.
"My name is Jacob Kailua. Here on the island, I am known simply as 'Jake.' I am
here to answer any of your questions, attend to any of your needs. I can even fix this!" He
pointed to what was to become Greg's new jeep.
He studied Jake. He was tall and thickly built. His eyes had a sheen to them that
flashed the light back as he spoke. Sure didn't seem to be a regular flunky. He carried
himself with much more confidence. He seemed too smart.
Jake drove the jeep to Greg's bungalow, which took forty-five minutes from the
landing strip.
"What goes on around here? Any good bars or other attractions?" Greg asked, half
Out of curiosity, half to break the ice.
"Sure. Most of the action is on the southwest side of the island. Be driving
through the small town soon. There are some small shops, a few night clubs and
restaurants. Tonight's the big Passion Flower Pageant. You won't want to miss that."
"Why? Are there naked women dancing or something? What's this Passion Flower
thing? Is it half as sexy as it sounds?"
"Fraid not. The natives used to believe that the flower had magical qualities. Each
time the flowers were harvested, they would have a ceremony, a lot like the one you'll see
tonight. The only difference is that tonight they won't be doing any sacrificing of human
lives."
"Hmm. Is that the flower that's on all the logos around here?"
"Yes. The Passion Flower is a very big part of the island lifestyle. It is used in
everything from the food you'll be eating to the floral arrangements in your bungalow.
It's also the reason you are on this island."
"What do you mean?"
"Mickey D's uses the nectar of the flower in their Secret Sauce. They made a deal
with us much like the one that the U.S. government made with the American Indians
over wild rice. The natives are the only ones that can grow and sell the flower. Mickey
D's leases the island from them. Good for the natives, good for Mickey D's. That's the
way we like business done, right Greg?"
"Ya, sure." Greg had stopped listening long ago.
Fourteen miles past town, Jake turned up a small dirt road that led to the top of
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the island. The smells were bcoming stronger and heavier, like incense oils of coconut,
bananas, and steam. After a long climb, they reached Greg's new home. It was carefully
set on top of a huge cliff, overlooking the southern tip of the island. Down below was a
long, creamy beach. To the left was a rocky, angry point.
"The hottest fishing spot around," said Jake.
"How big is this island?" Greg asked.
"Ninety-five miles long, sixty-three miles wide. You'll probably only need about
three of those miles, though. That would include the marina, the town, and a few fishing
and swimming areas. Am I right?"
"Ya, sure." Greg hated to be patronized. It sure didn't look that big from the air, or
from his bungalow.
"You need anything, just give me a call and an hour," were Jake's parting words.
After he closed the door, Greg just stood and stared. His mind had been going so fast the
last few days. It was hard to take it all in. This was his place. His house. For a moment
he wished Candi could see him.
No matter how he tried, he just couldn't believe it yet. This just didn't seem like it
was real. He was sure it would hit him soon. He just hoped it wouldn't be at an
inconvenient time, like during one of his lady-killer moves. He wondered about the
women on the island. Were they part of the paradise package too? That would be great!
There was a strange bouquet on the cocktail table. He leaned over it and took a
whiff. A smell like over-ripe apples and sugar caused him to jerk his head back. He felt
dizzy.
Across the living room was a bar. He walked over to pour himself a drink. Nice
set-up. Stolichnaya vodka, Mont Gay rum, Chivas scotch, Tangeray gin. "Impressive,"
he said out loud. He remembered a girl he met in a bar who drank Chivas scotch. At five
bucks a pop, he'd given up on her after one drink. She'd put out for this set-up, he was
sure.
He decided on Mount Gay rum. You had to drink rum in a place like this. After a
couple of sips, he felt strange. This stuff had quite a kick! Nice. It was time to inspect his
new stuff.
The first thing he noticed was the big screen TV. It was surrounded by two giant
speakers, a VCR, a compact disc player, turntable, receiver, and tape cassette player. Next
to the equipment was a cabinet holding albums, tapes, discs. Oddly enough, the
musicians represented here were all his favorites. Doobie Brothers, Dylan, Stones,
Beatles....
Off the living room he found a closet full of all the sports equipment he'd ever
dreamed of needing. There were golf clubs, a tennis racket, scuba tanks and regulator, full
and partial wet suits, and a host of climbing and hiking implements. As he closed the
door to the closet, his eyes wandered to the kitchen. He was feeling a little hungry.
He opened the refrigerator. Caviar, brie, artichoke hearts, Heineken dark beer,
Perrier, Heublein pre-mixed cocktails, and even Grey Poupon spiced mustard. Of course,
all the appliances he'd ever need were on the counter-- a blender, and ice crusher, and a
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microwave oven. He nibbled on some crackers and moved on. He could hardly wait to see
his bedroom.
He could feel himself beginning to tense with anticipation. Opening the door, his
heart lept. A very nasty-looking round waterbed with black satin sheets was comforting a
very shapely and very nude Polynesian woman. "Boy, these guys think of everything," he
said as he began to undress.
The girl called over her shoulder something about seeing him later, as he turned
on the water in his extra-large shower. He wondered what the second shower head on the
other side of the stall was for. Maybe some days he'd feel the need to change which side of
the shower he stood on. Toweling off, he went to the closet to check out his new
wardrobe. He pulled at the tags on a few shirts. All Ralph Lauren, size 16 neck and 33
sleeve. Exactly right The pants were all a 33 waist with a 36 length. Those were perfect
as well. These guys sure used their three-week processing time in a big way, he thought.
They had done actual research!
Maybe he'd really been hit by a truck in the parking lot that night and had gone to
heaven. He sure felt like it. Greg always knew he should have been born rich. Mother
Nature had royally screwed up, but he was pleased with her for finally making things
right Jesus, not a moment too soon. Maybe she'd made him suffer first to make sure he
appreciated what he had just been given. He knew he could have saved her some time.
After having a few drinks on the lanai, he decided it was time to go into town and
check out that throbbing drum sound he'd been half-listening to. It was probably that
flower dance thing, but at least there were bars in that direction. Looking around his new
place, he casually wondered what the punishment for driving drunk would be here. Jail
here, he was sure, would be twice as good as his old life.
He drove to the small town and picked out a bar called "Simply D's." He heard the
twang and slide of Hawaiian music from the road and as he pulled into the driveway, he
heard laughter. This was just the kind of place he wanted to be in.
He walked under the red lights of the lounge and stepped into the crowd slowly.
These booked like fun people. They couldn't possibly have a care in the world. He
wondered what their past lives had been like.
Suddenly, he was aware of someone staring at him. He turned to his left to find a
rugged executive-looking guy giving him a thorough inspection. Walking over to the
man's table, Greg extended his hand.
"Hi. Greg Jacobs. Just got in." He felt awkward.
"Sam Buchek, three month veteran. You don't have to tell anyone you're new,"
Sam said slowly, with smoke-filled lungs.
"Ya? How come? Is it because I look out of place and don't know a soul here?"
"No. You have that look; you're blown away and expecting to wake up any
second. I was the same way. We all were. You'll get used to it. You'll even get bored."
"Ya, right, pal. I don't know about you, but I'm in heaven and plan to stay," Greg
said flatly. He looked around and saw a long table bearing a host of appetizers. "How's the
food?"
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"Great. I'll join you."
The two men filled their plates and walked back to the table.
"So," Sam said, "how do you like it so far? Trust you got the standard welcome
package."
"Ya, nice. Is every day this tough?"
"Ya if you don't mind having things a little too easy. But don't worry. If you
don't like the place, Mickey D's has just the answer. They seem to have the answer to
everything, right?"
Greg was busy staring at a lovely native girl.
A week later, Greg was just coming off the deep sea fishing boat when he ran into
Sam tying up his 35-foot Islander. He walked over to the boat.
"Hey, how's the sailing?"
"Aw, you know. The best day sailing......
"Join me for a drink?"
"Sure," Sam said, as he tossed some gear in his dock box.
The conversation was going along a bit slowly until Greg asked Sam what he
meant by getting bored. That seemed to unlock a stream of what Greg automatically
decided was bullshit.
"There is no challenge here, my man. Everything is too easy. I miss the
challenge. I'm not alone, either. Other people feel the same way. They just up and leave.
Mickey D's is ready for that. They even have a re-entry program for those who can't hack
the good life. They'll find you an even better job than you had before. Or give you big
bucks or whatever. Maybe that's why we never see any new building or anything. It's
probably a lot cheaper to send 'em back. Seems to be a big success; a lot of people have
gone. Island fever's a reality, my man. You'll see."
"Look, I don't mean to be rude, but could you put your cheery act away for a
while? Why don't we just drink hard and bullshit harder? You can rain on me later, I
promise." Greg took a long drink off his Mai Tai.
It was then that Greg really saw Sam's face. His eyes were cold and his face was
drawn. He looked like a man who worked and thought too much. His dark hair was
flecked with grey, especially the locks that formed little commas around his face.
"You look worried, my man," Greg said. "You know, the secret to my success
thus far has been to drink more and think less. Maybe you should give it a try." Sam
looked into Greg's face, then burst into a booming laugh. Greg was startled at first, but
joined in, half laughing at himself, half at the sound of Sam's laugh.
After a couple of drinks, Greg managed to talk Sam into a tour in the jeep. Sam
knew the place well enough to get them around without all the tour guide's bullshit. They
hopped into the jeep and headed toward the center of town.
As they neared the main intersection, the streets were blocked off. Just beyond the
blockade, they saw silhouetted figures dancing around a huge bonfire.
"That must be the flower dance thing I heard about. How often do they do that
crap?"
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"Pretty often. Who'd ya hear about it from?"
"From Jake, uh, the guy who set me up here. Know him?"
"Sure. There are only about three of them on duty for any six month period, and
its a small island. You'll see. Want to watch the natives on parade? It is for your benefit,
you know. Twice a week they put this on for the new ones. Makes your new home feel
just that much more exotic, doesn't it?"
"Sure. Just like Disneyland. I promised myself when I won this contest that I
would give up all B-ticket rides and this looks like one. Nothing but the best for this
guy. Let's check out this island. There may be some real virgins around here,
somewhere."
"All right. But our little excursion will be limited. Trespassing signs around here
are serious. The natives love their privacy and will enforce those signs. Just as soon
shoot you as correct you. No one, but no one, goes beyond those signs. Not even the
salespeople who buy the Passion Flowers from them."
"Jake sure didn't mention any of that in his sunny report. Do they believe in
breaking you in slowly here, or what?"
"Pretty much. Weren't too far off when you said Disneyland. The rides are great,
but try to get off one in the middle, or break any other rule, and you're gone. See what
you're supposed to see, and that's it. The folks running this island are business people,
just like those folks at Disneyland; most have their MBA's. Jake has his from Stanford.
Good money, good job. Six month stint here, back to the mainland for three months of
PR and politicking, then he's off for three months. This is his job and if we screw up, it
makes him look bad. Think he'd want to risk fucking this up?"
"Hmmmmm.. Makes sense. He does a good job, looks like."
"He's not top dog around here for nothing. It's like what I was telling you. Think
about it, Greg. Makes sense."
Sam continued talking, but Greg's mind had wandered away. He was thinking
about the woman he'd have tonight, where he'd go, and why this guy was so fucking
tense.

God! He'd been so naive. So much had changed in just six months, Greg thought,
watching the last rays of the sun dance on the ocean. He missed Sam, for one thing.
Wonder where he was.
Watching the place where the sun had last been, Greg decided it was time for
another drink. What mood did he want to chemically induce tonight? Life was simple.
Take a whiff, take a pill, bring home a Barbie. There was never any seduction involved.
Had he really believed this was paradise?
Sam had been so right. He was bored. Everything was provided for him, so what
was he missing? How could anyone need to lose once in a while? He felt like "no" was a
word he'd never heard.
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He needed an adventure, even if it was only to find Sam. Something wasn't right
there. Jake kept avoiding the subject of Sam's whereabouts. All he would say was "I told
you he was trouble when you first came."
If Sam had done re-entry, he would have told Greg he was going. Greg knew he
was around somewhere. There hadn't been a plane in since Sam had gone off, anyway.
Maybe it was that he missed Sam, maybe it was that he just wanted trouble for a change.
The next day, Greg struck out for the top of the island with a full pack-binoculars, climbing gear, tent, food, beer. He felt good, healthier than usual. He turned
his jeep up a road he had seen with Sam. It took him about four miles before his access
was stopped by a locked gate with closed circuit cameras on either side. Greg parked his
jeep to the side of the road, walked back about a hundred yards, scaled the fence and
proceeded on foot.
Birds screamed and the sound echoed. The trees blocked the sun and the hill was so
overgrown it was hard for him to see where he was going or wanted to go. He startled
some birds and they took off in a wave of beating and shrieking. A glimmer from
something metallic caught his eye. As he approached it, he recognized it as a bracelet his
favorite date, Tami, wore. Greg remembered the uniqueness of the design and that it had
her initials on the clasp. What'd she been doing up here? Camping? She hadn't been seen
for a while, either.
"Paranoid," he whispered. He started thinking about the natives having practiced
human sacrifice. That was what was wrong with this place-- it was haunted. Greg laughed
out loud. It was pretty great area. Maybe Sam and Tami had wanted adventure, too.
He caught sight of where he wanted to go. It was a vantage point about a mile up
the hill. From there he could figure out what he wanted to do. Maybe even see where Sam
was.
The point was higher and more difficult to reach than it looked. It took him nearly
two hours of steady climbing. Greg kept reassuring himself that it would be worth it.
At last, he pulled himself onto a huge shelf-like rock that was the top of the
point. Looking down, he was immediately mesmerized. He could see a clearing in the
middle of intense jungle. A thin band of smoke rose up from the clearing. What looked
like little handfuls of mud were probably the natives' homes. There was one large mud
pile that was most likely a meeting center. The place looked like it was straight out of a
Tarzan movie.
Turning in a complete circle, he could see the entire island. It looked like a green,
hairy volcano, which is what it probably was, minus the green hair, a few million years
back. Outside the mass he was standing on, there wasn't a hint of land anywhere else on
the planet.
Greg's curiosity turned back to the clearing. He dug his binoculars out of his pack
and trained them on the village. What he saw caused a yelp to escape from his mouth.
There, forming a long line, were some of the people he recognized from the town.
There was Bill, the guy from Sacramento; Casey, the soccer player; Maureen, the whiner.
They were just standing there, entranced by something, moving one step every ten
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seconds or so, towards the meeting place. They looked like normal people bored while
waiting in line, but different somehow. Vacant. He trained the binoculars on the meeting
place. It looked more like a factory than just a big room. It even had a couple of smoke
stacks. He looked over to the huts. They all had air conditioning units attached to the
sides.
Slowly, Sam's words came to him. It was all starting to make sense. The
disappearing people, the always adequate space for new people, everything. It made
economic sense, as well. Sam had been right. Greg had to find him and tell him. They
had to get out of here.
As he scrambled down the mountain, Sam's words pounded in his ears.
"Greg, haven't you ever noticed that none of us have anyfainilies that we're close
to? We don't have anyone who really protested us moving away forever. Isn't that a little
strange to you?"
"No," Greg remembered replying defiantly.
Sam... always so damn serious. What was going on? Why were the people
waiting?
Greg was going over the top of a huge bolder that would short-cut his hike by a
few hundred yards and get him out of there that much faster when he stopped cold. Sam's
hand was lying at the edge of the path. There was no mistaking that huge class ring. He
was covered by the brush, but Greg knew it was Sam. He jumped down onto the path,
desperate and fearful. What if Sam was dead? He was scared. He reached his friend and
pulled him onto the path. He was badly scratched and his body felt like it was broken in
ten places. But he was alive.
"What happened, buddy? Did you fall?"
"Mickey Mouse is really Hitler. He's using us for fertilizer."
"What do you mean?" Greg thought Sam must be delirious. Sam started to speak
again, but the only sound he could make was a gurgling, as blood filled his mouth. Greg
had no idea where the shot had come from. It was just there, opening up his friend's
throat.
Greg jumped up to find the murderer and wheeled straight into a heavy blow from
a caveman in Levis.
Waking up, Greg felt like he was floating. He swayed to his feet and someone
took him by the arm. He followed, resisting nothing. Rocking on his feet as he waited in
line, he drifted back to his childhood. He could hear his father saying something about a
free lunch.
Then, Jake was there beside him. He was talking to him.
"... we're awfully sorry. You're about three weeks early, but this means old Harry
Barnes gets a few extra weeks. You shouldn't have been so nosy, Greg. I hope there are
no hard feelings. You know it's just business, old boy. Nothing personal."
Just business. The people ahead of him were stepping onto a conveyor belt that
dumped them into simmering cauldrens of dark goop. It smelled awful.
"This is the Mayan style of sacrifice," lake was saying in his very best tour guide
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voice. "Our participants are drugged and marched into the pit. Seems humans make up the
major part of a lovely little emulsion that is just what our Passion Flowers need to grow
big and healthy. And we all know that Mickey D's and the Secret Sauce would be
nowhere without the Passion Flower."
Just business. Greg wished Jake would stop talking. It seemed to echo painfully
in his head. He was having trouble understanding. Then his father's words came to him.
"There's no such thing as a free lunch." That was it! But, goddammit, there should be, he
thought, as he stepped onto the conveyor belt.
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The Wife-Battering Phenomenon
by Clare Macaulay
In a time when so much attention is given to a variety of human destruction
(euthanasia, abortion, apartheid), it is a wonder that people are so blind to the violence
that occurs every day in their own homes. Wife abuse was "discovered" in the 1970's and
has taken its place among other social problems; notwithstanding its recent discovery,
however, the violence that men perpetrate on their wives is a phenomenon that has
occurred throughout the ages.
Although wife-battering was implied much earlier, one of the earliest reported
cases of wife abuse comes from York, England, where in 1395 Margaret Neffeld produced
witnesses before an ecclesiastical court to show that her husband had attacked her at least
once with at knife, wounded her, and broken her bones on different occasions.1 Despite
her evidence and witnesses, however, her husband only had to claim that his actions were
for her benefit in order for the court to declare inadequate grounds for divorce.2 Not for
many centuries, though, did wife-battering come into the public eye.
Current trends regarding awareness of, and action against, wife-battering parallel
the attitudes at this time a century ago. It was the time of women's suffrage, when
women finally had the courage and support to speak out about their mistreatment. Among
the first to make a public statement about wife-battering was the British philosopher John
Stuart Mill, who wrote in 1869 that
From the earliest twilight of human society, every woman.., was found in a
state of bondage to some man.... How vast is the number of men, in any
great country, who are little higher than brutes, and... this never prevents
them from being able, thorough the laws of marriage, to obtain a victim....
The vilest malefactor has some wretched woman tied to him, against whom
he can commit any atrocity except killin her-- and even that he can do
without too much danger of legal penalty.3

It was difficult for women during the suffrage movement because it was the first
time that the lopsided balance of status between men and women was upset. Since
inequality of the sexes seemed to be the problem, social reformers set to work changing
women's legal and material conditions. Nevertheless, domestic violence continued.
Changing the material status of women without significant reduction of the behavior
which resulted in violence only proved that the behavior was not specific to any particular
stratus of society.4 In the 1870's stiffer punishments were given batterers, only to have
them return to the home more enraged than ever, possibly resulting in fatal attacks. In
1878, Frances Power Cobbe wrote a pamphlet called Wife Torture in England in which
she argued for separation orders and more judicial intervention in battering situations.5
Soon thereafter, the Matrimonial Causes Act of 1878 granted separation orders to the
battered wife only if her future safety was in peril.6 The proviso was removed in 1895.
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That was the end of the talk about violence against women until the problem
re-emerged recently. Different law enfoivement techniques had been used since those years
in an effort to reduce the incidents, but the problem had not been solved. The only way to
truly alleviate the problem of wife-battering is to examine and eliminate its roots, as
opposed to simply covering it up. Why does this behavior exist? The dominant
explanation is well represented in the writings of Erin Pizzey whose pioneering work has
"publicized the plight of battered women and sensitized the public conscience to it."7
Seeing the problem in terms of the pathology of the men concerned, she argues that the
problem is embedded in the social structure, and to change the wife-beating phenomenon,
we must redefine the position of women in society and remove the factors which make
women powerless against male violence.8
Only now, then, is wife-battering receiving the attention it has demanded
throughout history. Only now are the myths about wife-battering being countered and the
extent of the problem being realized. Some estimate that as many as 50% of all women
will be battered victims at some point in their lives, but because the family is supposed
to be a "tranquil refuge from the strains and stresses of the outside world," this fact has
been almost entirely hidden until just recently.9 To further complicate matters, many
households in which wife-battering is a problem also have problems with child abuse,
incest, drug/alcohol abuse, etc., problems carried from generation to generation. Those
family members have such a bizarre definition of the world that they have no concept of
what a normal family is like, nor do they even know that natural instinct to feel or
express their emotions.
Years ago, the women's movement pointed out the huge amount of violence
which seems to be committed by men against women in general.10 Since so many of
society's institutions are designed with men responsible for taking care of women
(including the family), it is only natural that these male-dominated institutions have been
reluctant to respond to female outcries against male violence.11 Only when this kind of
sexism is eliminated can the incidence of wife-battering hope to decline.
Today, after a considerable number of studies have been undertaken on
wife-battering, literature is finally being made available on the subject. Lenore Walker, a
practicing psychologist who has seen and treated hundreds of battering cases, defines the
battered woman thus:
A battered woman is a woman who is repeatedly subjected to any forceful
physical or psychological behavior by a man in order to coerce her to do
something he wants her to do without any concern for her rightsJ 2

She may be that man's wife or in any form of intimate relationship with him, and must
have gone through the battering cycle at least twice to be classified as a battered
woman. 13
Contrary to popular belief, the majority of battered women are far from the
stereotypical fragile, jobless, fearful mothers of small children.14 In actuality, most are
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from middle-class and higher-income homes where the power of their wealth is in the
hands of their husbands. Many of them are large enough to try to defend themselves
physically. Not all have children and many are highly competent workers and successful
career women. Battered women are encountered in all age groups, races, ethnic and
religious groups, educational levels, and socio-economic groups.IS Before discussing
what actually goes on in a battering relationship, it is important to look at the types of
people involved in them. There are a number of common characteristics of both men and
. 16
women in the relationship (see Appendix A for a complete list)
For women, one of the most common features is low self-esteem.17 Because of
it, they underestimate their ability to do anything. Although they may be very competent
in their outside careers, they tend to evaluate their job as wife, mother, cook, etc., by
separate criteria. 18 Their doubts are only deepened by the husband's constant criticism and
insults. Often, after receiving treatment, they still feel that if they had only done
something differently or better, the abuse would have stopped. A second common belief
among battered women is that females should assume the traditional roles in the home.
She should cook and clean and not complain. The man is the head of the house, and she
should devote herself to him. Financial matters are placed in his hands, and she will turn
over her money to him, thus giving him complete monetary power.19 A third behavior
common among battered women is the attempt to control other people and the
environment in order to keep the batterer from losing his temper.20 She makes herself
responsible for keeping the peace and creating a safe environment for everyone. Because
of the constant stress and fear that battered women live with, they experience many
physical and psychological side-effects, such as fatigue, backaches, headaches, insomnia,
depression, anxiety and general suspiciousness.21 A final important characteristic of the
battered wife is the fact that, during childhood, she had a traditional fathers who wanted
his daughter to be pretty and ladylike and marry a nice young gentleman.22 Indeed,
expectations taught them to be dependent upon their man, and that they were incapable of
caring for themselves.
Like the women, batterers also share common characteristics. Among these,
"overkill" seems to be a widespread behavior.23 This refers to "going overboard," either
in the generous or aggressive direction. When angry, he may want to slap his wife and
keep her in line and before he realizes what he is doing, he has bruised her badly and has
perhaps broken bones. Conversely, when playing the charmer, he may buy her very
extravagant or expensive gifts (which he may not be able to afford) as a sign of apology.
A second characteristic is excessive possessiveness and jealousy.24 In order to feel secure
he will carefully monitor every moment of her day, and even though all 24 hours may be
accounted for, he may still be suspicious that she is having an affair. Third, batterers
typically come from violent homes. Aside from being emotionally deprived, these boys
learn little or no respect for women and children. Typical also are bizarre relationships
with mothers.25 Although she is a protetor, she may also abuse, thus maintaining a
love-hate relationship with her son.26 A final characteristic common to most batterers is
the abuse of alcohol (and, to a lesser extent, drugs) to deal with stress. The most severe
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spousal abuse often comes while the batterer is under the influence of some substance.
When a woman enters a future battering relationship, she is generally unaware that
the male has any such tendencies whatsoever. He may display some possessiveness or
hostility early on, but she generally things it's cute or that he just loves her so much that
he can't stand to see her attracting other men. She is swept away by his charm and
generosity. The time between the beginning of the relationship and the beginning of the
battering varies considerably. The first signs of battering include verbal attacks ("You're a
worthless whore, ugly, a lousy cook," etc., or, "Yeah, so go ahead and leave! No one
would take you except me anyway!") and removal of privileges such as choosing clothes
to wear, friends, or even wearing make-up. The woman usually does not understand, but
is willing to give him a second chance. By and by, she will find herself going far out of
her way to prevent his bursts of anger, and in a matter of time she finds she cannot,
despite her efforts, control his moods. Because of his domination she (and her children, if
any) learns that she is capable only of causing trouble and hostility, and that she is
powerless in the face of the batterer. This is called the 'learned helplessness syndrome.'27
Once the battering proves to be recurrent, a cycle of violence can be identified. The
first phase of the cycle is described as the tension-building stage.28 During this time,
minor incidents of battering occur. She may respond by whatever means she has found to
be successful in pacifying him: nurturing, staying out of his way, or attempting to have
everything done correctly so that the incidents won't happen again. She rationalizes after
minor incidents that she probably did deserve it and that she's lucky it wasn't worse, or
that some external variable really caused the outburst.29 Although she usually knows that
the minor incidents will only escalate, she denies it to herself so that she can cope better.
After each incident, the residual tension mounts. Helplessness is learned here, for the
women are powerless to prevent the cycle from occurring.
Stage two is the acute battering phase.30 Here, both partners realize that the
pent-up tension is beyond control. The rage makes the batterer blind to his actions and he
may perpetrate very severe damage-- enough to render the victim permanently disabled or
even dead. The onset of phase two is almost always attributed to some erroneous behavior
on the part of the woman. Some women who have been in a battering situation for a long
time may even purposely provoke the acute battering to alleviate the stress and to speed
up the cycle to the next phase.31
Phase three is characterized by kindness and contrite, loving behavior.32 The
batterer knows he has gone too far and tries to redeem himself. An unusual period of calm
ensues, and he is charming and very loving. He may cry and apologize, and promise never
to do it again--and he believes this himself. He also thinks he can control himself from
then on, and that he has taught her such a good lesson that she will never again
misbehave, thus never again tempting to him to beat her.33 It is during this phase that
the woman thinks she has found the wonderful love she has always dreamed about. The
traditional notion that two people who love each other surmount overwhelming odds
against them prevails.34 This stage is her reinforcement for staying in the relationship,
and because of it she overlooks or denies the battering. In these relationships, there is a
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strange need of each partner for the other. The man needs the woman to boost his ego and
the woman needs the man because she thinks that he really is the only one in the world
who will take her or love her. Even in the acute phase, she feels that although she should
leave, she can't because she has nowhere to go (he has instilled this into her mind). Such
is the vicious cycle experienced by the battered woman. Fortunately, so-called "safe
houses" are now provided for battered women, but to take the step to get there requires a
big decision on the woman's part.
The main community services available for battered women are hotlines and
shelters. Shelters provide confidential help for victims and, usually, their children. They
are an excellent way out for battered women, and as their existence gets publicized more
and more, increasing numbers of women are taking advantage of this resource. I called a
random sample of shelters/hotlines in the Los Angeles area to get a general overview as
to what they provide and how they operate.
Founded in 1979, the Good Shepherd in Los Angeles is a convent run by Catholic
nuns. It is a long-term shelter, which means that women may live there up to six months
at a time. At the moment it houses 12 families, including 49 children. For the children it
provides a preschool and an elementary school teacher, and will build a nursery as soon as
the funds are available. It has a staff of counselors and psychologists who lead group
therapy and one-on-one counselling sessions. It also utilizes volunteers from the area,
mostly from USC and Loyola High School. Funding comes from the United Way
Agency and private contributions.
Haven House in Pasadena is a home which tries to teach survival skills and
promote a positive self-esteem through goal-setting. Of the list of eleven goals presented,
the woman should choose three to four to complete before leaving. The three most
important goals are housing, personal, and economic concerns. Also examined are areas
such as general health and substance abuse. Its staff includes 18 full-time employees, 6
part-time workers, and 70 volunteers. The hired workers have a minimum of two years of
counseling experience, and many have bachelors's degrees or Ph.D's. They work with the
children, with the residential outreach program (offering outpatient counselling services to
individual family members or to the family as a unit), or with the administration. The
home can accommodate up to 30 people (women and children). It provides a 30-day stay,
although the average stay is six weeks. Like most, funding comes from private, public
(local and state) and federal sources.
A shelter in Canoga Park is similar to Haven House not only in services, but also
in name. It is called Haven Hills, Inc. It has a hotline and outreach program which offers
free counselling to families outside of the shelter, including males and females
individually and as couples, and teenagers. The 30-day shelter program allows time to
assess situations, to receive necessary emotional support, and generally to restart torn
lives. Its staff includes volunteers, social workers, and paid professionals who give
intensive counselling on marriage and family and on child-rearing. It accepts 6 to 8
women at at time, in addition to their children, for whom a school is provided. Like many
others, it has a 24-hour crisis hotline run by volunteers who undergo a training session
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prior to working. It, too, is a United Way Agency, and receives federal, state, and private
monies.
Closer to home, there is a shelter called Women and Children Crisis Shelter, Inc.,
whose outreach center is located on Greenleaf in Whittier. This 30-day program, like most
others, focuses on re-building the woman's trust and confidence in the world, and forging
an identity separate from her husband. For the children it has a school and various
activities, like outings to local parks. Funding comes from federal, county, and city
sources and also from private donations and industry. It founded and runs it own thrift
shop, which is financially profitable, but, more importantly, the shop meets the material
needs of women who left their battering situations with no more than the clothes on their
bodies.
Safe houses are places where women and children are cared for, loved, and
supported. It may be the first spot they ever experience those feelings. They are taught
that they are victims (and not the only ones) and that they are not to blame for their
situations. They are gently nurtured until they have some kind of self-confidence. When a
reasonable future plan is devised for or by them (i.e., a job, housing, filing for a divorce),
they are sent on their way. Some do go back to a deceivingly loving husband only to
experience the same violent cycle over again. For those who do not go back, a whole new
world is opened: one in which genuine love exists, and one where work and determination
pay off. Many of the workers at these shelters indicated that they received great awards
from their jobs because they were truly saving the lives of innocent victims.
My interview with a worker at the Women and Children Crisis Shelter both
validated and added to what I had read about battered women. I spoke with a 70-year-old
woman named Lorraine who has been volunteering 18 hours a day at the shelter since it
opened in 1979. She has worked with thousands of victims, so she has a very complete
picture of what goes on in battering situations. By combining her own philosophies that
come with age and her stories of some of the women, she added a very real perspective on
the pervasiveness of wife-battering in our community.
One trend that Lorraine noticed is that the shelter doesn't get mothers with children
over 12 anymore. When it first opened. older women with older children came in, but
now they don't. She reasoned that older women who would seek help would already have
done so by, and now younger ones who know about this resource are taking advantage of
it earlier in the relationship. Lorraine described these women as "beaten down physically
and emotionally, and brain-washed until they actually believe they are crazy and no good."
Lorraine informed me that four years ago the Coalition for Battered Women used
the motto, "Domestic violence is a crime against the future." They described it as a bad
disease which carries over from one generation to the next. Battered children learn
parenting as a violent and non-caring thing. Boys grow to dislike their mothers and
express this anger on women throughout their lives. She has seen the effects of family
violence in children as young as two months old; they don't talk, respond, or show any
emotion whatsoever. They have learned that it is best to sink into the woodwork.
As far as the shelter is concerned, Lorraine mentioned some things that seemed
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rather unique. One is that this shelter has a follow-up program which consists of meeting
every Wednesday evening for free group therapy, somewhat like an AA meetng. Also,
they provide counselling in a batterer's group (which has 209 members at present) whose
purpose is to probe the causes of hostility and try to correct behavior. However, Lorraine
said that men aren't as easy to get into therapy as women are. Men tend to think they
never have a problem, or that it's so minor that they can handle it alone. They (especially
these with low self-esteems) seem to have a need to feel tough and "macho."
Another very interesting fact is that since 50% of all marriages are predicted to
include violence, an $8 fee to support shelters is part of the cost of every marriage
license. Also, as far as legalities go, a shelter can call protective services to take away the
children if the shelter workers find out that a woman took her children back into a
dangerous battering situation. Police escorts are provided for women who want to go
back to their homes to claim personal belongings, but to reclaim larger item like
furniture, a judge must issue a restraining order.
Other insights gained from this interview came in the form of stories of women
and their reactions to being "saved." I really have a more thorough feeling now for what
these women go through. Lorraine is quite a good source!
One of the most obvious connections between this crisis and material studied in
abnormal psychology is the theory of learned helplessness. Experimental psychologist
Martin Seligman hypothesized and proved that:
•
..dogs subjected to noncontingent negative reinforcement could learn that
their voluntary behavior had no effect on controlling what happened to
them. If such an aversive stimulus was repeated, the dog's motivation to
respond would be lessened.35

Seligman also showed that the earlier in life that the dogs were subjected to these
situations over which they had no control, the longer it took for the learned helplessness
to go away.36 However, once they learned that they could make a voluntary response,
their helplessness disappeared.
The same principle applies to battered women. One might be inclined to think
that no woman could possibly think that hers is the only lifestyle there is for her (in the
battering situation), yet this learned helplessness theory has been proven time and time
again throughout history. The prisoners of war, for instance, had over the years grown so
accustomed to the fact that there was no other life for them that they became literally
living shells-- no hope, no smiles, no emotion. The once adventurous and brave soldier
becaaume like a cowering animal. Likewise, battered women grow so accustomed to
insults and abuse and the fact that their methods do not prevent their husbands' impulses
that they, after a time, learn that nothing they do can change their situation. Then, when
her husband cuts her off from the rest of the world, she is completely at his disposal as to
how he will shape her mind. As Lorraine said, many believe they really are crazy because
their husbands tell them so.
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There are a few other miscellaneous connections between these two subjects. One
is the concept of denial of a problem. Many of the self-destructive illnesses (alcoholism,
drug abuse, bulimarexia) involve denial to some degree. People don't like to think there is
anything wrong with them, so they put up the defense that there really isn't, when in
actuality there is.
Another parallel to abnormal psychology is in the psychosomatic illnesses.
Battered women complain of fatigue, depression, and anxiety, which are undoubtedly
consequences of the stress they are enduring. Still another connection is the notion that
pathological behavior can be transmitted environmentally, or learned through modelling.
As previously mentioned, children who came from violent homes learn this behavior and
transmit it to their own families. Freud would probably decide that the children are fixated
at some stage in their childhood, which repressed certain feelings throughout their lives,
and those feelings are being vented through violence against women, the primary source
of their anger. Physiological theorists would have no part of this discussion because
violence is not in the genes, although the diathesis Stress model might predict the
alcoholism and/or drug abuse that carries on through generations.
As a closing comment, I would like to say that this paper alerted me more than
anything else to the real concern of people today for other people, as exemplified by the
numbers of people who give up their time freely so that others can live a more full life. I
was struck by the abundance of shelters and free services for all types of illnesses and/or
victimizing situations, and I was also struck by the numbers of people who need these
services! On a more practical note, this paper gave me a job. I will be working at the
Whittier shelter in child care (Lorraine hired me)-- ajob which I am delighted to be able to
accept. Wife-battering is a very intriguing phenomenon, and the research necessary for
this paper has left me with sufficient curiosity to want to find out more about it and also
see if I can make a difference in its perpetuation.

Appendix A:
Common Characteristics of Battered Women
1.
Has low self-esteem.
2.
Believes all the myths about battering relationships.
3.Is a traditionalist about the home, strongly believes in family unity and
prescribed feminine sex-role stereotype.
4.
Accepts responsibility for the batterer's actions.
5.
Suffers from guilt, yet denies the terror and anger she feels.
6.
Presents a passive face to the world but has the strength to manipulate her
environment enough to prevent further violence and being killed.
7.
Has severe stress reactions, with psychophysiological complaints.
8.
Uses sex as a way to establish intimacy.
9.
Believes that no one will be able to help her resolve her predicament except
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herself.

Common Characteristics of Battering Men
1.
Has low self-esteem.
2.
Believes all the myths about battering relationships.
3.
Is a traditionalist believing in male supremacy and the stereotyped masculine
sex role in the family.
4.
Blames others for his actions.
5.
Is pathologically jealous.
6.
Presents a dual personality.
7. Has severe stress reactions, during which he uses drinking and wife battering to
cope.
8.
Frequently uses sex as an act of aggression to enhance self-esteem in view of
waning virility. May be bisexual.
9.
Does not believe his violent behavior should have negative consequences.
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Getting Weird on Prom Night
by Lisa Cannon
I wash a load of clothes, though they are clean
Then read but pay no mind to Hemingway.
My stereo is blaring Bruce Springsteen
Eternally -- it's programmed to replay.
Throughout my brain stomp images of spite-My first love and his ugly,pugnosed bride-Myself, alone and thinking on Prom Night
About the surefire means of suicide.
Yet, like my stereo I keep replaying
Not hearing mindless music that storms out,
In circles traveling but always staying
On my predestined task; I am devout.
"Complaints, complaints," I mutter eerily,
And wonder if there's something on T.V.
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The Operation of Foreign Exchange Markets
and the Recent Decline of the Dollar
by Michael L. Tusken
The world of the 1980s is consistently becoming more international in nature.
Trends in socioeconomic development have compelled nations to be more interdependent
on all levels, from domestic policy formation to regulations regarding foreign trade. The
arena of international trade is ever-increasing and encompasses a greater number of
countries, and therefore more currencies, every year. For this international trade to take
place, a common medium of exchange must be in existence. To facilitate these financial
aspects of world trade, foreign currency exchange markets perform the function of creating
the necessary medium.
In recent years, however, the freely-floating currency markets have created such
havoc in both industrial and developing economies through volatile and rapidly
fluctuating exchange rates that many economists have called for a new bout of monetary
reform. The following study examines the operation of foreign exchange markets and
consequences of rapid currency fluctuations on international trade, national economies, and
particular market sectors, focusing specifically on the United States, the dollar and
implications of the dollar's recent decline.
Raymond Coninx, author of Foreign Exchange Today, has suggested that:
In a world of separate national economies and currencies, with exchange
activity taking place only to facilitate the movement of goods, foreign
exchange rates would reflect merely the difference in the price of goods,
assuming, of course, that there were few restrictions placed on imports and
exports.'
Exchange rates are meant to function as an adjustment for imbalances in external financial
affiliations which cannot be corrected through other matters; however, as every citizen
knows, this theoretical model is not the case of reality.2 In the real world, currency
markets are extremely sensitive to political, economic, and other factors that people not
knowledgeable in the field might not even consider relevant to the foreign exchange
market.
Speculation on "hearsay" can cause drastic, but generally short-term, swings in
currency prices in the same manner that comments by the right people can make or break
the stock market. News items, even when it was made clear that conclusions are not
factual, "are inclined to affect market behavior disproportionately," states Coninx.3
Currency dealers may doubt the accuracy of a story, but knowledge that their cohorts in
the business will have access to the same information and take action based on the news,
forces exchange brokers to take an early stand. According to The Economist, most traders
feel that "new information matters less to markets for what it says than for how much it
surprises," which is another illustration emphasizing why traders must stay attuned to the
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media.4
At this point, it should be mentioned that serious effects from rumors and news
are, in truth, only possible if an economy is missing something to begin with. It would
be a very unusual circumstance for a strong currency to become weak without warning.
Economic indicators would inform markets in advance.5
Finally, the last main currency determinant that must be brought into the picture
is governmental action. In the event that the floating-rate currency markets do not correct
an economic imbalance over a period of time, the governments and central banks of the
nations involved will most likely decide to intervene in the markets either independently,
or jointly with other countries.
Interventions may take any one of several forms or a combination of these forms;
the most commonly used forms will be described here. The first, monetary policy, is used
for short-term currency movements. Fiscal policy, the next possible form of
governmental intervention, is implemented as a more long-term strategy for gaining
general control of the economy. Protectionist policies, mainly regarding import
restrictions, are the last of the most common types of government intervention. In the
most complex situations, decisions can be made to use any combination of the above.
Like all other factors influencing foreign exchange markets, governmental actions
might bring the desired outcome, or they may backfire, as in the case of the 1977 dollar
debacle. All in all, nothing, save the strength of the Swiss franc, is certain when it comes
to currency markets, and even that could be tested if the right situation were to arise.
The volatility of the dollar during the past decade is a prime example of market
vulnerability. Even more recently, within the last two years, the dollar has hit both a
thirteen-year high and nine-year low against the Deutsche mark. This extraordinary decline
was set by what most economists would call an overvaluation of the dollar between 1984
and 1985. The Economist cited the cause of overvaluation as "domestic monetary and
fiscal policies of the largest economies" being largely "at odds with each other."6
During the early 1980s, the United States was facing a distressing period of
stagflation, a combination of simultaneous inflation and stagnation. To deal with this
situation, the Federal Reserve Board, the central bank of the United States, was forced to
resort to monetary measures incorporating high interest rates to reduce borrowing for
consumption. Government deficits also increased interest rates still further. Since
economic principles state that supply and demand must meet, funds were diverted to the
state from other end uses through high interest rates. In other words, consumers were
deterred from borrowing because of excessive interest charges.
Although U.S. monetary and fiscal policy did not complement each other, Federal
Reserve Chairman Paul Voicker's actions did arrest inflation and bring the country out of
recession. New growth brought a large increase in domestic consumption, demand grew
faster than domestic output, and imports were used to fill the gap.
To increase production capabilities, corporations began a strong capital investment
program, but domestic savings could not sustain the h!gh demand for borrowing, thus
foreign investment became a key factor in financing.' Strong economic growth, low
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inflation, and the interest rate differential between the United States and other countries
made dollar-denominated assets desirable. In turn, the dollar grew increasingly strong on
international currency exchanges.
After months of continued growth, domestic industry became less competitive as
imports became less expensive and entered the market. Correspondingly, the U.S. trade
deficit, which occurs when the value of goods exported is less than the cost of goods
imported, grew as well. Despite these negative economic factors, the dollar's value
remained high; however, some economists predicted the contrary:8
Those who hold the traditional view that trade flows and relative inflation
rates determine exchange rates look at America's widening current accounts
deficit and mounting foreign debt. To them the dollar value is now purely
speculative and a crash landing seems inevitable.
Here it must be emphasized that a high dollar not only hurt individual export
industries, but also the national economy as a whole. A nation cannot sustain itself if it
is infinitely in debt because of a negative balance of payments.
If one follows the course of the dollar, it is evident that markets did not heed the
advice regarding increasing foreign debt in this case. Many industries were forced to move
production facilities to countries where lower wages would make costs more competitive,
which brought heavy lobbying for protectionist measure in Congress. After much
pressure and near post-war dollar highs, government felt it was necessary to intervene.
Following what the Wall Street Journal called "one of the largest concerted
intervention efforts ever made by central banks,' in which the Fed and central banks in
West Germany, Britain, France, Belgium, Austria and Italy sold an estimated two billion
dollars on currency markets, the dollar fell dramatically against major foreign currencies.9
Volcker said that the action would complement other measures, implying that
governments would intervene in markets until the dollar reached a more or less
satisfactory level. Within two more weeks, the Fed lowered short-term interest rates and
the dollar fell once again. With this fall, traders began predicting a continuous slide for
the dollar.10 In March, 1985, GNP and productivity indicators showed overall poor
economic performance, and the dollar fell again.
For the next several months the dollar remained stable until the central banks
decided once more to intervene. In September, 1985, the Big Five economic powers (the
U.S., Germany, Japan, Great Britain, and France) met and opted for a combined offensive
to drive the dollar down. As a result, the Federal Reserve Board began a course of
expansionary monetary policy.
With a rapidly expanding money supply, Fed officials became concerned about the
possibility of inflation; important indicators, however, showed that "the traditional link
between rapid money growth and inflation" had been broken, according to Blanca Reimer
of Business Week.' I
During the past two months the dollar has been on a virtual downward spiral; in
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mid-January, it hit a nine-year low against the Deutsche mark and post-war low against
the Japanese yen. The more substantial decline against the yen illustrates how the dollar
moves differently against each currency. This type of shift is related to structural
differences between the nations' economies.
The yen's rapid appreciation is relative to the decline in oil prices. While both the
United States and Japan import oil, Japan relies solely on its imports, with no domestic
production. When oil prices crashed, Japan's current accounts surplus has increased
proportionately greater than the United States' current accounts deficit has been reduced.
When one considers this information, it is clear how the yen appreciated at such a rapid
rate relative to the dollar. 12
Currency appreciations against the dollar have been so large recently that the
central banks have continued to intervene, but now they are doing so in an effort to halt
the dollar's decline. Both West German and Japanese central banks participated by
purchasing several hundred million dollars during early January.
While one would expect the dollar's decline to hurt economies internationally, it
has aided some nations. Oil-producing countries get the benefit of lower oil prices in their
own currencies, since the dollar is the primary currency of the oil market.13 The Fed's
lowering of interest rates has also given foreign countries the option of lowering their
own rates, which previously had to be kept high for the prevention of capital flight, and a
currency depreciation in those countries.
For the most part, however, rapid dollar depreciation has created difficulties
overseas. So as not to greatly reduce the number of cars and other export items sold in the
United States, Japanese and West German manufacturers have had to reduce profit margins
significantly. In addition, the German economy has also faced some strains of a different
order.
With the dollar declining, investors selling U.S. currency have been looking for
assets denominated in Deutsche marks because of their stability. This has caused demand
for marks to be much higher than demand for other currencies of the European Monetary
System, which upsets alignments of the system. On this accord, the Bundesbank,
Germany's largest bank, increased the value of the Deutsche mark by three percent. 14
Here currency speculation was brought into play. The percentage of the
revaluation was much lower than many analysts had expected. Some traders, therefore,
believe that another realignment will be necessary in the very near future; speculative
buying of Deutsche marks has resulted. In many cases, dollars were used for Deutsche
mark purchases, subjecting the U.S. currency to still further declines.
While other economies may have been hurt by the dollar's decline, the U.S.
economy has been substantially aided. A low dollar value increases the cost of imports to
consumers, in which case they are more likely to buy domestically-produced goods. In the
long run, this process would narrow the trade deficit and, indeed, this seems to be the
case. The deficit was predicted at $14 billion for December; actual figures placed it at
$10.66 billion, a number that surprised traders and boosted the dollar.
Geoffrey Dennis, an international economist at the London brokerage firm of
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James Capel & Company, called the rally "an overreaction."15 He sees the dollar falling
to DM 1.7 and 140 yen during 1987. Dennis states that the dollar will only start an
ascent "on a fundamental long-term basis when the trade deficit gets down to a
manageable level of $7 billion monthly, or less."16
Regardless of a trade deficit reduction, dollar depreciation also has negative
implications for the U.S. economy. In the past, high interest rates attracted foreign
investment; now a European economic recovery and cheap dollars are doing the same.
Britain, Germany, Japan, and Sweden all markedly increased their U.S.
investments during 1986, and expect to invest even more during 1987. As some sources
see it, the outflows of interest and dividends on these investments are greater than the
amount of payments entering the United States. Following this view, too large a margin
of foreign investment can have a greater impact on increasing the balance of payments
deficit than it can in helping production increase through investment in capital
development.
The recent problems at the Caterpillar equipment company exemplify those that
specific U.S. industries have faced within the past few years as a result of the dollar's
drastic fluctuations. During days of a high-valued dollar, Caterpillar could not maintain a
competitive edge in international markets. With the belief that the government would not
use its powers to reduce the dollar's value, Caterpillar moved several production facilities
to the United Kingdom and other countries throughout the world. In the wake of the
dollar's current decline, the company has been unable to utilize its previous comparative
advantage in the U.S. production of small bulldozers and tractors. Instead, Caterpillar has
been importing units produced in the United Kingdom and Japan, and therefore the
company is gaining a much smaller_profit margin than would have been possible if the
U.S. factories had been maintained)
As Caterpillar is now suffering from a devalued dollar and its lack of foresight in
exchange market evaluation, economists are worried about the possibilities of an
externally-generated recession resulting from accelerating inflation, a strong upward
pressure on interest rates, and a rapidly falling dollar. 18
Professor Gustav Cassell's "Purchasing Power Parity Theory," which considers
the effect of exchange rates on prices, and how prices would adjust to an unrealistic or
unbalanced exchange rate, can clarify this prediction.19 In straightforward terms, if prices
of imports increase on account of exchange rates, competition is reduced substantially in
the domestic market and domestic manufacturers take advantage of the circumstances by
raising prices.
In theory, prices raised because of an undervalued currency, in conjunction with an
expanding money supply-- a result of decreased demand due to a falling currency-produces inflation, at which point interest rates are raised to decrease the money supply.
Hence, the phenomenon of stagflation could technically disappear. On the other hand,
perhaps this worry is a bit premature, as Karl Otto Pohl, president of the Bundesbank,
suggests: "The current exchange rate is much more consistent with the economic
fundamentals than the exchange rate we saw a few years ago."20
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The seemingly constant variance in the dollar's value on foreign exchange markets
has led many to believe that monetary reform is necessary. In February, 1986, Reagan
asked his treasury secretary if the United States should arrange an international conference
on monetary reform. For a short period after the Big Five's September, 1985 meeting, the
worlds economic powers were able to manage the floating rate system without allowing
market forces to take over. One source from The Economist refers to this management in
his recommendation for an exchange rate target zone. The economist wrote that "instead
of wondering when the Bank of Japan will change its intervention policy, the markets
would be debating when and by how much the target zones would be shifted."21 Those in
favor of the idea point to the European Monetary System as proof that it will work.
Those opposed look at the United States, the most important member of the scheme, and
say that the U.S. "cannot produce a budgetary policy to serve even its own narrow
interests, let alone make deliverable fiscal promises to foreigners."22
When one realistically takes the overall problem into view, it is apparent that the
solution lies neither in monetary reform, nor in any other single-sided plan. The true
remedy for stabilizing world currency markets is held in more complex international
economic planning on the sides of all major economic nations. The process includes a
number of different steps, and begins with a redefinition of U.S. policies.
Instead of looking at Germany and Japan and telling those countries to follow
strategies encouraging economic growth, which, in turn, would bring the U.S. out of its
slump, Volcker should look at the less developed countries (LDC's). In many industries,
the developed markets have been saturated; the future of the world's strongest economic
growth is within the confines of the as-yet-untapped market in the LDC's. The U.S.
government should offer incentives for multinational corporations to locate and help
develop infrastructures, and eventually markets, in these nations. If industrial nations were
looking in the direction of undeveloped nations, and not at themselves, thoughts of
protectionism would practically vanish.
There are also a few other very important tools in the hands of the United States
which are capable of helping in the development of a stable currency unit-- education
being the first and foremost of these aids. As opposed to the Reagan Administration's
recent moves that cut aid for higher education, funding in the area should be expanded as
much as possible. How can a nation that is unable to educate its young expect to compete
on world markets, let alone possess a stable currency?
Secondly, a strategy must be developed to reduce the consumerism attitude within
the U.S. Granted, consumption produces growth, but only in the short run. Some of the
funds used for pure consumption would be much more beneficial to the economy if they
were used for capital improvement, rather than consumption. Thirdly, a savings incentive
program must be devised together with a plan to cut the government's budget deficits. If
the nation's bank reserves can be expanded while the state's need for private capital is
reduced, domestic investment would increase, thus reducing the nation's need for foreign
investment, and improving the balance of payments. Once these steps have been
followed, and the United States gets its own priorities straight, the first step in the
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development of a coordinated world fiscal and monetary system will have been achieved.
The skeptics of the target zone proposal are correct in pointing to America's
budgetary and monetary fiascos when examining the probability of success for a
target-zone system. When the United States and other nations can coordinate their
domestic and international economic policies, target zones will be truly feasible. Until
that time, the U.S. dollar will continue to be extremely volatile and disruptive in the
world's currency markets.
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Trains at 1 AM
by Richard Simon
Quiet crickets chirp along with the shock of
a restless night---I wait, listen for a siren-- the distance seems so
close-- with Auschwitz in mind.
For 36 seasons have gone by, peaceful evenings without
bombs and only silence on hand.
The tracks rattle,
Rocks kick up,
and the train serves out its warning.
1: 20
its relieving last stop--The pillows ruffle as I slip back
into the fourth stage,
satisfying my pleasure purpose.
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A Piece of Sam Johnson
by Bethany Goble
Sandra laughed to herself as she laid her Harlequin Romance novel to rest on the
nearby antique coffee table.
"Yes," she thought, "1 can see the scene now; a sunrise over the ocean, lovers
strolling hand in hand, he draws her close to his side and tells her what she longs to
hear... 'My darling, Charolet, I've loved you since I first laid eyes on you, but I couldn't
admit it to myself, but now that I have you in my arms I'm never going to let you go.'
He leans closer and whispers to her as he draws her close, 'I realize it's ticen me forever to
speak my mind to you, but... will you marry me?' A short pause... and she cries 'Oh
Jason!' The cameraman now locks on the sunrise and their silhouette is shown as the
credits rise on the screen."
Sandra laughed out loud, and shook her head as if to shake the images from her
mind. She looked the cover over again and thought about how terrific it was to escape
from reality for just a few hours. She could have kicked herself for leaving her Bio/Chem
book at home, especially with her final on Monday. Yet, babysitting for the Johnsons
she was never without reading material. Mr. Johnson loved mysteries and Mrs. Johnson
could always be counted on for a stack of dime novels.
The old Victorian house creaked and almost seemed to sway as the winds blew up
the storm that the weatherman had been predicting now for a week. She had the only light
on in the house and the darkness seemed to be reaching out to her, like a hand stretching
out with two fingers to extinguish a candle. She shook at this thought as the chills
climbed up her spine.
Sandra stood up, stretched, and walked slowly into the kitchen and reached for the
light switch. She yawned, covered her mouth, closed her eyes and stretched again. "God, I
wonder what time it is?" She jumped. The sound of her own voice as it echoed off the
walls startled her, but just for the moment. She glanced down at her wrist for the time,
but then remembered she'd taken it off in one of the kid's bedroom before she'd read them
a story.
After getting herself a glass of orange juice she ambled to the entryway to glance
at the grandfather clock. 2:46! 'Damn, they should've been home two hours ago!" The
Johnsons had never really been too prompt. After six-and-a-half years of getting home
after midnight, babysitting for the Johnsons, she really came to expect it. Yet, she was
still hoping. With college finals next week she'd hoped to be home by at least one
o'clock.
Sandra walked from the entryway through the music room to the stairs, by which
she'd been reading just a few moments ago. She rubbed the sleep from her eyes, glanced
up the stairs, and climbed them two at a time 'til she reached the top. It'd been a good two
or three hours since she'd checked the kids, so she thought she had best check them now.
Not that anything would ever happen; it's just that it is a good feeling to know, for sure,
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that everything is all right.
The door creaked softly as she walked into the older boy's room. Jeffery was his
name. He was the oldest of the five children, and very athletic-- not what Sandra or many
others would call bright, but he got by. At the age of ten, most are able to overlook a few
C's on your report card if you've got enough trophies on the wall. Well, most anyway.
Sandra bent over him and arranged the blankets neatly, being extra-careful not to wake
him, then she took the magazine off his pillow (the one she'd told him he couldn't read
because of the time), and turned off the reading lamp over his bed.
"Sleep tight, sport," she whispered, and shut the door.
She was tired, and didn't to notice the light from under the door snap back on as
she made her way down to the far end of the hallway where she was entering Shelly's and
Cindy's room. These two were the youngest of the Johnson brood. Identical twins born
just fifteen minutes apart, Shelly was the oldest of the troublesome twosome. They were
two years old as of five days ago and what a handful! She saw them both as she had left
them before, on unconscious automatic pilot. She creaked the door shut and made her
way across the hail to the next set of twins, Jason and Jeremy.
Jason and Jeremy were twins, but not what anyone would call identical. As a
matter of fact, they didn't look anything alike. Jeremy was fair-haired, blue-eyed, and had a
smile that would knock any self-respecting five-year-old girl off her feet. Jason, on the
other hand, looked more like his father, with soft green eyes and wavy brown hair, but
possessing just as much character as his brother. Both were full of fight, but the cutest
kids you could ever find. And, of course, this is the room where she'd left her
eighteen-carat gold watch given to her last year for graduation by her Grandmother on her
father's side. She opened the door and walked to the far side of the room where the window
was standing wide open with wind blowing into the room, though nothing was wet, yet.
"It must've just started to rain," she thought, absently. But another thought crossed her
mind: "Or, maybe the window was just opened." Again, she found chills climbing up her
spine, but this time she didn't wait to shake them off. She reached for the window, shut
it, locked it, then closed the curtains, turned quickly around and stopped. Then she
laughed silently at the way she'd scared herself. These kids! They were probably hanging
Out the window signaling to the next door neighbors 'till midnight. Yes, she knew them
too well to get this worked up over an open window. She took a deep breath and exhaled
long and slow, to give everything time to calm down. She laughed, again silently, shook
her head and glanced unconcerned at the french-style windows that now complained loudly
against the wind.
Sandra clicked on the desk lamp and let her eyes roam around the room and over
the medium-sized bunk bed. Jeremy's blue rabbit (Congo) had fallen to the ground,
probably in the escalating excitement of the detective "getting his man," or Batman and
Robin rushing to the tranquility of the Batcave, or whatever fantasy these young minds
had conjured up tonight. She bent over to pick up Congo when something caught her
eye. A button. Small, navy blue, with a white anchor boldly across the center, most
likely from one of the boys' shirts, or maybe even one of the girls', seeing that the sailor
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look was in again. Anyhow, she'd put it in her pocket and hand it to the Mrs. when the
Johnsons finally got home.
"Well, Congo, whadd'ya say we tuck you in bed with Jeremy, huh?" she said as
she climbed half-way up the ladder and stretched to place him by his rightful master.
Jeremy rolled over just in time to push Congo over the edge again and onto the floor as
Sandra was climbing down the ladder. "Well, o.k., Congo, how about over here by the
window so you can tell me if the kids decide to play around with my sanity anymore,
o.k., pal?' This time she placed Congo erect on the dresser that was just left of the
window. She picked up her watch and softly made her way to the door and shut it tightly.
"2:57," she whispered to no one in particular. "God, what a night" All she could
think about was her Bio/Chemistry final Monday and no time to study this weekend.
Sandra made her way down the steps into the front room where her novel lay backside up
on the coffee table by the recliner. She walked past the chair to the television set against
the far wall and flipped a few stations, grabbed the remote control and started to sit down
when she heard the family dog start to bark over the noises of the storm.
"Oh, don't worry about Shotzie! She never barks, and if she does just let her in."
Sandra heard the words echoing over and over again in her head.
"Hush, Shotzie. I'm coming." She tramped through the kitchen to the patio door,
but no Shotzie.
"Here Shotzie!" She could still hear the barking, but it wasn't getting any closer.
"That dog is already going deaf," she mumbled, as she fiddled with the lock on the door.
She walked out on to the patio and shut the sliding glass door behind her. She
realized her mistake at once. "Oh, shit!" she exclaimed, even before she turned around.
"Don't close the sliding glass door 'cause it'll automatically lock," she heard Sam
Johnson's voice clearly in her mind. She reached for the door and rattled it for a few
seconds.
"Oh, terrific," she said, as she felt the presence at her heels, "and why couldn't you
have come when I called?" The eyes of the soaked Irish Setter provided no satisfying
excuse, but, fortunately, unlike the other Johnson children, she was unable to make up
one, either. Not to say that she didn't try, for she was whining and carrying on as if she
hadn't been barking at the shadows and mere Storm noises. Shotzie made a quick
360-degree turn followed by a 180 and shot out into the night, barking as she had before.
"Shotzie!" The command quickly turned into a plead-- "Come on, babe. Here girl!
Come on Shotzie!"-- followed by a sigh: "Fine then! Fil leave you out here!"
"That won't be any problem," she thought, "as long as you're out here there's no
way she's getting inside." Then she remembered the key in her back pocket. The key to
the garage door. They'd left it, as always, in case something should happen and she had to
take the kids away. The key opened the garage door from both inside and out. Then, if she
needed, she could take the kids in the family car for which she also had keys, on the table
in the kitchen.
The wind was howling something fierce now, and blowing the rain so hard into
her face it was hard for her to make out anything that wasn't right in front of her. For the
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first time since she'd been outside she was aware of how dark the night was, of how
strong the wind was, and of how alone she now was. Yet, it wasn't just that. There was
also an eeriness. A stillness in the midst of the storm. Almost as if she was being
watched. Suddenly she thought of the only thing that could be worse than being alone
Out here-- not being alone! This thought made her mind race, and she was acutely aware
once again of Shotzie's barking.
She began to feel along the edge of the house for some sign, something to trigger
a recognition of where she was. She found it! A step! The step leading from the pantry.
The next door should be open, leading to the-- Yes! It was open! Sandra slammed it hard-too hard, and it bounced ajar, but she didn't notice. She had already flipped the light
switch and was placing the key in the lock when "Warn!" it flew open from the pressure
she'd put on it and she literally fell in. Sandy stood up, locked the door, and let out a
sigh. She felt like laughing and crying at the way she'd just acted. Running through the
back yard, blindly acting like a kid who'd just seen her first horror movie. Funny, yes,
but she wasn't laughing. She couldn't know that the horror movie feeling wasn't so far
from the truth as she believed.
Sandra made her way back to the frontroom where the TV was still playing some
old movie, "African Queen," or something like that. She sunk back into the arms of the
leather recliner. It seemed to welcome the thought of sleep, her eyes drowsily flickered
from consciousness to unconsciousness. Then, they popped open wide! The house was
creaking badly again. She stood up to stretch and revive herself so that she would be
awake when they came home-- if they came at all, she was begining to think. As she
turned, she caught sight of herself in the mirror.
"Oh God, Sandy, you're soaked to the bone!" she mumbled. "You look like
Shotzie... Shotzie!" In the excitement she'd left the dog outside, but she didn't hear her
anymore, so maybe she'd found solace in her doggie house. Just in case, though....
At the door she called, "Hey, hey Shotzie!" Now she heard the whining, and then
small barks. As her eyes adjusted to the dark she saw the pup under Jeffery's window,
yipping. Now, she noticed something that she'd missed before. A light. A light from the
window! From Jeffs room! That kid! She'd though: he'd been a little too good tonight.
They all had. She should have known they were up to something!
"Shotzie, here girl!" The dog whined, and ran around in circles, but wouldn't come
in. "Come on, girl." Shotzie barked, and moved towards the window. "I know, babe, I see
it. Come on, now." But Shotzie didn't quit. Sandra gave up, shut the door, and started for
the stairs. The house creaked badly now above her, but she barely noticed. Boy, was she
going to give that kid a piece of her mind. She started up the stairs.
In the room he stood motionless and cold, with his navy pea coat soaked clean
through. If it wasn't for that sitter and that damned dog, he'd have finished what he'd come
to do long ago. His heartbeat was slow and steady, but his mind raced. The time was 3:30
am. Damn! That sitter had slowed him down considerably. He was safe, for now, but the
Johnsons would be home before long. He'd loosened the bolts that held the left rear tire,
yes, to slow them down, but that wasn't a permanent measure.
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He glared down at the bloody butcher knife damped tight in his grip and watched
it bleed silently onto the carpet, and suddenly his stoneface broke into a smile. A smile
not of glee, but of satisfaction. He'd dreamed of this moment all too long; no, not too
long, but long enough. Ten years in a New York prison for a crime he didn't commit; the
murder of a teenager slashed beyond recognition at the docks. Yes, ten years was long
enough. He hadn't done it. He, Jake Hollander, age 32, with a family that consisted of
him, his beautiful wife and his ten-year-old son, and a new-born baby daughter. No, he
didn't do it, but lawyer Sam Johnson had said he had, and that was that. Sam Johnson had
floated into that courtroom ten years ago not knowing Jake Hollander from Adam and had
built an airtight case-- and it was Jake Hollander that couldn't breathe. As lawyer Sam
Johnson walked from the courtroom there was an air about him, like he was some damn
Perry Mason who was ridding the Earth of some lowlife scum. At that moment the seed
of bitter hatred was planted, and it quickly grew into a bloodthirsty need to see Sam
Johnson suffer.
Jake's grip on the knife tightened, his fingers turned white. He'd come here tonight
for a piece of Sam Johnson, the same piece taken from himself. No longer was he the
Jake Hollander he used to be; Sam Johnson had taken care of that. He'd stripped him of
everything-- his character, his mind, and his work. He became a hollow shell. Then,
finally, Johnson had taken the last thing he had left in this world that he could call his
own-- his wife and kids. They were his life!
It happened two years ago, after he'd been sentenced. His wife and son were killed
in an airplane crash just outside of Denver, Colorado, and his daughter was placed in
foster homes and was lost track of... or so they said. He, Sam Johnson, was responsible
for it all! Yes, all of it. He came here for them. He came to take away from lawyer Sam
Johnson what had been taken from him-- almost everything.
Something on the stairs snapped him to the present. The sitter? Again? She'd
caught him off guard before. In the midst of everything she'd come in. If she'd arrived five
minutes earlier, the boy would've still been alive, but she hadn't. He almost hadn't gotten
himself into the closet in time. He'd even left the light on in his haste, without even
covering the boy's bloody corpse, but it'd gone unnoticed. It hadn't been a costly mistake.
When she'd left he was glad that he hadn't had to kill her too, that time. Between that
mutt and the sitter running in and out he hadn't had the chance to visit the other children-and now another visit would be too risky and it was getting late.
He flipped off the light. He could hear her footsteps in the hall now, and he
walked towards the closet doors, but he froze as the hall light suddenly jumped under the
door. She was close. His grip on the knife was now shaky, not out of fear of being
caught, but of being forced to do something because of circumstances he could not
control. He took his place on the right hand side of the door so he could get her before she
had a chance to flip on the light switch. In doing so, he brushed the door knob.
Sandra stopped just outside Jeff's bedroom door, quickly rehearsing what idle
threats she'd bestow on the child before sending him to bed indefinitely. She could tell
that the light inside had been turned off. She started to wonder if she should just ignore it.
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The Johnsons would be home soon; let them take care of it. She turned to walk back
down the steps. She could ignore it; after all, she used to do the same things when she
had a babysitter (no wonder she knew these kids so well). As she hit the first step she
heard a sound from the room. Not a crash or a thud, just a sound. Being awake was one
thing, but up and around was something else. She couldn't ignore that-- for all she knew
all five kids were up and playing some kind of joke!
She reached for the knob and turned it, opening it slowly, hoping to give Jeff and
whoever else was in there a good scare!
The door opened and the light behind her must have given him away because her
face ran white and her hands involuntarily went to her throat. He stood there for a split
second, seeming almost as startled as she was-- almost, but just for a second. As she
sensed his first move, she jumped back into the hail. He reached out for her and she turned
away from him and tried to run. He grabbed her hair with his left hand and pulled her
against him and he placed the bloody blade against her throat. Tears streaked her face, but
she couldn't make a sound. There wasn't any sound to be heard in the whole house except
for the storm that beat a rhythm into the wood. It was the sounds that weren't heard that
were most terrifying: two hearts beating louder and stronger than they ever had before, and
two minds racing with thoughts, words, and actions, but no solutions. After what seemed
to be an eternity, he spoke.
"Listen to me. You're not going to move. You're not going to scream. You're not
even going to breath. If you just--"
He was cut short by a sound that came from downstairs, a sound that sent chills
up his spine. It was the sound of keys playing in a lock. He froze.
Sandra's mind was screaming too loudly to hear the keys in the lock downstairs or
sense the change in his breathing. The only change Sandra noticed was that the knife once
pressed against her throat had dropped, unconsciously, about six inches, and the grip on
her hair was released. If she had a chance, it was now-- but the second she tensed to break
free he fought to regain his hold. it was a struggle, but a brief one. In one move, with
one hand around her waist and one tightly gripping the knife that kept her silent, he drug
her back into the room and shut the door. Sandra did nothing to save herself as he was
struggling for his grip, nothing but pull the small blue and white navy button out of her
pocket and toss it down the steps. It's true owner didn't see it and probably wouldn't have
thought twice about it if he had-- it was a button and he could easily replace it. As the
button found its place on the bottom step and the bedroom door shut, the key in the lock
hit home and the door creaked open.
"What time is it, dear?" the woman asked, not overly concerned about the time.
"All I know is that we would've been home over two hours ago if that damned tire
hadn't just flown off the car! And I'm telling you, Helen, it was tampered with! We
could've been killed! Hell, what a joke. I bet it was those Cleary boys!"
Mrs. Johnson glanced at the grandfather clock. "It's 3:40. I do hope Sandra got
some sleep." As she said this she took off her rain coat, closed her umbrella, and put
them in the closet while Mr. Johnson left his on.
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"You know, we're lucky that we didn't break an axle!"
"What?" said Mrs. Johnson, who was more concerned with leaving her wet rain
coat next to her mink than with anything Mr. Johnson was ranting and raving about.
Mr. Johnson didn't reply. He never expected any type of emotional response from
her in these matters.
"You pay Sandra, honey, and take her home and Hi check on the children," Mrs.
Johnson said, taking her usual role as passive head of the household. As she bent over to
pick up the shoes that she'd slipped of her feet, something caught her eye. A button-- a
small, navy blue button with a white anchor boldly across.the center, most likely from
one of the boys' shirts, or one of the girls', seeing that the sailor look was in this year.
"What's that?" asked Mi. Johnson, as he was walking around her to the frontroom.
"A button, Jeffs I think. It probably came off while they were giving Sandra a
hard time. I hope she didn't have too much trouble."
Mrs. Johnson set the button on the end table along with the pearl clip-on earrings
that had been bothering her all night, and she started up the stairs.
Funny-- perhaps at a different time, under different circumstances, the Johnsons
would've noticed that the hysterical barking in the back yard came to an abrupt, almost
painful halt-- perhaps if their minds hadn't been so occupied with anger and fatigue they
would've seen a shadow move down to the far end of the hall, and perhaps if there was no
wind or rain they would've heard the creaking of the aluminum ladder propped up against
the house. Perhaps... on another night.
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Roman Marriage and the Union Between Dido and Aeneas
by Simone Luyt
The family was the basic unit of society in Ancient Rome, and since the family
typically starts with marriage, this institution was regarded as being highly significant.
Alter all, when such things as property ownership, social status, and political alliances
are contigent upon who one's family is, it is very important that one's spouse be an
appropriate person to continue the family. The study of Roman marriage is especally
interesting due to the several forms marriage could assume and its development through
the years. Taking the gravity of the institution into consideration, we will consider
Roman marriage in general, and specifically the "marriage" of Aeneis to Dido, in Virgil's
great Roman epic poem. The Aeneid.
Ancient Romans would be shocked if one suggested that marriage should be based
upon romantic love between a man and a woman. To the Romans, people had two
obligations: to be born and to give birth. Procreation would ensure the stability of the
state, and since marriage is the means for accomplishing this, the object of a union was
to yield to the obligation to maintain the perrnanance of the state by giving birth to and
raising children. Entrusted with such an important task, marriage was regarded as an
honorable estate which was expected to be permanent. The union between the husband and
wife was a moral rather than a physical one. The physical consummation was only a
necessary requirement of marriage to bear offspring; otherwise, the intention to share two
lives in common was of the essence. Plutarch wrote, "There is something shameful about
legitimate love,"1 as if the physical aspect compromised the moral union. Does this
contradict Virgil? When Aeneas and Dido first consummate their union, it is planned by
Juno, who tells Venus that at that moment, "1 shall unite the two in certain marriage and
seal her as Aeneas' very own: and this shall be their wedding."2 When the event actually
takes place, Virgil simply states that "the upper air is witness to their mating" (IV.222),
and the suggestion of marriage is inferred by Dido alone: "For Dido calls it marriage, and
with this name she covers up her fault" (IV.227-228), thus implying that Dido knows
better and is only calling the union marriage to ease her conscience.
This does not mean that passion did not exist between the two and that the act was
only an exercise-- quite the contrary. At the state banquet earlier, Dido (who is already
attracted to Aeneas), becomes"inflamed" (1.995) with passion for him. Indeed, she is so
taken with him that she prolongs the banquet
...with varied talk. She drank long love and asked Aeneas many questions:
of Priam; Hector; how Aurora's son was armed; and now, how strong were
Diomedes' horses; now, how tremendous was Achilles. (1.1044-1048)

By asking Aeneas these questions about the Trojan War, Dido leads into a request
for the entire story of Troy's fall and Aeneas' subsequent wanderings-- a request which he
graciously grants. All that evening Dido's passion for Aeneas grows:
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Too late. The queen is caught between love's pain and press. She feeds the
wound within her veins; she is eaten by a secret flame. Aeneas' high name,
all he has done, again, again, again come like a flood. His face, his words
hold fast her breast. Care strips her limbs of calm and rest. (W.1-6)
Dido's strong desire gives her no rest and "meanwhile the supple flame devours her
marrow..." (IV.88). Her passion is all-consuming, and she neglects her duties as queen of
Carthage completely, spending her time wholly with Aeneas:
Her towers rise no more; the young of Carthage no longer exercise at arms
or build their harbors or sure battlements for war; the works are idle, broken
off; the massive, menacing rampart walls, even the crane, defier of the sky,
now lie neglected. (IV.113-118)
Through Dido's abandonment of her duties to pursue her personal pleasure, her
morals have fallen, her people have become restless, and her nation's foreign relations
have become poor at best.:
Take pity on a fallen house... Because of you the tribes of Libya, all the
Nomad princes hate me, even my own Tyrians are hostile; and for you my
honor is gone and that good name that once was mine.... (IV.427433)
Dido's very emotional nature will not allow her to blame herself for the results of her
passionate abandonment, and instead she places the blame upon Aeneas, since he was the
object of her passion. Dido's flaw of excessive passion results in the final tragedy of her
suicide.
This extensive examination of Dido's passions is important because of the Roman
attitudes toward a marriage based upon passion. Bear in mind that the Romans considered
marriage to be a prominent moral institution as stated earlier, and the basis of Roman
morality was based upon virtus, the Roman word for self-discipline. It should come as no
surprise, therefore, that most middle-class marriages were not the result of love. The
reason for this was not socio-economic or political positioning, but rather the belief that
passion was dangerous, and that calmer (i.e., safer) emotions based upon respect were
preferable for a successful marriage. Such mutual esteem might foster feelings of love,
and that was fine but not necessary. The general belief was that more substantial
sentiments formed the foundation of a "good" marriage.
What was the reasoning behind the Roman fear or distrust of passion? Although
passion could stir women to perform heroic deeds, it could also sweep them into a state of
confusion, resulting in the destruction of "one's composure, one's auctoritas, as well as
one's gravitas."3 We watch this process in the tragedy of Dido as she loses her
self-control, her city, and finally her life. The continual possibility of such perils was
only accepted because the continuation of the state depended upon its females by at least
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fifty percent! Nevertheless, its jeopardies were never forgotten because to do so could lead
to the decline of the state-- something which should never be allowed to occur.
Marriage across social classes was also not allowed to occur in early Roman
times. For a long time only Roman citizens had the right to the ius conubbi (i.e. the
right to contract a marriage). The initial ius conubbi did not have any limitations on
social classes, and the amended prohibition was changed again when a decree, the Lex
Canuleia, was passed in 445 B.C., allowing patricians and plebians to marry each other.
Eventually, civil marriages were extended outside the city to Latins and other peoples. A
wife would be able to say,"Ubi tu Gaius, ego Gaia.4 Although there is debate today
whether this ritual expression can be accurately translated to mean "Where you are master,
I am mistress," or if the meaning was lost long ago-- even to the Romans of the
Classical period-- its implication is agreed to signify a relatively equal partnership
between husband and wife. Man and wife were to be doubles, or two halves, of the same
whole, a whole which was synergistic in both its character and its results. The importance
of equality between spouses also had religious roots. Modestinus, a writer in Ancient
Rome, defined marriage as "the joining together of divine and human law."5 A valid
marriage was believed, therefore, to require a man and a woman of the same status in the
minds of the gods and men. If this was not present, the marriage would probably be
difficult due to the incompatibilities resulting from the inequality.
Aeneas and Dido have very much in common-- almost as much as Odysseus and
Penelope in Homer's The Odyssey. Both have fled from their homelands on advice and
proceed by ship to establish new homes. In Dido's case, "He urges her to speed her flight,
to leave her homeland" (1.506-507) and Dido leads her followers until "they landed at the
place where now you see the citadel and high walls of new Carthage rising"(1.517-5 19).
This is very similar to the description of Aeneas in the first verse of The Aeneid: "his fate
had made him fugitive" (1.1-2) "and many sufferings were his in war-- until he brought a
city into being" (1.8-9). Both Dido and Aeneas are great warriors and leaders. Virgil says
of Dido that she is a "soldier-virgin and queen, daring to war with men" (1.696-697).
Aeneas' men say of him, "We had a king, Aeneas, no one more just, no one more pious,
no man his better in the arts of war" (1.766-768). Again, one can note the marked
parallelism between the two. Dido is Sychaeus' widow and Aeneas is Creusa's widower-both are lonely. They are also proud, compassionate, beautiful, and intelligent, to name a
few other like qualities. It would seem as if a valid marriage between the two would be
plausible based on the standards established in the previous paragraph. If Aeneas so
chooses, he can have a wife and a civilization without any further struggles or travels to
obtain them. He initially accepts this tempting offer, but the easy life soon draws to a
close, since the fates didn't intend for it to happen that way. Thus, what appears to be an
ideal union is not ideal in reality.
With prodding from divine intervention, Aeneas comes to realize this and leaves
Dido. Although Aeneas says to Dido, "1 have never held the wedding torches as a
husband; I have never entered into such agreements" (IV.457459), let us for the moment
consider Aeneas' departure as a divorce. Since marriage was the basis of Roman society,
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for a long time divorces were exceptional. But the marriage contract, like any other
contract, was revocable. The first divorce on record was justified by sterility, not a lack of
affection. The civic duty to bear children was still considered secondary to one's loyalty to
one's spouse, and the case caused a public uproar; the fact that this first case didn't arise
until 231 B .C. reflects favorably upon the conservative tendencies of the patricians to
uphold the continuity of the family. Patrician marriages were designed to be indissoluble,
but the Romans created the dzffareario to counter the former laws. Eventually, divorce
became easier and more frequent, and by the end of the Roman Republic, the stability of
family life was severely threatened.
In the earliest days, the decision to divorce was not made by the husband and the
wife, but by the family council since the issues of property, and succession-- crucial to
the family continuity-- were involved. The main reason for divorces among patricians was
changes in political alliances; many marriages strengthened an alliance. Is this not the
case in The Aeneid? Aeneis and Dido's relationship was intitially created for Aeneis
protection by his mother, Venus. When he leaves, it is because the gods have told him
that it is his fate to leave Dido behind and continue his journey-- although at first he
wants to stay with Dido because it would be comfortable and easy to assume her life.
Then he is asked by Mercury, "Are you now laying the foundation of high Carthage, as
servant to a woman, building her a splendid city here? Are you forgetful of your own
fate?" (IV.353-357).
Now Aeneis sees the disadvantages of staying with Dido instead of the advantages,
and now "he burns to flee from Carthage"(IV.375-376). With this change in political
alliances, Aeneas also wants to abandon his union with Dido. Now we can return to
Aeneas' statement that he and Dido were never really married. Just as easily as Aeneas
ended their relationship with those words, the Roman husband (and later wives also) said
to his spouse directly or through a third party, tuas res ribi habeto,6 meaning "take back
your possessions." The ease of such a divorce certainly was a contributing factor in the
ever-increasing divorce rate, but more important was the idea that marriage became less
important as Rome developed; as the city-state changed into a major city, ideas about the
family changed as well.
Another thing that changed over time is the marriage ceremony itself. Some facets
of the cermony have been adapted and have become part of the wedding today. Originally,
marriages were arranged by the parents of the bride and groom (especially the fathers),
who tried with subtle maneuvers and tactics to form the best family alliances that would
prove advantageous politically, and in other public and private situations also. When the
match was made, the engagement was formalized in a ceremony where the dowry was
specified, gifts were exchanged, and the bride-to-be received a ring decorated with two
clasped hands to wear on the third finger of her hand, where a nerve leading straight to the
heart was believed to be located.
The day before the wedding ceremony, the girl dedicated her childhood clothes and
toys to her father's household gods, since a girl only became a woman when she became a
wife. The day of the wedding, the girl dressed in a white tunic called a tunica recta,
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supported by a belt tied in a "Hercules knot" which only the groom was allowed to untie.
On her head she wore an orange veil called aflammeum and her shoes were orange, too
(the color of dawn, considered to be proper garb). The hairstyle was standard; the hair was
always woven into six locks with a weapon-like instrument called a hasta caelibaris,
because of the warrior goddess of marriage, Juno. The wedding consisted of the signing of
the marriage contract, the sharing of a wheat cake, and the joining of the bride and
groom's hands by an elderly woman who had been married only to one husband. This
dextarum iunctio was the high point of the entire ceremony.
After the wedding, the guests joined in a banquet which lasted until Vesper, the
evening star, appeared-- signaling the time for the bridal party to leave in a procession to
the home of the bridegroom. Musicians played and vulgar songs were sung to ward off the
the evil eye and stimulate the coulple's fertility. Nuts were also distributed along the way
as another symbol of fertility. Upon reaching the house, the bride annointed the door with
oil and tied w000len ribbons to the pillars. She was then carried over the threshold by
someone other than her husband so that she wouldn't trip, which would be a bad omen.
The groom gave her a filled container of water and a lit hawthorn torch-- water and fire
symbolizing the essential elements of the home and life.The bride lit a fire in the hearth,
then threw the torch as we throw the bridal bouquet today, while others tried to grab it as
a lucky memento.
This wedding ceremony was the confarreatio, participated in by the patricians,
whereby the husband gained complete control over his wife. Other social classes had other
forms of marriage. The coemptio was based on the idea of equality between husband and
wife. Usus was a form of marriage whereby a couple was declared married simply by
living together for one year, unless the wife spent three nights of the year away from her
husband's house. By the end of the Roman Republic, a few patrician families still
performed the confarreatio, but the other forms had been replaced by free marriage, based
upon mutual consent.
Is the marriage of Dido and Aeneas similar to any of these forms? There are
several factors which can lead one to believe that theirs is a confarreatio union. On the day
of their' wedding," Dido takes extra care with her dress:
At last the queen appears among the mighty crowd; upon her shoulders she
wears a robe of Sidon with embroidered borders. Her quiver is of gold, her
hair has knots and ties of gold.... (IV.181-185)
When the storm begins there is rain and "lightning fires flash" (IV.221), which may be
seen as the presentation of water and fire. The hail is the distribution of the nuts. When
"from the highest hilltops shout the nymphs" (IV.223), this may bear a resemblance to
the coarse songs sung by the bridal party. When Aeneas "renews the dances" (JV.193),
this is in fact the wedding banquet. But the banquet is supposed to follow the wedding
ceremony, and the marriage takes place afterwards when Aeneas and Dido physically
consummate their relationship in the cave. Herein lies the key: the marriage does not take
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place at the moment of physical consummation, but at the time when Aeneas "approaches
now to join her (Dido), linking his hunting band to hers" (IV. 189-190). Remember, these
are two great warrior monarchs; what greater union could there be than that of all their
resources? Perhaps it is not a traditional marriage, so one can understand Aeneas's denial
of any union while Dido assumes one.
The study of ancient Roman marriage is fascinating because there are many ways
in which it is different from modem marriage, yet there are also several aspects of it
which have formed the foundation for marriage today. The sole purpose of marriage was
procreation and the sharing of two lives in an atmosphere primarily of mutual respect
rather than passion. Marriage existed mainly for the good of the city/state. It was very
important that husband and wife be equals in the opinion of men and gods. Divorce was
allowed, but a stable marriage was greatly preferred. The marriage ceremony could take
one of several forms, but the important element was the feeling that one was married. In
some ways Dido and Aeneas are examples of Roman marriage practices, and in some
ways they are direct opposites of Roman ideals. They have an unusual relationship, and
whether or not one considers it a marriage is largely contingent upon ones translation of
Virgil. Personally, I believe they shared a conjugal union-- officially or not.
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I Am Happy Now
by Gerard Forster
I am happy now,
but where are you?
Can you still be found at the
old places? Sitting under the
boardwalk on a snowy night, racing
to finish your beers before they freeze.
Or have you graduated from that
Confusion?
I miss you sometimes,
but I am happy now.
I've even started to play
the guitar. You used to
play, I remember, but you traded
yours for a more immediate
drug.
Do you still gather crowds
around you, laughing at you,
laughing with you?
I never laughed, even when
it was funny.
I miss you sometimes,
But I am happy now.
Are you?
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Northrop Frye and Archetypal Criticism
by Don Sechier
If there is one common theme running throughout the history of literary criticism,
it is the search for a valid conceptual framework with which literature can be examined in
order to understand its purposes and functions. It has been felt that this sort of framework
would lend "surety" to the literary criticism and enable the study of literature to move in
the same academic circles as the "pure" or "exact" sciences. Marxist, Freudian, and "New
Criticism" can all be seen as attempts at the application of a conceptual framework to the
study of literature. The critical work of Northrop Frye, resulting in his theory of
archetypal criticism, finds as its basic motivation this same search for a conceptual
framework. In Northrop Frye and Critical Method, Robert Denham calls the Frye
approach 'one of the most impressive achievements in criticism in recent history of
critical thought."1 The magnitude, originality, and lucidity of Frye's theories have made
them among the most debated in criticism in the last generation.
Herman Northrop Frye was born in Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada on July 15,
1912. His undergraduate study culminated in a BA from Victoria College, Toronto in
1933. His graduate study included Emmanuel College, where he was ordained in 1936,
and Merton College, Oxford, where he received an MA in 1940. In 1939, his career as
lecturer and professor began at Victoria College, University of Toronto, where he has
since held the positions of English department chairman and principal. He became a
University Professor in 1967. In addition to his career at the University of Toronto, he
has been a visiting professor at Harvard University, Princeton University, Columbia
University, Indiana University, and the University of Washington, among others.
Frye has been a prolific writer, having written fifteen books and over 330 essays.2
His first major work, Fearful Symmetry: A Study of William Blake, was published in
1947. Fearful Symmetry, a critical analysis of the complex prophecies found in Blake's
poetry, received a wide spectrum of reviews, from those who found it "an intelligent and
beautifully written critical interpretation of the poetry and symbolic thought of William
Blake,-3 to those who thought it only compounded the confusion of the poetry
"explaining Blake's symbolism in terms of the symbols."4 In his writings, Frye has
discussed many divergent areas of literature, from the work of William Shakespeare in
Fools of Time: A Study of Shakespearean Tragedy to the epics of Milton in The Return
of Eden: Five Essays on Milton's Epics. Frye's major work, Anatomy of Criticism, was
published in 1957, and it is with this work that Frye began to emerge as a leader in the
field of critical thought. Anatomy of Criticism is Frye's attempt to provide a "tentative
version" of a "synoptic view of the scope, theory, principles, and techniques of literary
criticism."5 Although not all of the response to Anatomy of Criticism has been positive,
and despite the fact that many have chosen to disagree with the theories it presents, its
importance to the field of criticism can be seen in the fact that few have chosen to ignore
it.
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Before examining the ideas concerning criticism as proposed by Frye in Anatomy

of Criticism, it is first important to understand the position that Frye saw literary
criticism as occupying at the time of his writings. Frye saw literary criticism up to that
point as missing a "coordinating principle, a central hypothesis... like the theory of
evolution in biology,"6 that would operate as a conceptual framework for criticism.
According to Frye this "coordinating principle" would
make it possible for the student to be trained in criticism as well as
scholarship; to specialize, say, in Chaucer and still be able to modulate to
the key of Dostoevsky or Plato, to understand that that literature is a
coherent order of words and not what Pope calls a wild heap of wit.7
In the absence of this conceptual framework, criticism functioned by applying one
of many conceptual frameworks from outside of literature-- for instance, the conceptual
framework of Marxist theory of existentialism-- to literature. Frye felt that as long as
criticism existed by borrowing the conceptual frameworks of the adjacent fields of study
of history and philosophy, it would be exaggerating "the value in literature that can be
related to the external source,"8 and that criticism would eventually find itself lost in the
field from which the conceptual framework was taken, no longer centered on the art that
was its original subject.
In order to work one's criticism out of this corner, Frye felt it was necessary for
the critic to develop a systematic study of literature by making an "inductive survey of his
own field (literature) and letting his critical principles shape themselves solely out of the
knowledge of that field."9 The first step in developing this systematic study, according to
Frye, was to deny the importance and relevance of value-based judgments of literature
which pass for criticism. Secondly, the critic must ignore attaching the sociological
values of either his own society or the society in which the text was produced to the
criticism of a text. A postulate of this idea can be seen to be the denying of the historical
context of the text as well as a chronology of texts, two areas of criticism which make
the assumption of the conceptual framework of history necessary, as having importance
to criticism. In addition, literary criticism independent on value judgments would no
longer rely upon the conceptual framework of philosophy and the value judgments
associated with this sort of framework for the formation of ideas, but rather the ideas
found in literature would be formed according to an archetype, or "symbol, usually an
image, which recurs often enough in literature to be recognizable of one's literary
experience as a whole." 10
It is Frye's own "inductive survey" of the symbols and imagery in literature that
leads to the formulation of the basic principles associated with his "archetypal criticism"
theory-- criticism based upon the understanding of those images which do "recur often
enough" to be recognized as applying to the whole study of literature.
At this point it becomes helpful to examine an analogy that Frye uses in
attempting to explain what criticism based upon the understanding of archetypes professes
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to accomplish. Frye uses the analogy of the understanding one gains of a painting by
looking at it at from varying distances. In examining a painting close up, one sees the
palate work and brush strokes and comes to understand technical aspects of the painting.
Examining the painting from further out, one sees the detailed content of the painting
come into view. Going still further back, one begins to recognize the "organizing design"
of the painting.11 Seeing this 'organizing design" of literature is the aspect of criticism
that Frye finds as lending an orienting principle to criticism that will allow it to establish
its own conceptual framework, free from the interference of the conceptual frameworks of
the other disciplines.
Frye felt that this "orienting principle" for the criticism of literature could be
found in the examination of what he saw as the pre-generic forms of literature, that is, the
forms that literature takes which transcend or supercede such literary genres as the novel
or poetry. Frye saw Romance, Comedy, Tragedy, and Irony or Satire as the four basic
forms, or thematic structures, involved in literature.
In developing this theory, Frye's next step is a close examination of the imagery
and symbols involved in these four pre-generic forms, or, as Frye terms them, "four
mythoi."12 He proceeds in this undertaking "according to the general plan of the game of
twenty questions," or, more formally, according to the Great Chain of Being.13 He does
this by looking at the images used in literature from the human/animal world, the
natural/vegetable world, and the mineral world and examining the relationship between
these worlds and the symbolism in literature. To these aspects of the Great Chain of
Being he adds the divine world, the world of heavenly bodies, and the "unformed" world.
The result of this inductive study is that Frye recognizes certain images as being
characteristics, or archetypes, of the four pre-generic forms.
In looking at the myth of romance by examining those works which fit the
category of romance, Frye sees certain images and patterns of significance re-occuring.
One sees the divine world existing in romance as wise old men with magical powers.
Children are the images from the human world in romance. From the animal world the
pastoral lamb and horses appear. The mineral world archetype takes the form of towers
and castles while the unformed world exists in images of fountains and fertilizing rains.14
In addition to these images, general imagery associated with summer is aligned with
romance.
Like romance, Frye also recognizes that there can be found images common to all
comedies. In a comedy, the human world is depicted as a community characterized by a
sense of order and communion. The archetypes from the animal world are flocks of sheep
or other domesticated animals. The image of the vegetable world found in comedy is the
garden, park, or forest. From the mineral world one gets the images of the city or
precious stones. The unformed world in comedy is symbolized by a river or brook.15
General images of spring and images of the rebirth or reformation of societies like
marriage and the defeat of the forces of evil are also found in comedy.
In opposition to comedy is the pre-generic form of tragedy. The archetypes of
autumn imagery and of the evening period of the cycle of day are closely associated with
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this myth. The tragic view of the human world is tyranny. The archetype from the animal
world is the bird of prey, the serpent, or the dragon. It is in the sinister forest or
underneath a tree of death that one finds the natural/vegetable world in tragedy. The tragic
vision of the unformed world is the sea or the leviathon and other water monsters.16 Frye
sees the pre-generic form of satire or irony as the darkness, winter and dissolution myth in
literature. Archetypes of this form include winter imagery, the victory of the forces of evil
over the forces of good, and flood images where there is a return to chaos. 17
The relationship between the seasons and the pre-generic forms that Frye sees as
existing in literature suggests a certain cyclic relationship between the forms similar to
the cycle of the seasons. This four-stage cyclic relationship is seen as existing in the
human world as the youth, maturity, age, and death cycle of human life and in the world
of the heavenly bodies as the dawn, zenith, evening, and night cycle of the day. It follows
that the four pre-generic forms are all aspects of a larger unifying myth similar to the way
that the four seasons are related to the cycle of the seasons. Frye saw this single unifying
myth as the quest myth.
The four stage quest myth is most clearly seen in the works of romance. Frye
sees the quest as the element that gives literary form to the romance by keeping it from
becoming an endless series of adventures. In Anatomy of Criticism Frye writes:1
The complete form of the romance is clearly the successful completion of
the quest, and such a completed form has three main stages: the stage of the
perilous journey and the preliminary minor adventures; the crucial struggle,
usually some kind of battle in which either the hero or his foe, or both,
must die; and the exaltation of the hero.
The fourth stage of the quest myth involves the disaparance of the hero, which
occurs after his crucial struggle and before his exaltation)- With the addition of this
fourth stage of the myth, the four stages of the quest can clearly be seen as archetypes of a
parallel in the pre-generic forms. The series of adventures characteristic of the first stage is
the basis for the archetypal theme of the romance. The death struggle found in the second
stage, whether ending in victory or defeat for the hero, is the conflict, which is the
archetype of tragedy. The third stage characterized by the absence of heroism and the forces
of good is the archetypal theme of irony and satire. The final fourth stage, featuring the
return of the hero, is the re-establishment of order and harmony, the archetypal theme of
comedy.2°
In making this connection, Frye is defining the orienting principle upon which a
valid conceptual framework for criticism can be based as the quest myth. Accepting this
orienting principle, it is then possible to view any literary text as the expression of
certain sympathies that exist between the natural world and all mankind similar to the
"solemn sympathy"21 which exists between the natural world and the world of man in the
works of Shakespeare. From this point it is then possible to see all of literature,
regardless of genre, as man's response to and attempt at understanding the world. The
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literary work is then "valued" and categories of "important literature" and "unimportant
literature" are established according to the extent which one sees in the text the expression
of certain parallel patterns and connections as existing between mankind and his world.
This view leads to certain suggestions concerning the nature of and role of the
poet/author in the world. In The Well-Tempered Critic, Frye calls literature "the voice of
the genuine individual reminding us of our genuine selves, and our role as members of
society."22 If "good" literature is that in which one can clearly see the relationships
between mankind and the natural world, then it follows that the poet is an individual man
who is most sympathetic to these relationships. This view of the poet is similar to the
view of the poet expressed by Wordsworth in The Prelude as the man who being most in
tune with his own nature is most able to clearly understand and express the world around
him.
This approach does free criticism from a reliance upon the conceptual framework
history inasmuch as it makes the criticism of a text possible independent of knowledge of
the historical framework in which it was written and the historical framework of the
critic. A knowledge of history in general is by no means deemed unnecessary, however,
for it is necessary to see how certain patterns in the development of the world are reflected
in literature.
Frye's theory also allows criticism to remain autonomous from the conceptual
frameworks of philosophy and its excess baggage of value judgments by proposing a
system of ideas (the archetypes of the pre-generic forms) that exists as part of all
literature, independent of any outside systems and a system for assigning values to
literature that is developed solely out of an understanding of the literature.
In researching and writing this paper I made the discovery that Frye is not
completely consistent in his alignment of certain pre-generic forms with imagery of the
seasons. In Anatomy of Criticism he aligns romance with summer and comedy with
spring. However, in his earlier work, "The Archetypes of Literature" from Fables of
Identity, he aligns dawn, birth, and spring imagery with the form of romance while
comedy is attributed the imagery of the zenith, spring, and maturity.23 I find that Frye's
later alignments in Anatomy of Criticism hold better than his earlier ones when
examining the interplay of imagery between the pre-generic forms. Frye allows that
certain archetypes, while occuring most often in a specific form, will sometimes be found
in adjacent forms. For example, satire often contains aspects of both tragedy and comedy
just as there exists a blurring between the end of one season and the beginning of the
next. With Frye's initial alignments it is more difficult to stretch the analogy of the
interplay of images between comedy and satire as resembling the blurred period existing
between the seasons when the seasonal counterparts of forms that seem to be adjacent
exist as opposites.
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Kicking the Moon
by Susan K. Vomer
Kick the moon...
How easy it is,
---Like trying a friend's patience
Or saying, "What the heck?"
How easy it is to just let go when you've reached
Exhaustion.
Kick the moon without worry over sun rise.
That's another time.
This is the moment to set your foot aflare.
Why not revel in the temptation
Before it is gone?
The moon may always return,
But what about the chance?
Will you just let it slip away
As so many unrecorded sunsets?
Or will you let go for yourself
---Even if no one else understands?
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Hometown Peace: A Case Study of Coupevifie, Washington
by Kimberly K. Whited

Coupeville
June 8, 1986
Dear Kim,
It's been a very quiet and boring day here. Went to church and came straight home.
I see that Math has another new car! Don't know where she gets all the money she
blows-- none of my business! I start my swim class the 16th and my word processing
class July 15th. 1 think I will enjoy them both. We're planning a family get-together on
the 4th of July in Albany. I want to see Laura and Val's baby.
As you see, your grades are wonderful. We are really proud of you, Kim. You are
doing exceptionally well in college. Keep up the good work.
Guess Butch will get Crystal for Father's Day. He said they were going to the
Enchanted Village. Some people are going to buy the house across the street, it looks
like. They were talking to Dad today. Just want it for a summer home.
Well, the strawberries have started and I get sick every time I eat them. The birds
are enjoying them. I sent graduation cards to Craig, Charlie and Angela Legat, and get
well cards to Dave Merrill and Hope Purvis. They are both doing okay after their surgery.
Hope this pries a letter out of you!
Love, Mom

Whittier
Nov. 22, 1986
Dear Mom,
You know I've been working on that project for my Peace and War class. Out of
eleven requests I have only received three replies. It's getting down to the time where I
have to write the paper. I can understand why not everyone could reply, but only three!
How am I going to paint a picture of peace in Coupeville to people who have never been
there?
I thought my letter would surely foster some thought in the community. It would
have made a great letter to the editor. I mean, "What is peace? How is it achieved in a
community? Do you feel world peace is worth pursuing, and if so, is it possible? What
are some steps you would suggest to help attain this goal? What is inner peace? Do you
feel that Coupeville is peaceful? How could it be improved upon?"
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These are questions people in Coupevile must at least think about once in a
while. Don't you think so?
But, as I said before, I was very fortunate to receive three replies. Everyone is
busy and these three individuals took the time to make extremely thoughtful and
insightful comments on their ideas of peace. They're so neat that I want to share some
parts of them with you.
This first one is from Rev. Gordon Harrison from the United Methodist Church:
"Peace is more than the absence of war. In its fullness, peace may be understood in the
Hebraic sense of 'shalom.' Shalom includes the wholeness of life, its richness, its
well-being in health, spirit and in the physical. This peace is a quality of life, not simply
a state of neutrality between enemy nations or individuals. It is symbolized by naturally
antagonistic animals lying down together."
What a great analogy! A lion and a lamb feasting on sweet grass together. I can
just see it! Well, it is a beautiful thought. but I am not sure I really believe it could
happen. I mean, what if that old lion hadn't eaten anything substantial for a while and the
lamb trustingly wandered onto the scene. The lion could use the lamb more effectively by
eating him, rather than being friendly.
I guess I'm just a pessimist. I think of the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. It appears that
Russia wants to make peace with us, but we don't trust her motives. I think there's
always fear that the "other guy" has the capability of turning on us, and just might.
Shouldn't we fear the other guy, just in case?
Rev. Harrison continues: "Certainly world peace is worth pursuing and I believe it
is possible providing people and their leaders are willing to take greater responsibility and
risks to exchange trust for fear."
Albert Einstein once said basically the same thing. "We must never relax our
efforts to arouse in the people of the world, and especially in their governments, an
awareness of the unprecedented disaster which they are absolutely certain to bring upon
themselves unless there is a fundamental change in their attitudes toward one another as
well as in their concept of the future."
Something drastic, it seems, must be done to bring about peace. But where do we
start? Rev. Harrison has some ideas. "Greater exposure," he writes, "of 'enemy' peoples to
each other and their cultures, with special consciousness focused on the commonality and
preciousness of all human-kind should help to dissipate fears, superstitions and false
propaganda. Helpful, too, would be an emphasis upon our shared humaness rather than on
ideological differences, combined with a sincere effort by the nations' leaders for the good,
full life for all persons and all creation. Certainly open and frequent dialogues between the
nations' leaders should be encouraged."
If only people would talk! I keep remembering that little phrase you always used
to say-- "We're more alike than we are different." I think that applies here as well. Just as
in high school when there's some person who doesn't seem to fit in, and ends up being
the scapegoat for whatever meaness arises, nations seem to see each other as curious and
therefore dangerous. It's just a whole lot easier to not make the effort to know the "other
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guy." It's much simpler to make fun of something you don't understand. Then it's "them"
and "us." We know where we stand, but who knows about the other guy? He's not like
us. He talks funny and his ears are too big. It's kind of strange, though; he loves his
family like I love mine. Maybe you're right, Mom-- we're more alike than different.
I guess that's part of the mystique of Coupeville. Everyone seems to "fit in" if
they make the effort. As Rev. Harrison said: "Coupeville contains its attributes of peace.
There are many good, neighbor-related people in Coupeville and a number of newcomers
to this town testify to their instant acceptance into the community. Coupeville is
attractive to those who enjoy a slower pace and a partial return to the mystique of the
past. It is a popular spot for retirement, and is also a place for retreat. One escapes the
hustle of Seattle, the racetrack commuting of the mainland freeways, and the First Avenue
derelicts.'
He makes the old town sound pretty good, doesn't he? It sure sounds good to me
about now, with finals fast approaching. Quiet, slow-paced and calm. What a nice place
to escape from the "real" world outside. But that's not what I felt when I left. Coupeville
then was the place to escape from. The people didn't seem to do or think about anything.
They didn't see the wonder and excitement of the world outside the island! There's a whole
world for me to explore! At least that what I thought. That rush and frenzy seemed so
inviting. I see now that I just thought that everyone in Coupeville closed their eyes to the
outer world. Rev. Harrison says it best "But one must not be lulled by these attractions
into believing that Coupeville-- or any other isolated town-- can truly be peaceful, when
in other places too many homeless walk the streets and certain children are malnourished.
(One must not forget, either, that even in Coupeville and environs, there are the 'hidden
poor' and the abused.) Coupeville can become a better beacon reflecting true peace as it
finds more ways to reach out and not be content to pull in. World peace will not be
achieved through isolation but rather through increased and expanded community concern-a caring for the wider communities of which we all are a part. Just as 'inner peace' in the
individual must not isolate oneself from the needs of peace in the larger world, so must
not any community feel it can truly be a separated and peaceful island in the midst of
more troubled water."
Another great analogy! That Rev. Harrison is a real sharp cookie! So, let me see.
Peace can be achieved in an individual. It can also be achieved in a group-- such as the
Coupeville community. For world peace, though, the community must open its arms to
the world. Not only that, but to be "truly" at peace a community must try to spread its
peace message through its caring and concern.
"We can develop an awareness that things aren't problem-free for me until they're
problem-free for you. This applies equally to relationships between individuals or between
countries," writes Ken Keyes in The Hundredth Monkey.
That sounds pretty reasonable. But I'm still curious about the actual workings of
peace in Coupeville. Harry W. Uncapher, who is the marshall of the Coupeville Police
Department, gave me some insight into this question. He said that "community makes its
own level of tranquility through its day-to-day behavior." He goes on to say that everyone
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in the community is responsible for this level of harmony: "Peace is achieved in a
community by people actively promoting peace with each other. That doesn't mean peace
marches and demonstrations but I think it takes just plain old being neighborly and
showing kindness and respect for others."
I like that. I guess the simple things like Dad giving squash to the guys at the
lumberyard and you baking cookies for the Navy guys is an act of peace. I always thought
it was just "being neighborly." You are actually promoting peace, Mom! Doesn't it feel
nice?
You know, Mr. Uncapher has some great ideas about how the police department
should run. He says: "How does the police department help keep the peace? That is a
careful balance of 'restrictive tolerance.' If police are too tolerant to the point of allowing
anything and everything to go on, elements of a criminal nature will detect the town as an
easy mark and will move in and begin to operate. On the other hand, if a police
department becomes too aggressive and attempts to keep people within the law by the
most strict interpretation, people wil rebel and label the police as 'stormtroopers,' or
gestapo,' etc. A balance between these two must be obtained so the police are respected
but not overrun. This enables the police to work with the public to maintain peace."
It looks like there's a fine line that police have to walk. It sounds like his overall
message here is that of moderation. One can push too hard for peace and if one doesn't
push at all, then it won't be achieved, either. The key is, though, that a push is needed.
Action to achieve reaction.
One of Mr. Uncapher's closing comments sums it up: "1 will only suggest that in
a community where most residents have a lot of inner peace, the harmonious nature of the
community seems also more at peace."
I guess peace has to start from within individuals and then spread. If it spreads far
enough and evenly, then world peace can happen. But can it really?
John C. Coyne, retired Colonel, U.S.A.F., doesn't believe so. He's the author of
the third letter I received. He claims himself as a "pessimist regarding the feasibility of
world peace." He adds, "I harbor few illusions anymore, certainly not that world peace
will be achieved through piety, platitudes, or promises... I'm a firm believer that if we in
the United States wish to have peace, we must remain strong."
Bringing it down to a smaller scale, he talks about peace in communities. "Peace
within communities, such as it is, is achieved largely through the exercise of 'police
powers' by local and state (provincial) governments, with occasional intervention by the
national government. Peace among people is largely dependent upon a shared cultural
heritage, common values and a common language."
Coupeville certainly seems to fall into this category. As Mr. Coyne says, "The
town has an essentially homgenous population, few severe economic problems, a
congenial climate, and a tranquil environment. I know of nobody who doesn't speak
English. Minorities make up only about 7% of the Island County population, and most
of those are concentrated at the Navy base in Oak Harbor."
He's right. The majority of Coupeville's residents are white and middle class.
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We're all pretty much alike in values and goals. We blend together well. Mr. Coyne
writes: "Real peace exists when harmony, cooperation, freedom from want and fear, and
respect for the rights of individuals and minority groups prevail within a society."
In an enclosure to his letter he states, "Peace can be had at any time; all that is
necessary is that we who are free surrender to the demands of those who would subjugate
and enslave us."
Peace doesn't sound very inviting here. It almost makes me thing that Mr. Coyne,
Mr. Uncapher, and Rev. Harrison have three different iciiils of peace. In one case it sounds
good and, in another, horrible. Perhaps that is why we don't have pee. Everyone sees it
differently and are, therefore, all working towards different goals. Unless the goal is a
unifying and harmonious peace of all people, not "us" and "them," no "real peace" can be
achieved. Maybe. Maybe not.
Well, thanks, Mom. You've been a great listener. You've really helped solidify
my thoughts. I'm still not sure how I'm going to show my classmates the peaceful world
of Coupeville. Got any suggestions?
Love, Kim.
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Untitled Ill
by Stephen Dow
How very interesting it seems, for
He who prays and he who deems, for
Those of blue and those of gold to
Be as one and unfold.

Untitled IV
by Stephen Dow
The laughter is gone now, as are the
Tears shed in summer bliss. Our blossomed paradise has faded reproachfully;
The flower has ignited itself into a
Seedless core and I've lost hope seeking
Answers to enigmas.
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An Orderly Excursion Into Confusion
by Gerard Forster
And the men who hold high places,
Must be the ones who startTo mold a new reality
Closer to the heart...
Philosophers and plowmen,
Each must do their part,
To sow a new mentality
Closer to the heart...
- RUSH For an argument to succeed, it must base itself on a strong foundation. My thesis
in this excursion will involve an exploration into the relationship of peace and war to the
nature of human existence. As a base for this exploration, I will begin with some
phenomena of human existence which appear to be familiar to all.
One such phenomenon is the tendancy of man to project himself into his
environment in an attempt to understand the world and his place in it. This can be
illustrated in certain questions that seem to be universal: "Who am I ?," "What am I doing
here ?," "What is Reality ?," "Where do babies come from ?," etc. These questions have a
history of speculation that is perhaps as old as man himself. All philosophies, all
religions, all sciences deal with these or similar questions, and all of us develop our own
personal philosophies or profess our own brand of religion or use some version of the
scientific method to some degree. Why?
Why does man feel the need to understand his world? To begin with, when one
feels the need to understand the world it obviously implies a lack of understanding, or
confusion about the world; a person does not attempt to understand something he already
understands. As Peter Berger illustrates, man is brought into this world in a state of
confusion: "The condition of the human organism in the world is characterized by a
built-in instability. Man does not have a given relationship to the world."1 Man differs
from animals in this sense; "The non-human animal enters the world with highly
specialized and firmly directed drives, as a result... it lives in an environment that is
specific to its species. There is a mouse world, a dog world, a horse world and so forth
{but]... there is no man world in the above sense."2 Man, in order to relate and survive,
builds a world he can understand. Every human society is an enterprise of world
building."3 It explains, orders, and defines the world and man's position in it.
Mircea Eliade echoes the idea of a world-building tendancy in man: "If the world is
to be lived in, it must be founded-- and no world can come to birth in the chaos of...
profane space."4 Thus man needs to find some starting point for the creation of a world
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to which he can relate. 'Nothing can begin, nothing can be done, without a previous
orientation-- and any orientation implies acquiring a fixed point. The discovery or
projection of a fixed point— the center— is equivalent to the creation of the world.."5
We can see that the man world is created as a part of the world-building tendancy
(or, as we have seen argued, the world-building necessity) of man. Man is confused and
attempts to alleviate this confusion by explaining the world in terms he can understand.
As Berger has illustrated, the non-human animal exists in a specie specific world
based on instincts, drives and adaptability. Yet man differs in that he is not of a specie
specific world. He must ongoingly establish a relationship with the world. Some men
farm, others build, some are students, others are teachers, some kill themselves, others
kill each other. In this sense man differs from animals. In fact, throughout history man
has been quick to point this difference out. We appear to be the only animal on earth that
has religion, cosmology, and philosophy. The Genesis account of creation is an early
indication of the difference between man and beast; man was created in God's image and
man was thus to have dominion over the other animals. In addition to this explanation of
the difference between man and animals, countless others exist. An investigation into
some of these explanations might yield clues to man's unique existence in a situation of
confusion.
The primary difference between man and non-human animals does not seem to lie
in their respective physical structures or biological anatomies, although there are striking
differences in these areas; rather, it is widely agreed that any difference lies in the mental
capability of man. It is argued that man has evolved to a different stage of consciousness
than animals.
According to Richard M. Bucke and others, animals, at least the upper half of the
animal kingdom, possess a form of consciousness which can be termed "simple
consciousness." "By means of this faculty, a dog or a horse is just as conscious of the
things about him as man is; he is also conscious of his own limbs and body and he
knows that these are part of himself."6 However, man's consciousness has evolved to a
state over and above this simple consciousness. The specie Homo Sapiens, which means
"thinking man," emerged at the moment the simple consciousness was transcended into
what Bucke terms "Self Consciousness." "By virtue of this faculty, man is not only
conscious of trees, rocks, waters, and his own limbs and body, but he becomes conscious
of himself as a distinct entity apart from the universe."
We will find, as my argument progresses, that it is possible that the emergence
into "Self Consciousness" has thrust man into a world of confusion. In the Genesis
account of the origin of the world, man was happy and innocent until he ate of the Tree of
Knowledge of Good and Evil (an act unique to man). From the description of what
occurred immediately after the act, it can be argued that man became self-conscious the
moment he ate of the tree. "And the eyes of both of them were opened and they realized
that they were naked" (Gen. 3:7). Only self-conscious beings would react in this way.
Man remained in this self-conscious state as evidenced by what God said to them: "In toil
thou shall eat of its fruit all the days of your life" (Gen 3:17).
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The emergence of the self consciousness is thus allied to the Christian concept of
'original sin'; man lost his relationship to the world and God due to the emergence of the
self consciousness. This was the original sin. Due to this, man was thrust into an
existence of confusion.
Sure, our consciousness allows us to do many fascinating things, but what is the
price we pay? As Huston Smith points out, "Man has speciali7id in developing a cerebral
cortex. The analytical powers of the instrument are a standing wonder, but the instrument
is less able to provide man with the sense that he is meaningfully related to his
enviornment, to life, the world and history in their wholeness."8
What aspect of this new consciousness causes man to feel this unrelatedness to the
world-- why is he thrust into confusion? As Bucke said earlier, self consciousness is that
which enables man to view himself as "a distinct entity apart from the universe." Man's
consciousness is such that man seems to look upon the world in terms of subject and
object; subject is the self, and object is anything thought of as distinct from the self, and
in relation to the self at any given time. Man classifies, orders, and structures the world as
opposed to accepting the world without rational examination. Man, being of this
consciousness, splits the world into parts, beginning immediately with the split into
subject/object terms. This division of the world continues in such concepts as good vs.
evil, here vs. there, now vs. then, peace vs. war, etc. This is the birth of Dualism.
Everything for man seems to be thought of in terms of thesis and antithesis.
Perhaps it is this split that causes man to lose touch with the reality of the world.
This is analogous to the phenomenon which takes place as a square is separated into two
parts. Depending on how the square is divided, you will be left with either two rectangular
shapes or two triangular shapes. You will no longer have a square. When man separates
the world, or reality, he is left with opposing concepts, yet he no longer has the world.
Thus, losing the world he has existed in for so long by separating it through means of his
consciousness, he loses reality and is thrust into confusion. As Camus said, "Beginning
to think is beginning to be undermined."9
This confusion in man, seemingly due to his unique consciousness, is the source
of what I will term the "war within." Man, Out of contact with reality, wages a war
within himself to understand at least some aspect of the world, in an attempt to alleviate
his confusion. These attempts to alleviate confusion are illustrated in man's
world-building tendancy.
These man-built worlds are based on, and expressed, in terms to which the
self-conscious mind can relate. They are based on the very entity that might have
separated man from reality. Thus, reality is opposed to man's illusory-built world. As
Camus points out, "If I were a cat among animals this life would have meaning, or rather
this problem would not arise for I should belong to this world. I would be this world to
10
which I am now opposed by my whole
Man begins to create these illusory worlds the moment he enters this
consciousness. The explanations he bases these worlds on, not being founded in reality
(rather, in that which removed man from reality), can at best serve as temporary rational
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explanations which alleviate confusion. Nonetheless, man clings to these explanations as
they allow him to exist in a more comfortable and secure environment. "A world that can
be explained even with bad reasons is a familiar world. But, on the other hand, in a
universe suddenly divest of illusions and lights, man feels a stranger." 11
The tendancy to cling to these explanations remain only as long as the
explanations themselves seem plausible. Often, upon closer rational examination an
explanation of the world proves to be inadequate. In such an instance a search for a more
rationally satisfying explanation ensues. For example, the Genesis account of the origin
of the universe at one time satisfied most people in the Western hemisphere. However,
with the advent of modem science, the plausibility of this account became suspect to
some people. Inevitably, there was a move towards more rationally satisfying
explanations, such as the "big bang" theory and the theory of evolution.
Nonetheless, some explanations have lasted for lengthy periods. Often these
long-lasting explanations are given the quality of being taken for granted. Peter Berger
sees this as the beginning of religious ideas. Whenever an explanation of the world,
created by man, attains the quality of being taken for granted, its meanings and ideas are
accepted as inherent qualities of the universe. Man projects order, or what Berger terms
"nomos," into the universe. In an attempt to forget that it was he that created this order,
he attributes the qualities of this order to "other worldly" sources. This tends to solidify
the plausibility of the explanations. It is easy to see from this that many religions begin
as an aspect of man's world-building activity.
However, not all religions begin this way. Some begin when an individual
transcends this consciousness and apprehends Truth/Reality/God (terms which will be
used interchangably in this paper). Such individuals have been labeled "mystics."
A problem presents itself here. Traditionally the mystic has had problems relating
and explaining his/her experience. It has proven to be a most difficult task because
"mystical experience is nonsensuous... it is formless, shapeless, colorless, odorless, and
The experience is something our consciousness cannot comprehend.
Our consciousness is totally dependent on our senses and the emotions that arise
from them. The name Walter Stace gives to this consciousness is the "sensory
intellectual consciousness" (another term for Bucke's "self consciousness"). However, a
mystical experience seems to provoke a completely different consciousness. As William
James points out, "our normal consciousness, as we call it, is but one special type of
consciousness, whilst all about it, parted from it by the flimsiest of screens, there lie
potential forms of consciousness completely different."13 It is in one of these
consciousnesses that the mystical encounter lies.
There is nothing about the mystical encounter which can be clearly related to our
sensory intellectual consciousness. People who have had these experiences always
complain that the words they must use to explain the experience are inadequate. This is
because "all words in all languages are the products of the sensory intellectual
consciousness and express or describe its elements or some combination of them"14 So
the mystic is left to explain the experience with words and thoughts even though "there
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are no thoughts in the experience itself."15
Nonetheless, it has been established that there is one underlying theme present in,
and definitive of, all mystical experience. "They involve the apprehension of an ultimate
nonsensuous unity in all things, a oneness or a one to which neither the senses nor the
reason can penetrate."16 This unity, or oneness, is often labelled as God and thus it can
be deduced that we can't know God rationally. Rudolph Otto echoes this statement: "God
is the ineffible, unchanging, everlasting unifyer of all. God is wholly other from any
concept or rational thought. "17 As is evident, our consciousness, dependant on the
senses, reason, concepts, and rational thought, doesn't seem to be able to "know" God, as
God is of a "wholly other" nature.
Despite the problems the mystic faces, people are drawn to him/her as they realize
that he/she is no longer bothered by a "war within" the mind for understanding; they can
see that the mystic has achieved a state close to true peace. They desire to attain this state
so as to quench the fires of the war within their own minds. The mystic relates his/her
experience. The people attempt to understand it rationally, but, as we have seen, this can't
be done. It becomes subject to misinterpretation. The people also have a hard time
following the path which the mystic adheres to as they have not had the mystical
encounter themselves. Yet, they cling to the path, and their distorted rational view of the
truth which the mystic has apprehended because, as we have seen, this alleviates some of
the pressure of their confusion.
Thus mankind, as a result of this world-building tendancy, exists in a situation
characterized by numerous different rational explanations of the world and man's place in
it. There are economic explanations, political explanations, rational religious
explanations, scientific explanations, etc. Inevitably, the followers of different
explanations come into contact with each other. They examine and question each other
and realize that they follow different paths based on different explanations. What they
often fail to realize is that they are pursuing the same goal: an understanding of man and
the world.
Clinging to their path, and realizing that opposing explanations have the potential
to challenge the foundations of their world, they often withdraw from or fight with each
other to protect their illusory world and the explanation upon which it is built. Factions
fight over differences in opinions. This fight is what I will term "war among." Examples
abound to support this idea.
To illustrate, let us look at the conflict presently raging between the governments
of the United States and the Soviet Union. Presently there is no violent war being fought
directly between the members of these two countries, although they are engaging
indirectly in countries such as Nicaragua and El Salvador. However, there is a heated war
of intimidation being fought by these governmaents in the form of a nuclear arms race.
Why are they at war? Each has a different view as to how the world should be governed.
Each wishes to halt the progress of the other as they feel progress by the other is a threat
to their security and the security of the way they govern their countries (i.e., "Let's make
the world safe for Democracy"). This is an extremely simplistic view of what's going on,
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yet it is the conflict boiled down to its basic ingredients: difference of opinion and fear.
This fear has perverted their differences into a sense of us vs. them, good vs. evil, black
vs. white, U.S.A. vs. U.S.S.R.
Another example of the "war among" is the war which is fought every four years
in the United States. This battle is waged between the main political parties of the
country, Republican vs. Democrat, Conservative vs. Liberal, etc. F.rh side has their own
opinion as to how the world operates and how the country should be governed. Many
devote their lives to seeing that their candidate wins and the other side's loses. Elections
are often bitter and they lead to vicious personal attacks.
What emerges here is a theory as to the origins and relationships of "war among"
and "war within": war among stems from a difference of opinion among opposing
factions. Differences of opinion arise as each side, feeling a need to rationally explain the
world, explains it in different ways. The need to rationally explain the world stems from a
confusion that each man has about the world/reality/God(this confusion about and need to
explain the world/reality/God is the "war within" each individual). The reason there is a
confusion about the world/reality/God is because reality/God is of a different
consciousness than man's.
As Jesus said in John 18:36, "The Kingdom of God is not of this world." He also
says in John 3:3, "Unless a man be born again, he cannot see the Kingdom of God." This
is man's hope; he must transcend the world of our consciousness and be born again into
the world of a new consciousness, thereby abandoning this illusory-built world. There are
numerous ways people try to do this. Among them are meditation, prayer, fasting,
celibacy, sensory deprivation, and even drug use-- as William James tells us, drugs have
been able to, temporarily, in some instances, alter the chemical responses of the brain
which release us from this consciousness. 18
When you transcend this consciousness, you are born into a new consciousness
that Bucke calls "Cosmic Consciousness." Few people have reached this consciousness.
Jesus and Buddha and perhaps Peace Pilgrim are among the examples of those who have.
At the moment man became self-conscious, or was born into our normal consciousness,
he became homo sapiens-- thinking man. At the moment man transcends this
consciousness and is born into cosmic consciousness or the consciousness of the mystics,
he becomes a new specie. Perhaps anatomically he won't warrant it, but the difference
between cosmic conscious man and homo sapiens is as great as the difference between
homo sapiens and the rest of the animal kingdom. As it is said in 2 Corinthians 5:17-"therefore, if any man be in Christ, he is a new creature: old things are passed away;
behold all things are become new."
The following is a quote from Richard Bucke describing a world peopled by men
having transcended this consciousness into what he calls the "Cosmic Consciousness":
In contact with the flux of cosmic consciousness all religions
known and named today will be melted down The human soul will be
revolutionized. Religion will absolutely dominate the race. It will not
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depend on tradition. It will not be believed and disbelieved. It will not be a
part of life belonging to certain hours, times, occasions. It will not be in
sacred books or in the mouths of priests. It will not dwell in churches and
meetings and forms and days. Its life will not be in prayers, hymns nor
discourses. It will not depend on special revelations, on the words of Gods
who came down to teach, nor any bible or bibles. It will have no mission
to save men from their sins or to secure them a place in heaven. It will not
teach a future immortality nor future glories, for immortality and glory will
exist in the here and now. The evidence of immortality will exist in every
heart as sight in every eye. Doubt of God and of eternal life will be
impossible as is now doubt of existence; the evidence of each will be the
same. Religion will govern every minute of every day of all life. Churches,
creeds, forms, prayers, all agents, all intermediaries between the individual
and God will be replaced by unmistakable intercourse. Sin will no longer
exist, nor will salvation be desired. Men will not worry about death or the
future, about the kingdom of heaven, about what may come with and after
the cessation of the life of the present body. Each soul will feel and know
itself to be immortal, will feel and know that the entire universe with all its
beauty is for it and belongs to it forever."9
Is this the heaven of the Bible? Compare this with the description of heaven we
are given in Revelation 21:14. "Then I saw new heavens and a new earth. For the former
heavens and the former earth had passed away... I heard a loud voice cry out: 'This is
Gods dwelling among men. He shall dwell with them and they shall be his people and he
shall be their God who is always with them. He shall wipe every tear from their eyes, and
there shall be no more death or mourning, crying out in pain, for the former world has
passed away."
The similarities between these descriptions are extensive. Each contains the idea of
an absence of death (immortality). Each contains the idea of a new type of world with the
old one passing away. Each world has no tears or worries. Each world would have an
"unmistakable intercourse with God" as "God is always with them.'
It is my conclusion that in order to attain Peace, or heaven, one must transcend
this consciousness; man must be born again into a new consciousness as it is our
"sensory intellectual consciousness" which separates us from reality. It is this
consciousness which keeps us at war within ourselves and at war with each other.
Returning to the analogy of the square, when man transcends this consciousness,
the parts of the square will once again be unified and the square will be whole; the world
which was split into concepts defined by the dualistically-oriented consciousness is
reunited with the transcendence of this consciousness. This does not imply that man
returns to the animal state of simple consciousness. Because man has experienced the
dualistic consciousness, he realizes upon transcendence that the parts of the world are
bound together by some unifying principle. This unifying principle is what the mystic
apprehends. This unifying principle is God.
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Man knows God only through the transcendence of this consciousness. However, I
am not saying that our consciousness is not valid. It is only through experiencing our
consciousness that we can realize God in our transcendence of it. Thus it is now our task
to live in a manner which one day enables us to transcend this conscioiusness.
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